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HARDING BULLETIN 
SEARCY, ARKANSAS VOLUME 61 JUNE 1986 NUMBER 6 
Bur·ks to Succeed Ganus as President in 1987 
Dr. David B. Burks, Dean of the School of 
Business, has been named to succeed President 
Clifton L Ganus, Jr. when Dr. Ganus retires 
in May, 1987. 
The announcement of Dr. Burk's selection 
was made at a special faculty meeting May 9 
by James H. Cone, chairman of the Harding 
University Board of Trustees. 
Cone was chairman of a seven-member search 
committee, made up of board members, chosen 
to find a successor to Dr. Ganus. 
"The committee feels Dr. David Burks more 
nearly fits the criteria developed by the Board 
than any other of the many candidates con-
sidered," Cone said. "Dr. Burks received a 
unanimous recommendation of the search com-
mittee and unanimous approval by the Board. 
ije is a man we can unite behind to carry on 
the great traditions of Harding University. 
"I believe Dr. Burks is a man of vision and 
has the ability to lead us in the same fine way 
his predecessors have led us. The Board is very 
enthusiastic in its announcement of him as the 
next president of Harding University." 
President Ganus, who has been president of 
Harding since 1965, said, "I appreciate the 
diligent search the committee of the Board has 
made, and feel they have· made a wise choice-. 
I have \mown. and worked w-,th Dr. Surks for 
many years and believe that he will serve in a 
very fine and effective way as the next presi-
dent of Harding University." 
Dr. Harold Hazelip, dean of Harding's 
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis who 
was recently named President of David 
Dr. David Burks makes acceptance ~marks after his se~tion by the Board of Trustees to succeed 
President Clifton Ganus upon his retirement in May 191!l, 
Lipscomb College in Nashville, said, "From a 
personal point of view, I came to know David 
when my son majored in accounting. He im-
pressed me with his knOWledge and expertise 
and his obvious interest in the students. I have 
participated on programs with him and have 
been impressed with the characteristics "and 
trait!' of leadership that he possesses. He is an 
excellent choice, a serving kind of human be-
ing, and I believe he will be able to lead Har-
ding to even greater vistas of service." 
Burks, 43, entered Harding as a fre~hman in 
Ganus Endowed Scholarship Established 
The Harding University Board of Trustees in 
its annual spring meeting May 9 announced a 
campaign to establish a $1 million endowed 
academic scholarship fund to honor Dr. and 
Mrs. Clifton L Ganus Jr. 
Ganus, who has announced his retirement 
from the presidency at the conclusion of the 
1986-87 school year, will have served 22 years 
as the institution's chief executive officer. 
In making1he announcement for the members 
of the board, James Cone, chairman, also 
announced that six members have pledged or 
given $143,500 to date, to launch the scholar-
ship program. 
The "Clifton L. and Louise Ganus Scholar-
ship Fund" will be the largest endowed scholar-
ship fund in the school's history. Interest earned 
on the principal of the fund will annually pro-
vide scholarship assistance to at least 100 more 
students when fully funded. 
"Members of the board voted unanimously 
to honor this. couple who has given so 
unselfishly of themselves to Harding. We didn't 
want to wait until his actual retirement to an-
nounce this tribute to Dr. and Mrs. Ganus," said 
Cone. 
"Thousarids of their friends, classmates, co-
workers and alumni will want to share in the 
funding of this special project. It is appropriate 
that we make this announcement now at the 
beginning of the last year of his presidency." 
An alumnus of Harding, Ganus joined the 
fuculty in 1946 in the Department of History and 
Social Sciences. He has served as department 
chairman, dean of the School of American 
Studies and as vice president. 
Mrs. Ganus, in addition to her many respon-
sibilities as Harding's first lady, has been ac-
tively involved in the Associated Women for 
Harding. She has served as president of the 
Searcy chapter and on the AWH National Coun-
cil since its beginning seven years ago. 
Harding has experienced an unparalleled 
growth during the Ganus presidency. The enroll-
ment has grown from 1,472 to a peak enroll-
ment of 3,084. Also during his presidency more 
than $35 million has been raised in gifts and 
(see Ganus Scholarship, page 2) 
1961 after graduating from Hot Springs High 
School in Truth or Consequences, N.M. As a 
senior at Harding in 1964--65, he served as presi-
dent of the Student Association. 
He received his bachelor's degree in business 
and accounting from Harding, and was 
awarded a teaching assistantship at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin, where he received a 
master's degree in business administration in 
1966. 
He joined the auditing division of Exxon, 
Inc., in Houston, but after a year returned to 
Harding as_ an instructor of accounting and 
director of placement. 
Dr. Burks taught until 1971, when he left to 
attend Florida state University in Tallahassee, 
Fla. He was awarded the Ph.D. in 1972, the ti-
tle of his doctoral dissertation being "A 
Proposed Model Faculty Recruitment and 
Retention Program for Senior Colleges Sup-
ported by churches of Christ." He returned to 
Harding that fall. 
The recipient of the Harding UniverSity 
Distinguished Teacher Award in 1975 and 1986, 
Dr. Burks served for several years as the spon-
sor of the Harding Business Team, which won 
natioriaJ championships in competition with col-
leges and universities across the nation. 
When Harding advanced to University status 
in 1979, Dr. Burks \WS named dean of the School 
of Business, and if! 11)82 was appointed direc-
tor of the American Stud.ie.s Program. 
He has authoroo two books, rrie Christi8lJ 
Alternative·for Business and Strategic Manage-
ment Simulation, and co-authored Servant 
Leadership with Dr. Bobby Coker. 
He haS served as president of the Searcy 
Kiwanis Club and was a member of Camp 
Wyldewood Board ~f Directors. He holds 
membership in several professional organiza-
tions such as Beta Alpha Psi, Phi Delta Kappa, 
and Delta Mu Delta. He is a deacon at the Col-
lege Church of Christ. 
In 1965, Burks was married to the former· 
Leah Gentry, who is also a Harding graduate. 
They have three children, Bryan, a freshman at 
Harding; Stephen, 15; and Marleah, 13. His 
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Basil Burks of Truth 
or Consequences, N.M. 
Dr. Burks will be the fourth person to hold 
the presidency of Harding since it was founded 
as a four-year school in 1924.1. N. Armstrong 
served from 1924-36 and Dr. George S. Ben-
son was president from 1936 until 1965 when 
Dr. Ganus assumed the office. 
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Walton s' 'Recog"n Iz'e~a·T·Witfi'~··1~g8oTr~(j~stee.r·AW·arCi' 
Sam and Helen Walton were presented the 
Harding University Trustee Award for 1986 at 
a luncheon in their honor April 12 in Benton-
ville. where Walton is chairman and chief ex-
ecutive officc( of Wal-Mart Stores Inc. 
Making the presentation was Harding Presi-
dent Clifton L Ganus. who stated. "I have 
known the Waltons for many years and am 
grateful for their helpfulness to Harding. I 
believe the trustees made a fine selection il) Sam 
and Helen." 
'The Trustee Awa~d was established in 1974 
to recognize individuals who have contributed 
significantly in his or her chosen field of 
endeavor, and whose values are consistent with 
the principles of Harding. Nominations and final 
selections are made by the Harding Board of 
Trustees. 
Walton is a 1940 graduate of the University 
of Missouri with an AB degree in economics. 
After serving in the Army Intelligence Corps 
during World War II, he was discharged with 
the rank of captain in August 1945. 
/ The founder ofWal-Mart. Walton opened his 
first Ben Franklin variety store in Newport, 
TRUSTEES - President Clifton Ganus presents Sam and Helen Walton (center) with the 1986 
Trustee Award. Board member, Pdul Carter, left, is a senior vice-president of Wal-Man Stores, Inc. 
Ark., in 1945. The first Wal-Mart Discount City in the retail discount department store industry 
store followed in 1962, with the initial store with more than 700 stores in a 13-state area. 
established in Rogers, Ark. Last May, Walton contributed $3.6 million for 
Today, the company is recognized as a leader uSe by Central American students to Harding 
and two other independent Arkansas colleges. 
Gan US Scholarsh ip ... (continued from page 1) The United States Agency for International Development matched this contribution, thus gifting Harding with $2.2 million for the 
scholarship fund. grants for capital and operational needs of the 
school. ' 
fund. Individual~, corporation!\ and foundations 
are being asked to make a special contribution 
to this project ab.we what they'may have already 
pledged on othe" current programs. 
Walton has received many honors during his 
career; hOwever, in 1978, he was doubly-honored 
by his col1eague~ in the retaii industry when they 
voted him the Discounter of the Year and the 
Retail Man of the Year, making him the first per-
son ever to receive both honors. 
.In March 1980, he was selected in Financial 
World's "Annual Competition to Honor 
America's Top Executives" as the most outstan-
ding chief executive officer in the retail industry 
by a panel of 50 leading security analysts, 
Walton also uses his talents beyond the Wal-
Mart chain, engaging in activities including ser-
vice as director and chairman of the Board of 
the Bank of Bentonville, the Bank of Pea Ridge 
and the First National Bank in Rogers, Ark. He 
has served as director of the state Chamber of 
Commerce, an elder of the First UniteL 
Presbyterian Church 6f Bentonville, and is past 
president of the Chambers of Commerce of Ben-
tonville and Newport, Ark. He was also the 
1984 recipient of the Horatio Alger Award. 
Mrs. Walton is the former Helen Robson of 
Claremore, Okla., and is a leader in education 
and community affairs in Arkansas. 
She received the BS degree in finance from 
the University of Oklahoma School of Business 
in Norman and also attended the Christian Col-
lege for Women at Columbia, Mo. Mrs, Walton 
a1so received an honorary doctorate in 
humanities from the College of the Ozarks in 
Clarksville, Ark. 
Involved in a vast array of community and 
educational services, Mrs. Walton is also a past 
chairperson and permanent honorary member 
of the Board of Trustees of the College of the 
Ozarks and is general chairperson of the suc-
cessful $3 million Phase 11-150 fund Capital 
Campaign. 
"For 40 years Cliff and Louise Ganus have 
been serving the students at Harding. When the 
board was trying to decide just how we could 
rec:ognize this couple, it became obvious to ~h . 
member that we could best honor them by 
creating a fund ~hat would help more students 
attend Harding," said Cone, . 
''An' effort is being m3d~to-contact as many 
indi~iduals, corwrapons and foundation's as 
possible and to secure their gifts by Dec. 31;' 
said Floyd Dan~l. vic~ piesident fot universi-
ty relations. , SIFE Team Is· Second in Nation ~. 
"Four decades of service imd involvement in 
Christian education is a mighty tribute to the 
commitment of this couple. Th~ir work is not 
only appreciated on the campus, but by literal-
ly thousands of alumni, parents and friends of 
the institution. 
"I think the board's appreciation of their ef-
forts is self evident. We are pleased to be able 
to create this endowed scholarship fund. I know 
I'm speaking for every member of the board 
when I say that we arc c-,'cn more pleased that 
we can initiate this project," explained Cone. 
Members of the board and staff members in 
Harding's Development Office have already 
begun contacting the school's various consti-
tuencies seeking support for this scholarship 
"We are trying to secure as much of the $1 
million as possible by the end of 1986, but I'm 
sure that we'll still have some contacts to make 
in early 1987. We will announce our results at 
the May, 1987 commencement exercises which 
will mark the conclusion of Dr. Ganus' 
presidency. 
"I know of no other couple over the last 21 
years who has given more of themselves to ad-
vance Harding than Cliff and Louise Ganus. 
This scholarship fund is such an excellent way 
for all of us to say 'thank you' to these two 
wonderful people." 
Cone indicated that the board and the develop-
ment staff are using both personal visits and mail 
appeals to contact those interested in helping to 
honor the retiring president and his wife. 
Dav'idson to Edit Bison Newspaper 
Bobby Davidson, a print joumalism major 
from Judsonia, has been named editor of the 
University student newspaper, The Bison, for 
1986-87. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Troy 
Smith, Rt. 3. Judsonia. 
Davidson has also been selected to receive the 
Russell Simmons Journalism Scholarship 
established by family and friends of the late 
director of public relations at !larding. 
A junior. Davidson has worked on the Bison 
staff as sports editor. and has worked as a stu-
dent assistant in sports coverage for the Harding 
Public Relations Office. He recently completed 
an internship in journalism. 
Other staff selected for next fall are Amy 
Blankenship of Cape Girardeau, Mo" and Bill 
Everett of Conroe. Texas, co-assistant editors; 
and Jeff Stevenson of Effingham, Ill., and 
Marianne Mott of West Chicago, co-business 
managers. 
Several Bi.~()n staff members received awards 
in individual contests of the Arkansas College 
Publications Association ti.H 1985-86, and the 
~~~.~~ 
paper received Honorable Mention in General 
Excellence, 2nd in Design, 3rd in Writing and 
Honorable Mention in Photography, Arts and 
Graphics. 
Individual awards were Todd Thompson of 
Hammonton, N.J., and Eddie Madden of 
Newport, 1st and 3rd, respectively, in General 
Column; Wendell Hudson of Bedford, Ind., 2nd 
in Sports Column; Todd Glover of Broussard, 
La., 2nd in Feature Photo; Sheila Underwood 
of Searcy, 3rd in Interview; and Jeff Douglas 
of Lenoir, N.c., 2nd in Revi.ew, 
Plan To Attend! 
I 
Harding University 
63rd Annual 
Bible Lectureship 
October 5-8 
"What's Right 
With the Church?" 
The Harding University Economics Team was 
awarded a check for $3,soo and a natiolUll 
runner-up trophy at the International Exposition 
of Students in Free Enterprise competition in 
Memphis, Tenn. 
The competition, which was hosted by the 
National Free Enterprise Center in Bolivar; 
Mo., involved 170 colleges and universities and 
some 4,000 students during 1985-86. The Har-
ding program entry was "Capitalism Is In-
novative - It Made America." The economics 
team presentation described 68 projects and pro-
grams with 14 on-campus and 44 civic, profes-
sional and educational groups in the mid-south. 
The 1986 team is composed of Stephanie 
Carter, co-captain from Bentonville, Ark., 
Kevin Thompson, co-captain from San Diego, 
Calif., Melissa Breeneman of Spartanburg, S.c., 
Bruce Picker of Searcy, Ark., Joel Reed of New 
Haven, Ind., and their sponsor, Dr, Don Dif-
fine, professor of economics and director of the 
student-staffed Belden Center for Private Enter- . 
prise Education. 
The national SIFE competition brought 27 
regional winners together for two days of inten-
sive competition. Fifty judges from business and 
industry across the United States evaluated each 
collegiate finalist. 
The overall quality of the teams was the 
stroQgest we've faced," said Diffine, "The ac-
tual competition was the keenest I've ever seen, 
Our major concern coming into the nationals 
was our past success. We felt to win we would 
have to win big, or a close vote would tip the 
balance toward the nearest competitor." 
Harding economics team projects receiving 
special mention included "Capital Day" 
launched to s~ute entrepreneurs; an "Impor-
tant Economic Trivia" prototype game; the 
"Free Market Calendar"; "All American 
Economics - Made in the U.S.A.," a salute to 
Wal-Mart's 'Buy American' program; "Images 
in Free Enterprise" contest in visual arts; and 
"What Does Johnny's Dad Do?" pr~iect. 
The University economics teams have 
pmcious\y won first 'Pla.ce nine tlm~r.. a.\ \h~. 
regionals and five times at the nationals which 
were started in 1978. Harding teams, the winn-
ingest in the country to date, were national 
runners-up in 1978 and 1983. Findlay College 
of Ohio was this year's national champion. 
The efforts of the student-staffed Belden 
Center have received national recognition, not 
only in the economic games, but also from the 
Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, Pa, Since 
1976, Diffine, the economics teams and their 
projects have received 15 awards in the category 
of private enterprise education, advertising and 
public affairs, non-profit publication and plat-
form addresses. 
ON THE COVER: President Clifton L. Ganus 
stands with President-emeritus George S. 
Benson and President-elect David B. Burks. 
Burks will be the fourth person to hold the 
presidency since it was founded as a four-year 
school in 1924. The late J. N. Armstrong was 
the first president. 
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IN APPRECIATION - Dee Kernodle, chairman of the National Council of Associated Women for Harding presents Dr. Jimmy Caif with a "Memories" 
print for his years of service as executiv~ director. ," , 
Carr HO"Qre~: For~¥Jce By-AWH 
Dr. Jimmy Carr has resigned as executive diana University in Bloomington; and Florida tional organization which works to promote Har-
direCtor of the Associated Women for Harding. Slate University in Tallahassee. . ding University. Last y~. AW1:f r:aised approx-
J>...\ \he J>...WH spring general meeting he was em-bas served'in proressional, civic; and imately $28,000 to be used in several areas of 
presented with a "Memories" framed print and social capacities including Kiwanis Club, the school including $7,500 to buy new band 
a schOlarship has been established in his name. Chamber of Commerce,Executive Board , of uniforms. This project is being done in coopera-
According to Dee Kernodle, chairman of the Quapaw Council of Boy Scouts of America, tion with the band boosters. 
national council, the Jimmy Carr-AWH Scholar- White River District Boy Scouts, and on the Ex- AWH is a non-commercial, non-partisan 
ship will be made up of 10% of AWH yearly ecutive Board of Sunshine SchooL organization and has been in existence for 21 
funds. Eligibility requirements will be The Associated Women for Harding is a na- years. 
determined by the University. 
·····;News Briefs , ~, .-, 
Fifty University students and four faculty 
members travelled to Washington, D.C., 
on the spring tour of the American Studies 
Program. 
The group visited the State Department, the 
Chinese Embassy; Capitol Hill, ABC News, 
Chamber of Commerce, AFL-CIO, the White 
House, the Washington Post, and the Pentagon . 
They heard speakers Jerry Vedder, Lyn Nof-
ziger, Stuart Butler, and met with the Arkan-
sas Congressional Delegation. 
The American Stud~s Program includes a 
Lecture Series, Youth Citizenship Seminars and 
Management Seminars. Harding's program has 
been honored by the Freedoms Foundation of 
Valley Forge, Pa. 
Two home economics majors were elected 
as chairman and chairman-elect for 1986-87 dur-
ing the annual conference of the Arkansas 
Home Economics Association Student Chapter 
in Little Rock, April 10-12. 
Mary Thomas, a junior dietetics major from 
Thlsa, was named State Chairman and will be 
responsible for next spring's convention. Chosen 
as chairman-elect was Amy Tomlinson of Pine 
Bluff, who will-assume the chairmanship next 
spring_ 
Beth Wilson, home economics department 
chairman, and faculty members Lynn England 
and Loleta Higginbotham accompanied the 
delegation ·to the conference. Attending were 
Anna Dinkins of Duquoin, III., Lisa Stuck of 
Strafford, Mo.; Debbie Cox of Searcy; Becky 
Shannon of Centerville, Tenn.; Kim Hughes of 
Clarkston, Mich.; and Martha Fledor of 
Pocahontas. 
The Harding University School of Business 
held a phonothon during which approximately 
$130,000 was raised in pledges to be made dur-
ing the next two years, according to Dr, Dav'id 
B. BurkS, deati. 
The money 'will be used to buy micro-com-
puters for use in business and.accounting. The 
computers are scheduled· to be ready at the 
beginning of the fall semester and will be open 
for use by all Harding students. 
All members of the business faculty par-
ticil;'ated in the five-night phonothon. 
Kernodle said, "Dr. Carr said that he and his 
wife Stephanie had to work their way through 
school and they were happy to know someone 
else would receive help in their name." 
Waugh Delivers Commencement Address 
Carr has worked with the University for 15 
years and has assisted AWH for most Yl!ars. He 
attended East Carolina University in Greenville, 
N.C.; Peabody College in Nashville, Tenn.; In-
School of Nursing 
Pins 25 Graduates 
The School of Nursing conducted their an-
nual spring pinning ceremony May 10. 
Dr. Billye Brown of the University of Texas 
at Austin, delivered the keynote address to the 
25 graduating nursing students. 
Several awards were presented at the 
ceremony. Among the recipients were Dawn 
Blaine of Camp Hill, Pa., and Laura Addison 
of Troy, Mich., Outstanding Community Ser-
vants; Blaine, Outstanding 'olleague and 
Outstanding Academic Achievement; Jane 
Evans of North Little Rock. Ark .• and Cathy 
Bishop of Neosho, Mo., Scholarly Papers; and 
Blaine received the Heap, Heart. Hands award. 
The senior class presented a set of skills books 
for the skills library as a gift to the School of 
Nursing. Jennifer Gifford of Dallas, Texas, 
presented a charge to the class and Sheryl 
Stevens presented a slide program. 
Cathleen Shultz, dean of the School ofNurs-
ing, introduced the nursing faculty and Cheryl 
Clark, former member of the nursing faculty, 
presented Jhe seniors with phis. 
Bill Waugh. chairman of Waugh Enterprises, 
delivered the commencement address to 339 
graduates. 
Waugh encouraged the audience to care about 
the people around them. "The world seeks and 
needs people who care," he said. "What 
validates a caring person is not if I perceive 
myself as caring but that I am perceived by 
others as caring. Helping people is God's in-
tent for us." 
Waugh developed a restaurant concept in 
Abilene, Texas, called Taco Bueno, which is 
now Casa Bonita Inc. He was chief executive 
officer of this company until 1984, when he left 
Casa Bonita to being Burger Street Inc. He is 
a graduate of Abilene Christian College. 
Several awards for outstanding achievement 
were presented including the Berryhill Award 
for the superior athlete, to Kenny Collins of 
Valley Springs, Ark., and its companion award 
to Dawn Mason of Tabernacle, N.J. 
The- recipients of the Alpha Chi Honor 
Graduate awards were John Park of New Ca-
naan, Conn .• Gayla Saegert of Rogers, Ark., 
and Carla Thompson of Mexico, N.Y., for the 
highest cumulative grade point average over 
work for the baccalaureate degree. Each of the 
three had a 4.00 straight "/>I.' record. 
The L. O. Sanderson Music Scholarship of 
$2,285 for the 1986-87 school year went to Jay 
Walls of Millersport, Ohio. The Ganus Awards 
of $100 each went to Ty Townsend Webb of 
SERVICE AWARD - President Clifton Ganus reads the citation for the Distinguished Christian 
Service Awani presented to Bill Waugh, chairman of Waugh Enterprises, durinq spring graduation. 
Carmel, Ind., and Lyn Hinrichs of Nichols, 
Iowa. The 1986 Duane Priest Premedical 
Memorial Scholarship of $1,600 fur 1986-87 was 
awarded to Russell Deidiker of Ozark, Mo. 
The Russell L. Simmons Memorial Scholar-
ship fund of $350 was awarded to John Robert 
Davidson of Judsonia, Ark. The Kinslow Award 
went to Robert Sears of Webster Groves, Mo., 
and the School of Nursing Head, Heart, Hands 
award went to Dawn Blaine of Camp Hill, Fa. 
H;\ii6tNG-tiNIV'E:itSrfV' ~Gfi"J J 
L~ nn England (hol11c cl'llnolllics) attL' nded a workshop on "Architecture and Interiors in Arkan-
sas frolll 1865-IYJO" in Uttle Rock. Ark sponsored by the Historic Preservation Alliance of Arkansas 
and thc Quapa\\ Quarters. James Walters (Bihle) spoke at several seminars including "Spiritual 
Growth" in Atlanta. Ga . ; "Bihlical Interpretation" in Hot Springs. Ark . ; "Spiritual Growth" in 
Walnut. Calil .. and presented a series Oil "Man's Quest for Meaning" in SI. Paul. Minn. Louise 
Pace and Mar~ Shock (social work) and Tammy Heffington (student) attended the Council on 
Social Work Education's Annual Progrilm in' Miami . Fla . 
Pat.Garner (speech) directed the Province of the Lower Mississippi Convention-Tournament of 
Pi Kappa Delta at Trinity University in San Antonio. Texas. He was elected to serve as the next 
goyernor of Pi Kappa Delta Province of the Lower Mississippi. Louise Bradford (nursing) presented 
"Personality Disorders t<)r Programs in Psychiatric Nursing" at the Baptist Medical Center in Lit-
D~JVis Wyatt Bradfilrd Walker 
tie Rock. Ark . Paul Pollard, Richard King and Tom Alexander (Bible) attended the regional 
meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature and the American Academy of Religion at the Univer-
sity of Missouri at Columbia. 
Charles Walker (marketing) attended the annual Mid-South Marketing Educators Conference 
at Gulf Breeze. Fla . Walker served as Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Arkansas Col-
lege Teachers of Economics and Business meeting in Little Rock. Others who attended were David 
Perkins (accounting). David Johnson (accounting) and Don 'Diffine (economics) who spoke on 
"Peaks and Valiums of Our Lives." Jack Thomas (psychology) presented a paper at the annual 
meeting of the American Board of Medical Hypnoanalysis in Las Vegas. Nev. He was appointed 
to the Board of Review for their journal. Wyatt Jones (education) attended the Kappa Delta Pi 
National Meeting in Denver. Colo. 
Neale Pryor (Bible) spoke at the Magnolia Bible College Lectureships. the Christian Enrich-
ment Series in Topeka , Kan . and the Pepperdine Lectureships: Kenneth' D~vis (music) was elected 
president of the Arkansas Chapter of the National Association of Teachers in' Singing. Travis Thomp-
son (math and computer science) had an article published entitled "Sequentially Closed Graphs" 
in the Tokohama Mathematical Journal. James Mackey (physics) and Ed Wilson (chemistry) at-
tended an advanced microcomputer interfacing workshop in Day(on, Ohio. 
Bobby Coker (education) spoke at the Arkansas State University. Jonesboro Convocation of 
Scholars. 1986 and at the' College of Education Cooperating Teachers banquet on the topic "Teachers 
Do Make A Difference." Robert Kelly (business) attended the 13th Annual Meeting of Southwestern 
Federation of Administrative Disciplines in Dallas, Texas. 
F A c u L T ' y 
OUTSTANDING STAFF - From left. Ruth Herring of the Graduate School of Religion; Ann 
Wright. development office; Matcie Sue Sears. Harding Academy, and Eddie Campbell, associate 
dean of students received the Outstanding Staff Awards for the 1985-86 school year. 
Faculty; Staff Awarded for Servi'ce 
Fifty-five Harding faculty and staff. including 
President Clifton L. Ganus, were recognized 
and presented service pins at the annual ban-
quet Friday a, the Heritage Cafeteria. 
Dr. Ganus received a pin for 40 years with 
the University. having joined the faculty in 1946 
as a member of the history faculty. He later 
served as vice president before assuming the 
presidency in 1965. 
Dr. George E. Baggett, professor of music. 
and Lott Tucker, vice president for finance, 
received 35-year pins. Recognized for 30 years 
were Johnnie Ballard, paint foreman; Mildred 
Bell, home economics; and Pat Young, assis-
tant to the vice president for finance. 
_ The. 25-year awards were presented to Doyle 
'Graham, Pattifi'Cbbb clifeteri'a;-Bilf'OHlham, 
mathematics; John H. Ryan, communication; 
and Marjorie Ryan, physical education. 
Twenty-year pins went to Dewey Butler, 
.F I L E 
custodial; Minnie Gardner, Pattie Cobb; 
William Hollaway, music; Christa Layden, 
Heritage cafeteria; Bryce Ro~rson, biology; 
William Rowe, Heritage; Mattie Waddy, 
Heritage; Dorothy Woodruff, development; 
George Woodruff, biology and Winfred Wright, 
foreign languages. 
Receiving IS-year pins were Carolyn Ander-
son, education; Laverne Bear.h , · home 
"economics; Glenave Curtis, Academy; Don Dif-
fine, business; Larry Daughety, stockroom; 
Morris Ellis, communication; Vivian Hyde, 
Academy; Lew Moore, psychology; Walter 
Porter, psychology; Lorene Smith, Heritage; 
Steve Smith, math; Billie Thomason, M~mphis 
library and Beth Wilson, home economics. 
Rebecca Oldroyd Weaver 
Tei1~yearpins were presented' to' l:;mdll"Ar-
nold, Academy; Pauy Barrett, housing; Lavon 
Carter, business; Eddie Cloer, Bible; Clinton 
Coles, Pattie Cobb; Hope Edwards, PBX; Ike 
Hamilton, housing; Sarah Hedrick, bookstore; 
David Hurd, television; Sharon Jackson, print 
shop; Joel Johnson, Memphis; Ken Johnson, 
business; Cecil Lasley, custodial; Larry Long, 
English; Sue Moore, media center;! Nancy 
O'Brien, nursing; Cathleen Shultz, nurs-
ing; Danny Townsend, print shop; Mark 
VanRheenen, business; Zearl Watson, financial 
aid; Steve White., business and Loretta Wilson , 
Heritage. 
Pal!e 4 
Rebecca Weaver - Assistant Professor of Communication, B.A. (1973), Harding University; 
M.C.D. (1974) University of Mississippi. 
Rebecca Oldroyd Weaver wanted a career in 
the field of communications, but she wasn't par-
ticularly interested in the performing aspect of it. 
In a required course for her major during her 
years as a student at Harding, she hit upon 
speech correction, and found that it was an area 
she really enjoyed. 
Now she has attained license as a speech 
pathologist, and also lias been granted a Cer-
tificate of Clinical Competence, the zenith of 
the field . 
She talks enthusiastically about the area of 
speech and hearing correction, a profession she 
feels is on the rise. She is excited th;tt the educa-
tional system has incorporated into schools ways 
of helping the handicapped. She's glad to be 
directing people to a career in which they can, 
ill' turn. help others. 
Listening to her explain her job, one is quickly 
convinced that she's sincere as she speaks~ "I 
love working with college students. They are so 
Beckie entered Harding after graduation from 
high school in her native Corsicana, Texas. Dur-
ing her college years she was active in Gata and 
worked. at CalTlP Wyldewood ' . 
At gr~duation . . ~hewentt~ 'Oie' iVIissfor her 
master's, returning to Harding a year later to 
teach. 
During that year she married Gene Weaver, 
a Harding graduate who had returned for ad-
vance work in his field of teacher and coach. 
The two had been in undergraduate work at the 
same time, but were barely acquainted. 
In the next eight years they taught in Texas, 
returning to Searcy ("This is our third time 
around.") in 1984, with their eight-year-old 
daughter, Reagan . 
The expansion of Harding's rec;ently 
reorganized communication department has also 
meant added equipment and facilities. Interest 
is gfowingas well, '.with more studerits choos~ 
ing the major and upperclassmen switching to 
the field . All to Beckie's delight. . 
Since the majors work directly with clients, 
Beckie is very much involved in the one-on-one 
teaching. In this vein she feels truly fulfilled. 
"These students are the cream of the crop, and 
I'm happy I'm working in a helping profession ." 
The service is used widely, with students of 
all ages coming to the clinic. 
With Beckie's effervescence, and with the car-
ing assistance she teaches, Illany will likely be 
benefitted for years to come. 
Four members of the Board of Trustees 
received pins at their meeting, May 9. They were 
Louis Green of Newark, Del., 30 years; Roy 
Sawyer of Sardis, Miss., 20 years; Houston 
Ezell of Nashville, Tenn., 15 years and Don 
Shores of Cave Springs, 10 years. 
Writing Contest 
Winners Announced 
Eleven students won the 12 awards presented 
in the Jo (:Ieveland Creative Writing Contest this 
spring. Prizes were given in the areas of Poetry, 
Fiction, Hymn Lyric and Essay. 
Senior Eddie ¥~den of Newport was the, on- ..... 
. ly doubie winner, takirigfirst in Poetry with a 
selection entitled "Le Noir;' and iri Hymn Lyric 
for "Never Alone." 
Other winners were Sherry Daniel of 
Westfield, N.J., second and Bonnie Holdren of 
Mountain Home, 3rd in Poetry; Eric Moore of 
Brentwood, Tenn., 1st, Angie Gray of Lubbock, 
Texas, 2nd and Sharon Kunkle of Selah, Wash., 
3rd in Fiction; Ronald Miller of Omaha, Neb., 
2nd, and Michael Pridmore of Newport, Ark., 
3rd in Hymn· Lyric and Carla Crouch of Broken 
Arrow, . Okla., 1st, Melanie Mathis of Little 
Rock, 2nd, and Tom Martin :Of Searcy, 3rd 
in Essay. 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
.-.Gifted' and Talen'ted ,." , 
Given State Grant 
The College of Arts and Sciences has receiv-
ed a $45,824 grant from the Arkansas State 
Department of Education for a summer pro-
gram for 80 gifted and talented students in the 
state. 
The Academic Enrichment for the 
Gifted/Talented in Summer (AEGIS) program 
is designed to provide rising high school 
students the op~unity for academic enrich~ 
ment during the summer months. 
"We are extremely excited about this pro-
gram, " Dr. Dean Priest, Dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences, said. "We were delighted 
to be selected by the Department of Education 
and we intend to promote the intent of the grant 
to the fullest. We want to provide the highest 
quality of education for these students." James Walters Jack McKinney David Burks 
Harding's AEGIS seminar will be "Arkan-
sas - An Abundance of Energy Resources," 
with Dr. Travis Thompson, associate professor 
of mathematics, as program director. Seminar 
sessions will center around the resources within 
the state of Arkansas, and field trips are plann-
ed to Murphy Oil Company in EI Dorado, 
Nuclear One at Russellville, Greer's Ferry and 
Newark. 
Three Ffeceive Distinguished Teacher Awards 
Students will be selected on a competitive 
basis for participation in the program, Dr. 
Thompson said. Those interested may contact 
Dr. Thompson at Box 934, Sta. A, or at 
268-6161, ext. 464 for further information and 
details. 
. Three of Harding's faculty were presented 
Distinguished Teacher Awards including James 
Walters, assistant professor of Bible; Jack 
McKinney, associate professor of Bible and 
David Burks, dean of the School of Business. 
Announcement of the awards was made by 
President Clifton L. Ganus Jr .• during spring 
commencement feremonies. Each of the three 
was presented a ~heck for $1,000 and a framed 
award certificate. 
Recipients are selected on the basis of writ-
PETIT JEAN ROYALTY - Senior Angela Mcdonough (front center) was crowned 1986 Petit Jean 
queen during yearbook dedication ceremonies. Attendants are Karen McLarty, left, and Cheryl 
Rainey. Escorts are from left, Mike Gist, Wes Henderson and Eddie Madden. 
McDonough "Crowned Petit Jean Queen 
Senior Angela McDonough was crowned 
1986 Petit Jean queen during yearbook dedica-
tion ceremonies. Attendants were seniors Karen 
McLarty and Cheryl Rainey. 
McDonough is an elementary education/math 
education major from Enterprise, Ala. She is 
the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert 
McDonough and has been active in student 
government, Zeta Rho women's social club and 
as a queen for Kilights men~s 'social Club. ' 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
'fTl2jt~Vll'i\J ,)IfI:(\~'L<d~ 
~Larty is a queen for Beta Phi Kappa men's 
club. She is a communication disorders major 
.from Memphis, Tenn. and is a member of Shan-
tih social club and Alpha Chi. She is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs .. Durley McLarty. 
Rainey is a communications disorders major 
from Asheville, N.C. She is a queen for Chi 
Sigma Alpha men's club. A member of Regina, 
she was selected to Who's Who Among Students 
in American Colleges and Universities. She is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rainey. 
ten evaluation by students and by recommen-
dation of a committee of faculty members. 
Walters, 31, a native of Mobile, Ala., joined 
the Harding faculty in 1979. He attended the 
University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa and 
received his bachelor of arts degree from Har-
ding in IfJ77. He received the master of arts in 
religion from the Harding Graduate School of 
Religion. Walters will now be on a leave from 
Harding to enter a doctoral program at Boston 
University. 
Freed-Hardeman Confers 
Honorary Doctorate to Pryor 
Dr. Neale T. Pryor, 
vice president of 
academic affairs, ~as 
presented an honorary 
doctor of laws at Freed-
Hardeman College in 
Henderson, Tenn., May 
10, during spring 
graduation ceremonies. 
Freed-Hardeman 
President E. Claude Pryor 
Gardner made the presentation. Pryor made the : 
1986 commencement address. 
Pryor received the bachelor of arts degree 
from Harding in English in 1956, the master of 
arts in Bible from Harding in 1958, the master 
of theology in Bible from Harding Graduate 
School of Religion in 1960 and the doctorate 
degree in 1969 from New Orleans Baptist 
Theological Seminary. 
He received the Distinguished Teacher award 
from Harding in 1970 and IfJ75 and is listed in 
the 1970 edition of Outstanding Young Men of 
America; Personalities of the South; Who's Who 
in Religion; Dictionary of International 
Biography and Outstanding Educators of 
America. 
He is a member of the Society of Biblical 
Literature and served as minister of the McRae 
Church of Christ. He is a Chi Sigma Alpha 
men's social club sponsor, and has led inter-
national campaigns to England. 
- Walters is married to the former Marla 
Beasley of Dothan, Ala., and they have two 
daughters, Charissa and Elizabeth. 
McKinney, 58, received the bachelor's degree 
from Abilene Christian University in 1949 and 
an interpreters certificate from the University 
of Heidelberg in Germany in 1950. He attended 
the University of Texas at Austin and completed 
the master of arts degree at Abilene in 1966. 
He joined the Harding faculty in IfJ74 and 
previously taught at Texas University, Abilene 
Christian College, and P.epperdine University 
German Preacher Training School. 
A native of Sweeny, Texas, McKinney served 
as a missionary to otfmany and Switzerland for 
16 years. He has lead Harding international cam-
paigns to Europe. He received the Distinguished 
Teacher Award previously in 1981. 
He is married to the former Joanne Wilkin-
\ son of Kansas City, Mo., and they have four 
children Linda, Patty, Mike and Chris. 
Burks, 42, received the bachelor of arts 
degree from Harding in 1965, the master of 
business administration from the University of 
Texas at Austin in 1966 and the doctorate from 
Florida'State University at Tallahassee in 1972. 
The recipient of the Harding Distinguished 
Teacher Award in 1975, Burks has served for 
several years as the sponsor of the Harding 
Business Team. In 1979, he was named dean of 
the school of b~siness and in 1982 was appointed 
director of the American Studies Program. 
A native of Ava, Mo., he is married to the 
former Leah Ann Gentry of Alhambra, m., and 
they have three children Bryan, Stephen and 
Marleah. 
Campus Calendar 
Youth Citizenship Seminar .......... ....... .. .. . ......... ....... . . ....... '........ . .. ............ June 15-20 
UPLIFT ............................... ... .... . ~ .... ........... .... .... .. .............. . .............. June .22-28 
Elderhostel., ................................................................ : ...................... June 22-28 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre "Breath of Spring" ............... ::; ~: .~ ........ ;: ....... JunCc 26-28 
Elderhostel ............................ ; ....................................... .. ... ; .......... .'. June 29-July 4 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre .. Verdict .. .......................... ; ........................ : July 10-12 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre "The Chalk Garden" .................. : ................. July 24-26 
13-in-l Bible Workshop .. : .... ................ , ............... ...... ~ ..... : . ~ .. : ............... , .... July 28-31 
School of, Biblical Studies Homecoming .......... .. .. .... ........... ~ .. :... .. . ........ .. .. ... ..... July 29 
School of Biblical Studies Graduation ......... .... .......... ................................ ..... . Aug. 2 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre "You're A Good Man Cm.:rlie Brown" : .. :.: .... ........ Aug. 7-9 
Student Impact ................ .. ...... ........... ... ........................ ' .................... , ... Aug. 17-22 
Class Registration ........... ... . . ................... ,'" .... : .... .. ....... .... : .... . .. . ... . ... ... . Aug(',2S-Z7 
Classes Begin .......... : ...... " .......................... . , .'-:~ ' :i: J" ... '" ••. •• :. .. t "'- .: :.;. ~. ~: .:. :~~. 28 
, 
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Btble Workshop 
n ~_, " 
..• .'.. .. -.. 
':j~ly ~8-31 
.. ';-0 • .. 
Time and Stress Management 
The Educational Work of the Church 
. 
Preaching 
Mental Health 
Teaching Children 
The New Testament on Church Leadership' 
Stewardship . 
The Christian Family 
'Building an Evangelistic Church 
God's Woman in a Changing World 
Counseling 
'Personal Bible Study . 
Youth Work in The Church 
To register or for more information write: 
- 'Eddie Cloer 
.~ 
Box 939, Harding University 
Searcy, AR 72143 
Chapel Lectures 
Tuesday: 
8:00-8:30 The Christian Marriage 
Jimmy Allen 
Wednesday: 
8:00-8:30 Teaching Our Children, I 
Jimmy Allen 
Thursday: 
8:00-8:30 Teaching Our Children, II 
Jimmy Allen 
Evening Lectures 
Monday: 
7:30-8:30 Teenagers in Today's World 
"Big" Don Williams 
Tuesday: 
7:30-8:30 The Christian Parent 
Ken Dye 
Wednesday: 
7:30-8:30 The Home God Blesses 
Jon Jones 
Searcy, Arkansas -
, 
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To Alaska; New England 
Several spaces are still open on the Harding 
University Alumni and Friends Alaska and New 
England tours, according to Dr. Jimmy Carr, 
coordinator. The trip to Alaska will take place 
Aug. 12-21 and a bus tour to New England is 
scheduled for Sept. 22-0ct. 3. 
The nine day trip to Alaska will originate in 
Seattle, Wash., and travel to Vancouver, British 
Columbia where the group will board the ms 
Noordam of the Holland-American Lines. 
On the fourth day the tour will reach Juneau, 
Alaska. There it will board the mv Fairweather 
for a daylight cruise through the scenic Lynn 
Canal. While in this area they will visit the 
Mendenhall glacier. At Skagway, they will board 
a motorcoach to Whitehorse, the capital of the 
Yukon Territory. The northern most part of the 
trip will be Tok, Alaska. From there the tour 
will go to Valdez, the "Switzerland of Alaska," 
where it will board the Glacier Queen II, which 
will go near the Columbia Glacier. The Alaskan 
portion of the trip ends in Anchorage. On the 
ninth day, the tour group will fly from An-
chorage to Seattle. 
The price of the tour from Seattle and return 
including all meals aboard ship and those 
served by the airline from Anchorage, will range 
from $2,034 to $2,161. Price is detennined by 
cabin accommodations onboard the ms Noor-
darn. The price includes taxes and port charges. 
Meals while traveling by motorcoach will not 
be included. Third person tour prices are 
:available upon request. 
, For reservations, or more infonnation on the 
'Alaskan Tour contact World Travel Service at 
'(501) 268-4291 or call the University at 
;268-6161, ext. 462. World Travel Service of 
\Searcy is making arrangements through 
·'Westours who is the agent. World Travel will 
assist in obtaining airline reservations to and 
from Seattle. 
Two buses will make the tour to New England 
hosted by the Carrs and Mr. and Mrs. Ben 
Berry. It will originate in Searcy and the group 
will tour Indianapolis, Ind., visit Niagara Falls, 
and will view the American and Canadian Falls 
from the Minolta Tower. Traveling the New York 
State Thruway to Syracuse, the tour will arrive 
at Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence Seaway 
at the eastern end of Lake Ontario and will 
cruise through the islands. The group will drive 
through the Adirondack Mountains, stopping in 
Lake Placid, the site of the 1980 Winter Olym-
pics and the 500 million year old Ausable 
Chasm. 
A circle tour of the Green Mountains will in-
clude stops at the covered bridge at Waitsfield, 
the state capitol at Montpelier and other historic 
sites. The tour will continue across the Connec-
ticut River into New Hampshire to the White 
Mountains and Franconia Notch, Cannon 
Mountain and Profile Lake. In Boston, the 
group will visit Boston Common, USS Constitu-
tion, Old North Church, Beacon Hill and Back 
Bay. Free time will be spent in New York City 
and a sight-seeing tour of Times Square, the 
United Nations Building, and the Statue ,of 
Liberty will be made. 
The return route will include travel .through , 
We§t Ylrginia aed' B,a~IQW.n.,.JKy . z! sJte ?f~ \. 
Slephen Foster's " Old Kentuck;y Home.'>' .< 
Carr said the 11~ tour will take 80 persons 
and will cost $895. A $425 deposit to Harding 
AJumniaDd'Fti~Das New Eng~aDIii TQUl nUlY,,~ 
ma.de to World Trav~1 Se:J;'Viee'1-912 ,E. ~fe; 
Searcy, Ar~. 7214~ Furth~r informatlon may ~ 
obtained through World Travel Agency (501) 
268-4291 or from the University (501) 268-6161, 
PICTURE GIFT - Mr. and Mrs. Biil Regon (left) present to Harding UniyeqiJyPresident Ganus 
a watercolor print by Regon's mother, Emmagene Regon, a.former teacher of art at College of the 
Ozarks in Clarksville, AIi'. 
Regons Donate Mother"sWatercoior 
. , 
To Be Displayed in AWH·HouS8· 
furnis~ and maintained by the Associated 
Women' for Harding, ."" 
The Associated Women ror Harding is a na-
MAY FETE ROYALTY - Senior Karen McLarty, center, was crowned 1986 May.Fete Queen. 
Attendants are left, Lauri Picker and Paula Osborn. Escorts are from left, Jay Clark, Matt Wiss-
inger and Steve Lake. 
McLarty Selected May Fete Queen 
~nior J<aren M<;Lart)' of Memphis, Tenn., 
~scrowJi~ 191'6 Ma)t .. )?ere queen. Festivities 
fuclude(hvfapping<tlie May pole by freshmen 
women's club representatives and the queen 
coronation. 
McLlI'rty is llfcommunication disorders ma-
jor.<,Jhd;a ;pt~nWer of Shantih women's social 
c1uh' sJfe is the daUghter of Mr. and Mrs. Durley 
-"", , 
McLarty. Queen attendants were Paula Osborn 
of Memphis and Lauri Picker of Searcy. 
Osborn is a senior marketing major, It 
member of Kappa Delta Kappa and the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Osborn. Picker is an 
elementary education miljor, a member of Ju GO 
Ju social club and is the daughter of Mrs. 
Dortba Shirley. She is the wife of Bruce Picker. 
Yearbook Dedicated to Muncy 
The 1986 Petit Jean 
dedication ceremonies 
announced that the 
yearbook was dedicated 
to Dr. Raymond Muncy: 
chainnan of the depart-
ment of history and 
social science. 
Karen Roseberry, 
editor of the yearbook, 
made the announcement 
stating, "Harding knows 
Muncy 
Muncy as a scholar, teacher, preacher, elder, 
author and gardener." 
Muncy has received outstanding recogl;lition 
for his two books, Sex and Marriage in Utopian 
Communities and Searcy, Arkansas, A Frontier 
Town Grows Up With America. His work on 
communal groups warranted an invitation to 
speak at the International Conference on Kib-
butz and Communes Researchers in Israel in 
May of 1985. 
He has served as the chainnan of the depart-
ment of history and social sCience since 1965. 
He has taught American,' History, Western 
Civilization' and Aflcient Medieval Renaissance. 
Muncy has also: 's'6rl-ed'as secretary and 
treasurer of the Arlqinsal) ~sociation of Col-
lege History Teachers, since. 1974, president of 
the Board of Directors of the Adler Creek 
Ranch, Inc.:, in :S~llrcy and. ii' minister for. the 
churches of Christ since 194.8. He is an elder 
of the College ChUrch of Christ. In 1966 and 
1967 he was awarded ili~ Rt;alm Foundation 
Fellow and in 1971 and 1976 he was awarded the 
Distinguished Teacher Award for Harding. He 
received a certificate from Outstanding 
Educators of America in 1971 and 1976. 
He is married to the fonner Katherine Griffin. 
HOMECOMING '86 
'~NNIE" 
Benson Auditorium 
8:15 p.m. 
$5.00 A watercolor print by Emmagene Regon, a 
fonner teacher of art at the College of the 
Ozarks in Clarksville, has been donated to the 
University by Mrs: Regon's son anddaugbter-
. in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Regon. 
The print will hang on the Harding campus 
, in the dining room <X the AWH 'House, a ronner 
tional women's organization whicb works 
throughout the year assisting the Uni~ 'Jlhe"'" -I _ 
Regons presented the print to Harding's presi-
NoVember 7 __ '_tickets @ ~' = '$_' _,_ 
November 8 __ tickets@$5=$ __ ,_, 
(Please indicate number of Adult ~ickets beside date) 
• family home whicb is ~ing ."~rated, 
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de ... t, Dr, Clifton L Ganus Jr., during a meeting 
of the AWH Nati. Council, I. ~k . 
PIp 7 
d~:p." 
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• 
" 
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Music Scholarships 
Harding's Music Department Scholarships for 
1986-87 have been announced, with five students 
taking the top awards of $1,500. Thirteen also 
received awards of $1,000. $750 or $600. The 
awards are renewable each year, based on stated 
criteria. 
Top winners are Roger Hall of Searcy; Amelia 
Holbert of Decatur, Ala.; Keviv Kline of Liver-
pool, Texas; Danetta Manning of Black Rock, 
Ark. and Fred Moss of Shreveport, La. 
The $1,000 per year winners are Shelli Gage 
of Redlands, Calif; Andrew Robison of Mound.-
sville, W.Va.; Susan Shappard of Bartlett, Tenn. 
and Julie Weibel of Yucaipa, Calif. 
HAZELIP ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP - Paul Gardner. executive director of AWH, watches as Harold Hazelip receives a scroll listing the original 
contributors lilr the Huzelip Endowed Scholarship. from Deanna Smith. president of the Memphis AWH chapter. Right is Mrs. Helen Hazelip. 
Winning $750 per year are Kevin Cherry of 
,West Plains. ~Mo,; Lori 'Fischer of Scranton, ' " 
·Kan.; Andrea Guion of Keene,. N.H. and Susan' 
Richardson of Annandale, Va. 
The $600 winners are Mike Duley of Dex-
ter, Mo.; Rick Kembley of Van Buren, Ark.; 
Janet Moore of Ellenton, Fla.; Cheryl Wardrup 
of Houston, Texas and Jennifer Wright of Mon-
ticello, III. 
Hazelip· Endowed Scholarship Announc-ed 
Harold Hazelip, dean of the Harding Graduate 
School of Religion, was recently honored by the 
Associated Women for Harding and the 
Highland Street Church of Christ in Memphis, 
Tenn. 
At a garden reception ut the Harding Graduate 
School Munsion, Huzelip was presented with 
the estublishment of a Hazelip Scholarship, and 
gifts of a scroll listing the names of initial con-
tributors to the scholarship and a L1adro 
porcelain of Don Quixote in reflection of his ser-
mon. "The Inlpossible Dream." 
The Hazelip Scholarship was funded with 
$6.700 and a total of $10,000 is hoped for so the 
scholarship will be self-perpetuating. Contribu-
tions te)r the scholarship may be made to the 
Hurding Graduate School of Religion in 
Memphis. Tenn. The scholurship committee 
there will determine eligibility requirements for 
recipients . 
Hazelip has served as the regular speaker for 
"Herald of Truth" television program, editor of 
Up Reuch Muguzine. and as a minister of the 
Highland Street Church of Christ. He has served 
us the dean of the Graduate School of Religion 
Reed Wins Fifth 
In Essay Contest 
Harding senior Joel 
Reed received 'a check 
for $1,000 and fifth 
place in the tourth an-
nual Milton Friedman 
National Essay contest. 
Reed's essay titled 
"Protectionism, The 
Consumer and· Con-
sumer Advocates," 
stated "Rather'· than Reed 
arguing te)r governrr'lent 
regulations that cost the consumers billions of 
dollars in terms of more expensive products, 
limited choice. and government bureaucracy, 
they (consumer advocates) should fight for in-
ternational free trade that .pays the consumers 
dividends in the ti:mn of high quality, low prices, 
and larger selection of products. It is time that 
the consumerism movement, which glories in 
its supposed defense of the consumer, actually 
begins to detend the consumer from the very 
rcal threat to his freedom of choice." 
Reed is a Bible and economics major from 
New Haven. Ind. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Daniel Reed and is a member of Alpha ·Chi 
honor society and TNT men's social club. 
Thc essay competition is sponsored by the 
Amcricanism Education League and is judgcd 
by Mi~ton Fricdman. 
Pdge 8 
since 1972 and is the president-elect of David 
Lipscomb College and will take office in 
September. 
He attended Freed-Hardeman College, and 
received the bachelor's degree from David 
Lipscomb College, attended the Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary and received the 
doctorate at the University ofIowa. He is listed 
among Who's Who in American Education, 
Who's Who in Religion, Outstanding Educators 
of America, ?ersonalities of the South, Dic-
tionary ofInternational Biography, International 
Who's Who in Education and _Community 
Leaders and Noteworthy Americans. 
Students were chosen following auditions on 
campus March Tl with members of the music. 
faculty. The scholarships will be renewed each 
year provided students maintain acceptable 
grade point averages and continue to grow in 
their musical abilities while in the music 
department. 
Ten Student Association Officers Elected 
Ten students have been elected to serve as Stu-
dent Association officers tor the 1986-87 school 
year, according to Jerome Barnes, S.A. faculty 
advisor. 
Jamie Knapp was elected to serve as presi-
dent for tne coming school year. Kevin Rober-
son will be vice-president, secretary will be Tom 
Heffington, and Mike Allen will serve as 
treasurer. 
Knapp is a senior marketing major from Vien-
na, W.va. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle 
Knapp. Roberson of Bedtord, Texas is a senior 
accounting major and is the ~on of Mr. and Mrs. 
Jackie Roberson. 
Heffington is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ansel 
Heffington and is a senior marketing major from 
Hayward, Calif. Allen is a senior radio-
television major from Searcy, Ark. and is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Allen. 
Class representatives were also chosen for the 
sophomore and junior classes and a senior 
women's and married students representatives 
also. The sophomore men's representative will 
be Luke Shows of Augusta, Ga., and sophomore 
women's representative is Michelle Roder of 
Lebanon, Tenn. 
Junior men's representative will be Joel Reed 
of New Haven, Ind., and Natalie Hooper of 
Pasadena, Texas will be the junior women's 
Mark Your 
Calendars Now! 
13-in-l Workshop July 28-31 
Bible Lectureship Oct. 5-8 
High School Day Oct. 18 
Homecoming Nov. 7-8 
GOVERNMENT - Student Association officers for the 1986-87 school year are from left, Jamie 
Knapp, president; Kevin Roberson, vice president; Mike Allen, treasurer; and Tom Heffington, 
secretary. 
representative. Holly Hooper was elected as 
senior women's representative. The married 
students representative is Tony Daugherty of 
Terre Haute, ·Ind. A senior men's and freshmen 
representatives will be selected in the fall 
semester. 
Marketing Chapter Takes Top Honors 
Harding's American Marketing Association 
collegiate chapter and the faculty advisor. 
Charles Walker, each won awards at the AMA 
International Collegiate Conference in Chicago 
last week. 
The chapter received a plaque in the Special 
Merit Category for Programming based on an 
annual report submitted prior to the conference. 
Walker, an associate professor of marketing and 
business, received the Hugh Wells Faculty Ad-
visor Awar.<:! plaque as runner-up. Both presen-
tations were .made by Manuel Plotkin, president 
of the American Marketing Association. at the 
banquet at the Chicago Hilton, convention 
headquarters. 
Approximately 1,400 students and faculty ad-
visors attended, with more than 300 chapters 
represented at the conference, which explored 
the theme "Marketing Yourself in an Age of 
Communication and Technology." 
Harding's chapter, chartered last fall with 28 
members" currently has 42 members enrolled .. 
Students attending the meeting included Paige 
Staggs of Creve Coeur, Mo., president; Cindy 
Barry of Memphis, secretary; Gwen Porter of 
Newport, treasurer; Jamie Couch of SI. Clair 
Shores, Mich., programming vice president; 
Heidi Hamilton of Grand Cayman. promotions 
vice president and Greg Barry of Pine Bluff. 
chairman of special functions. 
HARD1NG UNIVERSITY 
Donations -Reach Record Fund-RaislngY·ea·,·· 
A significant increase in the number of donors 
plus two large gifts enabled Harding to have a 
record fund-raising year in 1985 according to 
FI~ o-.. niel. vice president lOr university 
relations. 
In I98S gifts by individuals, corporations or 
other organizations reached a recold $5,238,113. 
This total was a 43 percent increase over the 
$3.652.228 recorded in 1984; 
$1.2 million gift from Sam and H~len Walton 
to establish the )Nalton Scholarship Progam lOr 
Central Ameri¢a students. The school also 
received it 5928,000 bequest from the ~ of 
Kersey Kinsey. ' 
There were 3,290 of these I98S donors who 
qualifaed tOr membership in Hardilig's ~ 
Recognition Prognun. PUtic:.ipation in these 
seven gifts clubs acciJunted for $5.2 million in ' 
Founder's Fund in 1984. Their co1ltribution's 
totaled 53,735.154. Membership at lhis revel is 
for individuals or orpnizations contributing 
$10.000 or more during ~. calcndU year. In 
1984 there were S2 members contributing 
52.290.S04. 
, The Trustees' CirCle enrolled 49 donors dur-
Equally significadt ~s the increase of 1,367 
donors between the two years. The 1985 dona-
tions represent 5,387 different donors or donor 
units as is the case of a husband and wire who 
are both alumni. 
.~ gifts. 
, illJliIC Year. This g~ 5292,oss. 
in 1984 there were also 49 donors and they con-
lribukd 530S,786. Membersbip in the Trustees' 
Cireie requires gifts between $5,000 and $9,999 
annually. 
During 1985 Harding was lhe recipient of a 
The Donor RCc:ognition Program includes the 
Founder's Fund in 1985. Their coiMributions 
Forum. Heritage Fund, University Fund. cen-
tury Club and Harding Friends. ' 
Sixty-two donors · were mc.rs of the 
Membership in' the President's Forum 
reKhcd 363 in 1985. Donois in lhis group con-
tributed between 51,000 and 54.999. In. 198.S 
Alumni Contributions 'lncrease in-1985 
Contributions by alumni during 191J5 reached 
almost $1 million and the percentage of alumni 
donors increased significantly according to a 
report released by Floyd Daniel, vice president 
lOr university. relations. 
donors. For the year, 22.4 percent of Harding's 
active alumni made a gift to lheir alma mater. 
In 1984 lhe percentage was only 19 percent. 
During 1985 29.3 percent of all gnKiuates con-
tributed and 14.2 percent of all non-graduates 
made a gift. The average gift in 1985 was $216. 
There were 4,484 alumni donors in 1985. I 
made to have 30 percent of the alumni in each 
class to contribute. In 1985 four classes met their 
goal. These honor-roll classes were the classes 
of '25, '30, '32 and '45. , 
From January through December, 1985 alum-
ni contributions totaled $969,515. The total was 
$106,000 more lhan was contributed in 1984., "Alumni play such a significant role in the 
fiscal stability of the institution. Harding has 
operated on a balanced budget for 49 con-
secutive years, and alumni have ~ a major part 
in our ability to do lhis," Daniel explained. 
In 1985 there were II other classes which 
topped lhe 25 percent mark. Included in lhis 
group were the classes of '33, '35, '36, 'n, '38, 
'40, '41, '42. '46, '48 and '50. 
For lhe fourth consecutive year gifts from 
alumni topped the $800,000 mark. ' In 1984 
$862,889 was given, $892,691 in 1983 and 
,$835,303 in 1982. 
"For the last four years we have been aiming 
for the $1 million mark in alumni gifts. We came 
so close in 1985," said Daniel. '~Our goal in 1986 
is to reach and surpass $1 million." 
Another important statistic in Daniel's report 
wa~ the increase in the percentage of alumni 
He also noted that a large percentage of alum-
ni donations are used in lhe general fund which 
pays forneeessary services such as utilities and 
salaries. "This tyPe of giving isextienieiy iiri.-
portant to 'Harding," said Daniel. 
Editor's Note: Each year a list of 
donors is published for the 
preyious year. The foHowing is a 
list of those who contributed to 
HardingURif.~ty in 1985. EYery 
, eltort has bee"n Made to ensure an 
Founder's Fund 
DALLAS A. \I. H. 
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
DR.&MRS. DEL ,R. BELDEN 
MR. PAT J. BELL 
DR. RICHARD ERVIN BERRYHILL 
BISON BOOSTER CLUB 
MR. HOYARD GLENN BOYD 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT L. BRACKETT 
LUCILLE G. BROYN ESTATE 
DR; JAMES RUSSELL BURCHAM 
MR.&MRS. D. P. BURTON 
MR. STEVEN MICHAEL BURTON 
MR.&HRS. PAUL R. CARTER 
COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MAGNOLIA' CHURCH OF CHRIST 
PINECREST DRIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
YHITE STATION CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MR. DALE COLEMAN 
MR. JAMES HUBERT CONE 
MRS. R. R. COONS 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
EXXON 
MR.&MRS. HOUSTON T. EZELL 
FARISH FUND 
FIRST SECURITY BANK 
FRAZIER FOUNDATION 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD GIBSON 
DR. JAMES HENRY GOLLEHER 
GUFFEY DRILLING COHPANY 
MR. BRIAN RANDOLPH HARRIS 
JOHN HUNTER ESTATE 
I.C.F.A. 
IBM 
HRS. JULIA H. KARNES 
MR. G. PRESTON KENDALL 
G. R. KENDALL FOUNDATION 
KERSEY KINSEY ESTATE 
DR. JACK LEYIS 
LOHANCO INC. 
HR. JACK V. HCNUTr 
HRS. POLLY R. HOORER 
HURPHY OIL CORPORATION 
HR. FRED ORR 
HR. ROY ORR 
HR.&MRS. VERNON PORTER 
PROCTER & GAMBLE -
MRS. L. E. PRYOR ESTATE 
HR. SIDNEY L. RAGLAND 
ANNA V. ROSBOROUGH ESTATE 
HR. &MRS. DON SHORES 
HR. DANNIE VERNON SKIPPER 
DR. CLYDE GAYLON SMITH 
DR. DAVID EUGENE SMItH 
DR. SVAID MOPAL SVAID 
MR.&MRS. V. BURL TATE 
TEXAS EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
YT}2H:1 \(!!~1~' i...\II'l! ( 1}(/',11 
Since 1979 there has been a special effort 
NURSING EXPERIENCE - Nursing student Sheryl Stephens attends a patient.at Arkansas Children's Hospital. 
J. A. THOHPSON ESTATE 
YILHA ~LREY ESTATE 
JOHNNIE DONAHEY VALLACE FOUNDATION 
HR.&HRS. SAHVALTON 
,:"R. S,AHuEL CH~$TBR' YEAG~ .'. 
trustee's Circle 
AT' T 
SEARCY A. V. B. 
ARTHUR YOUNG FOUNDATION 
MR.&MRS. TAYLOR B. CARR , 
CHURCH OF ORRIST FOUNDATION 
DR. HAROLD N. COGBURN 
CONSOLIDATION COAL CO 
MR.&MRS. C. PLOYD DANIEL 
MRS. MARIAN J DOYLE 
HR. FERRELL DlLANE DRUIf 
MR. 'MRS. ALBERT DUU 
FIRST FEDERAL OF ARKANSAS, 
PIRST NATIONAL BANK 
DR. JAMBS D. PRBDBllICK 
DR. CLIFTON LOYD GANUS 
MR.I LOUIS 1l. ,CRBBN 
HALLIBURTON FOIllDATION 
KR.&HRS. RALPH L. HARVEY 
DR. THOMAS VAYNE HENDERSON 
HR. HAYNARD LINDY HIATT 
MR. HENRY HOFFMAN 
QR_,·MIRS. ,THOMAS H HOFFMAN 
HOUSTON BNDOWMENT 
INTERNATIONAL PAPER 
DR.&MRS. RAY JOUBTl' 
HR. 'MRS. KENNETH O. LESTER 
DR.&HRS. LARRY G. LIPSCOMB 
DR. JAMES p.. LODEN 
HRS. MILDRED , B .• LONG 
MRS. L. P. MCCORMICK ESTATE 
DR. JIM BILL MCINTEER . 
MR. JOHN R. MEADOVS 
DR.&MRS. BILLY SAM MOORE 
MR. HARLIN REM MOORE 
·MR. &MRS. ROBERT R. ONSTEAD 
. HR. DAVID F. OSBORNE 
MR.'KRS. RICHARD S. PEUGEOT 
MR •. &MRS. GEORGE E. PIERCE 
MR. HARRY B. RISINGER 
MR.&KRS. ROY H. SAVYER 
HR." KRS. C. B. SILP 
SOUTBVESTERN BELL 
HR.&MRS. JOHN SOVELL 
SQUIBB CORP 
MR.&HRS. JOSEPH Y. STAFFORD 
DR. D. RICHARD STEVENSON 
GRACE VELLS ESTATE 
HR. 'MRS. LARRY D. VILLIAHS 
HR.&MRS. GERALD D. YATES 
President's 
. -' Forum 
B~TLBSV1LLE A., V. B., 
CONVAY A. V. B. 
HARRISON A. V. B. 
HOT SPRINGS A. V. B. 
JONESBORO A. V. B. 
LITl'LB ROCI( A. V. H. 
HBMPBIS A. V. H. 
MID-PLORlDA A. V. B. 
NBVPORT A • . V. B. ; . 
RUSSELLVILLE A. V. B. 
APPILIATBD FOODS 
lilt. STBVI AKINS 
HR. TBUlUWI L. ALBXANDBll 
donors at lhis level contributed 5629.295. In 
1984 President's Forum members contributed 
SS44.481. 
Members of the Heritage Fund gave 5163.241 
during 198.S. Then: Were 266 donorsal this level 
riving between $SOO and $999. Donors giving 
between 5200 an4 5499 were desilnated as 
members of the University Fund. Those in lhis 
gilt club gave $219,771. There were 793 
members in this club during 1985. In 1985 lhere 
we~ 987 participants at the Century Club 1Cve1. 
Those givingbetMen $100 and 5199 are 
members of the Century Club. In 1985 this 
group contributed $llS,347. 
Harding Friends is the designation for lhose 
giving $SO to 599 annually. This group gave 
54S,S73, and there were 7~ members in 198,5. 
In additjon to the gift club members there were 
another 2,(1]1 individuals or organizations in 
1985 who contributed Sn,644 in gifts between 
$1 and 549. 
The purposes of the Donor Recognition Pro-
gram are to encourage an active interest in the 
University by alumni and friends, to increase 
Harding's recognition of devoted financial sup-
porterS; and to maintain and to increase substan-
tially lhe level of giving by alumni and friends. 
accurate and complete listing. 
Howeyer, if for some reason 
your name has been excluded, 
please contact the Deyelopment 
Office, Station A, Box 932, 
Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
HR . YALLACE EDVIN ALEXANDE~ 
DR, JAMES RALPH ALLEN 
ALLSTATE FOUNDATION 
HRS. BETTY LOU ALSTON 
AHERICAN AIRLINES INC. 
AHERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY 
ARKANSAS RADIOLOGY GROUP 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN FUND 
B & B OIL COMPANY INC. 
DR . GEORGE EDYARD BAGGETT 
HR . YILLIAH DAVID BAKER 
HR. JOHN D. BALDYIN 
HR. ANTHONY YAYNE BALL 
HR. JAHES HOUSTON BANKS 
HR. DEVEY BARBER 
HR.&HRS. JIH N. BARTEE 
HRS. HARY OPAL BAXTER 
HR. VENTON E. BEACH 
HR. CARL DEAN BEAVERS 
HR. CECIL H. BECK 
DR. HILDRED LECY BELL 
HRS. ROBERT S. BELL 
DR. GEORGE S. BENSON 
MRS. FLORENCE BINION 
DR. KARL RICHARD BLANKENSHIP 
DR.&HRS. YAYNE E. BLICKENSTAFF 
HR.&HRS. JOHN E. BLOOHBERG 
DR . GLEN TROY BLUE 
DR . LEON ROBY BLUE 
HR.&HRS. JAHES BRANYAN 
HR. CRRI S EDV ARD BREYER 
HR.~HRS. JACK BREVER 
MR.&HRS. HERMAN ·BROVN 
HR. TIMOTHY BROVN 
BRYCE CORPORATION 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH ROY BUCHANAN 
HR. JESS BUCY 
HRS. EVER BURNHAM 
HR.'HRS. JAMES ED BURT 
,CANALE , COMPANY 
CAPPS HOTOR COMPANY 
HR.&MRS. LESLIE CARHICHAEL 
• 
CARVEL DARI.:PREEZE iNC. <; ' T. 
HR. J VARR~ CASEY 
DR. LANNY M. CASEY 
HR . ERHAL EUGENE CATl'ERTON 
CENTRAL ARk GENERAL HOSPITAL 
DR. G. SUHMERS CHAFPIN 
r.HANCE FOUNDATION 
IIrSS TERESA GAIL CHAffEY 
I"' . TIMOTHY R. CHAPMAN 
[)I' VILLIAM R CHISH 
MI' LEONARD -DIIRRELL CHITl'Y' 
APLIN CHURCH OP CHRIST 
BEECB BILL CHURCH OP CHRIST 
BBTBLBJIBII CBURCB OF CDIST 
CAlUlOLLTON AVENUE CIIUltCB OF CBlUST 
CLINTON CHURCH OP CHRIST 
,.9 
li !ll,!t.-q 
~! 
': 
CLOVERDALE CHlfBrJ"hOF'~ CI:lRI'St . . ,:,. 
FERRIDAY CHURCH 'OF CHRIST " . 
FLOYD AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HARDI NG ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HOT SPRINGS VILLAGE 
CHURCH OF CHRIST 
JACKSONVILLE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
LOCUST BAYOU CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MAUD CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MOUNTAIN HOME CHURCH OF CHRIST 
NEYPORT CHURCH OF CHRIST 
PEA RI DGE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
PORTLAND CHURCH OF CHRIST 
RALEIGH CHURCH OF CHRIST 
RICHARD STREET CHURCH OF CHRIST 
RIVERSIDE 'CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SENATH CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SMYRNA CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SOUTH NATIONAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SOUTHYEST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SYCAMORE VIEY CHURCH OF CHRIST 
UNI ON AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
YEST END CHURCH OF CHRIST 
YEST MEMPHIS CHURCH OF CHRIST 
YEST SIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
YOODDALE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MR .&MRS. HARRY CHURCHILL 
CITIES SERVICE 
CITI ZEN PUBLISHING CO . 
DR. JI MM Y CHARLES CITTY 
MR. ROG ER STEPHEN CLARY 
MR. &MRS. CLYDE T. COATS 
COCA COLA BOTTLING CO. 
DR. BOBBY LEE COKER 
MR. J AMES H. CONE 
MR. TRAVIS COX 
MR. LARRY CRAIN 
MR . &MRS. JERRY DON CRAYFORD 
MR . BRYAN CRISMAN 
MR . CHARLES F. DANIEL 
MRS . CARRIE LOU LITTLE DAVIS 
MR. CHARLES YILLIS DAVIS ' 
MR . JAY E. DAVIS 
DR. KENNETH DAVIS 
MR . BRADLEY RAY DELL 
MR . RALPH ERNEST DIEHL 
DR. DALE E DOUGLAS 
ELLA SON DOYNS TRUST 
MR. ALVA GENE DUGGER 
HR . JIM A. DUKE 
MR. JOHN STEPHEN DUKE 
DR. TIHOTHY CRAIG DUKE 
DR. JAMES DON ENGLAND 
ERNST & YHINNEY 
DR. PAUL C ESTES 
HR . &HRS. ELBERT EUBANKS 
HR . &MRS. WILLIAM J. EVANS 
HR . ED E. FALWELL 
F ~RMERS INSURANCE GROUP 
1'1 '. HENRY CHEIRS FARRAR 
Hi' ~MRS. JAMES FERNANDEZ 
Mf L. D. FINCHER 
FISESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO. 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT E. FORCUM 
MR . JAY FOREMAN 
DR . THOMAS A. FORMBY 
MR. C ALVIN FOWLER 
MR . &MRS. ROBERT R. FRALEY 
MRS . Y. C. FRANCE 
MR. JOHNNY CLARK FREEMAN 
MR.&MRS. HOMER O. GAINER 
MR . CHARLES AUSTIN GANUS 
DR. CLIFTON LOYD GANUS 
MR.&MRS. LESTER O. GARDNER 
MR . &MRS . Y. MELVIN GARDNER 
MR . &MRS. THEDNEL R. GARN~R 
MR . ELMER T. GATHRIGHT i 
MRS. Y. C. GAVIN 
DR . J. P. GIBSON 
ORENA Gi LL TRUST FUND 
MR . &MRS. S. E. GINN 
MR . JAMES KENNETH GLASS 
MR . G. BURTON GOOCH 
MR . DEVON GOSNELL 
W R GRACE & CO 
MR . GLENDOL C. GRIMES 
GTE 
GULF OIL CORPORATION 
GULF STATES UTILITIES CO 
MR . JAMES H GUNTER 
DR . TIMOTHY JOE HACKER 
MRS. JANE HAGOOD 
MR. WI LLIAM H HANDY 
HARBIN TRUST 
MR.&MRS. BILL HARRIS 
MR.&MRS. GERALD HARRIS 
MR. JACK DAVIS HARRIS 
MR. &MRS. JOHN Y. HARSH 
DR . DAVID LEE HATFIELD 
MR . HAROLD E. HATTON 
MR. THOMAS EDWARD HAWKINS 
DR. HAROLD HAZELIP 
MR . BILL F HEFLEY 
DR. DON J HELMS 
DR . J OHN C HENDERSON 
HEY LETT PACKARD 
MR . DARRELL DAVID HICKMAN 
MR . WILLIAM ROBERT HIGBEE 
MR. &MRS. ARTHUR E. HILLMAN 
DR. GEORGE ALVIN HOBBY 
MR. JEFFREY HOGAN 
MR. D. L. HOLBROOK 
~IO 
MAY FETE - Freshmen women selected by their social clubs to represent 
them for May Efete weave in and out of one another wrapping the May pole. 
DR. TONY D. · HOOKER I DR. HARCUS KEITH HUNCY 
MR. JEFFRE~ THOMAS HOPPER HR . &HRS. RAYMOND HUNCY 
MRS. JAHES: L. HORTON HR. WILLIAM V. L. NATIONS 
MR. DAVID ,'WARNER HOUSE . HR.&HRS. WILLIAH P. NEAL 
~R.&HRS. W. L. HOWARD DR.&HRS. RONALD T. OLIVET 
HR. CALVIN E. HOWE ORBIT VALVE COHPANY 
DR. RONALD WAYNE HUDDLESTON HR. BARRY DEAL PACKER 
HR. JAM~S ROBERT HUHPHREY HR. H. LYNN PACKER 
DR.&HR!:;'. T. JAMES HUMPHREYS DR. CHARLES H. PAINE 
INDEPE~DENCE FEDERAL BANK DR.&MRS. B. J. PARKER 
HR. JQHN F. IRYIN HR. JAHES BOYD PATE 
HR. DON H. JACKSON Hf.:.&MRS. R. R. PATTERSON 
MflS. /KATHRYN REEVES JEAN PI·.flT MARWICK HITCHELL FDN 
['I ' &MRS. DAVID M. JOHNSON H1\ GEORGE PECK 
J" "\iSON & JOHNSON 'DR. LARRY HASON PEEBLES 
MP !. 'fRS. ALBERT G. JOLLY MR.&HRS. H. R. PERDUE 
HR. DAVID CLAUDE JONES MR . &MRS . L. V. PFEIFER 
MR. HAROLD D JONES MR. STEPHEN C. PHILLIPS 
MR. JOE DALE JONES PHILLIPS PETROLEUH COMPANY 
MR . BOB JORDAN HR. JAMES W. PITTS 
MR. THOHAS G. JOYCE MR. GEORGE PITTSER 
DR. MICHAEL GENE JUSTUS POLAR STAINLESS PRODUCTS 
MR.&MRS. CHARLEY J. KAMMERDIENERMR.&MRS. LEON PRICE 
MR. DONALD EDWIN KEE MR. A. EARL PRIEST 
DR. JIMMY YAYNE KEE MR. JACK PRUETT 
MR. ROBERT EUGENE KEITH DR. JOSEPH E. PRYOR 
MISS MAY KELLER DR. NEALE THOMAS PRYOR 
PAUL KELLY & ASSOCIATES HR. PORTER C. RAGSDALE 
MR. JAMES C. KENNON HR.&MRS. DAVID RALSTON 
DR. JAMES DAVID KEY ESTELLE RAY TRUST FUND 
DR.&MRS. D. A. KILLEN GEO J . RECORD SCHOOL FOUNDATION' 
KING'S INN DR. NANCY FAYE RECTOR 
MR.&MRS. FLYNN C. KINMAN MR. J. C. REDO 
MR. LOWELL RALPH KIRKBRIDE MR. JOHN C. REDDEN 
MR.&MRS. C B KIRKLIN ROBERT H. REELY 
DR. C. Y. KOCH MR. GOTTFRIED J. REICHEL 
MR.&MRS. J. Y. LAKE MR. CLARENCE L. RICHMOND 
MR. ROBERT F. LAWYER J. A. RIGGS TRACTOR COMPANY 
MR. HARRY PAUL LAY MRS. EMMETT ROBERSON 
MR. FRED LEROY LEMMON DR. MARK S. ROBINSON 
MR.&MRS. CARROLL LEONARD MR. THOMAS DANIEL ROBINSON 
MR. H. CLYDE LEYIS YINTHROP ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MR. R. W. LIPSEY ROCKYELL FUND INC. 
MR.&HRS. F. W. LODEN DR. PORTER RODGERS 
MRS. FLORENCE LOSAK BILL ROUSSEL & ASSOCIATES 
MR.&MRS. DAVID LUNCEFORD ROYAL FURNITURE CO 
MAD BUTCHER DR.&HRS. D. E. RUSSELL 
MR.&MRS. CALVIN MANNEN MRS. Y. B. RUSSELL 
MARATHON OIL COMPANY HR. DOUGLAS E SANDERS 
. MR. DAVID MARKHAM SCHADT FOUNDATION INC . 
MARTIN MARIETTA DR. STANLEY S SCHWARTZ 
MRS. PERRY MASON MRS. LEAH M. SCOTT 
MR. H. J. MASSIE MR. RUSSELL E. SCOTT 
MR. JAMES D. MASSIE SEARCY ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC 
MR. ONEAL KENNETH MASTERS DR. JACK WOOD SEARS 
MISS BRENDA JEANNE MCCLAIN HR. JAMES DAVID SEARS 
MR. RONNIE NEIL MCCLEARY DR. JAMES KERN SEARS 
MR. DAVID LAYTON MCCOWN DR. LLOYD CLINE SEARS 
MCGRAW-HILL FOUNDATION SEARS ROEBUCK FOUNDATION 
MR. JAMES ROWAN MCLEOD HR. ARNOLD SHAPPLEY 
MR. MICHAEL ROSS MEADOWS SHELL OIL COHPANY 
MR. RUSSELL Y. MEADOWS HRS. DEWEY SHIRLEY 
MR.&MRS. TED MISSILDINE MR. CECIL EDWARD SHORES 
HRS. JOHN F. MONTAGUE DR. JOHN OURSLER SIMHONS 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT M. MOON HR.&HRS. JOHN H. SIHPSON 
DR. BERNIE H. MOORE DR. DANNY NEAL SHELSER 
MR. ARTHUR MORRIS HR.&HRS. COY D. SHITH 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT G. MULLINS MR. RANSOM SMITH 
:r~.&HRS. TROYCE S. ~.!fXTP..1VI! 
·~UZANNE POHIER STARK ._--
DR. THOHAS R STATOM 
STERLING DRUG INC. 
jt~R . DAVID CUR1~S ~QUCP . ~q~~ ~a 
·.:'HR .&HRS. EDDlid:uNNtNGBARl J"", •• ,,,, 
HR.&MRS. KENNETH STORY 
SUN COHPANY INC. 
DR. SIDNEY WAYNE TATE 
MRS. IRHA TERPENNING 
HR. EDWIN KEITH TESTER 
rr:.'(ACO 
TI" o\S EASTERN TRANSHISSION CORP 
MR :.I1RS. JAMES T THOMPSON 
MR. R. CLIFFTON THOMPSON 
MR. DILLARD W. THURMAN 
MR. HOWARD C. TIBBALS 
MR . &MRS. C. E. TOLAND 
HR . THOMAS W. TOMLINSON 
HR. HERBERT RYAN TOUCHTON 
MR. BUFORD DEES TUCKER 
MR.&MRS. G. D. TUCKER 
MR. LOTT R. TUCKER 
MR. WILLIAM HE~DON TUCKER 
GILBERT M. & MILDRED S. 
TUCKER ESTATE 
DR. ERIC OYEN TYLER 
DR. EVAN ULREY 
MR. C. MARK VAN RHEENEN 
MR. RAY L VANNOY 
MR. MAX LEIGH VAUGHAN 
HR.&MRS. VILAS V. VAWTER 
VICKERS 
MR. HUGH WAGNON 
MR. DAVID VESTER WALDRON 
MRS. LAMBERT WALLACE 
MR. RODNEY LEONARD WALLER 
MR. YILLIAM MARK WALLIS 
DR. ROBERT C. WALLS 
MR. THOMAS LEE YARMACK 
MR. ZEARL DAVID YATSON 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT LEE YHITAKER 
DR. JOHN MICHAEL WHITE 
MR. JAMES WHITWORTH 
DR.&MRS. ARTHUR N. WILSON 
DR.&HRS. EDHOND W. WILSON 
DR.&HRS. GEORGE WOODRUFF 
DR. EDWARD GERALD VOODVARD 
DR. WINFRED O. WRIGHT 
YARNELL ICE CREAM 
DR. STEVEN KELLY YOUNGER 
Heritage Fund 
EL DORADO A. W. H. 
ADDINGTON HEATING & AIR . 
MR.&MRS. FLANOY ALEXANDER 
DR. FRED J. ALEXANDER 
HR. VERNON OAKLEY ALEXANDER 
DR. WYATT ROBERT AUGEE 
DR. TED M. ALTHAN 
MR.&HRS. ROBERT J. AMIS 
HR. JAHES M. ANDERS 
HR. JERRY LYNN ANDERSON 
HR. GARY DALE ANDREWS 
HR. CARTHEL MAC ANGEL 
ARKANSAS CANTEEN SERVICE 
ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION 
MR.&MRS. BOYCE HENRY ARNETT 
NATIONAL COUNCIL AYH 
MR.&HRS. LEAFORD G BABCOCK 
DR. KARYL VAUGHAN BAILEY 
BAKER CHEVROLET COMPANY 
HR. LAWRENCE ALVIN BARR 
MR. VERNON DALE BEACH 
MR . VIRGIL M. BECKETT 
MR.&HRS. JAMES H BECKLEY 
DR. HORACE WADE BEDWELL 
HISS WINNIE ELIZABETH BELL 
BOEING COMPANY 
MRS. RICHARD· C. BOULWARE 
MR. EARL VERNON BOVMAN 
MR. DOYLE WELDON BRADSHER 
MR. GEORGE E. BREAZEAL 
MR. DEE YAYNE BRISTOW 
DR. HARMON CARlL BROWN 
HR.&HRS. PERRY N. BROWN 
HR. JOHN BURKETT 
DR. DAVID BASIL BURKS 
HR. LEO BRANT CAHPBELL 
DR.&MRS. JAMES F. CARR 
DR. JAMES WILLIAH CARR 
HR. WILLIAM EDWARD CARTER 
CELANESE CORPORATION 
CENTRAL AND SOUTH VEST FDN 
MISS PATRICIA ANN CHAMBLISS 
CHEVRON 
ALLEN CHURCH OF CHRIST 
ANTOINE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
ASPHALT CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MAGNESS CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MARTIN CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MARYVILLE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SAND HILL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
YALDRON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
DR. EARL WAYNE COBILL 
HR. JON R. COLEMAN 
HRS. ULDENE COLLINS 
HR. MATTHEW wILLIAM COHOTTO 
HR. EUGENE CONNER 
CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE CORP 
COTHERN'S HEN'S STORE 
HR.&HRS. A. L. COWAN 
DR. JAMES VANCE COX 
HRS. FAIRY G. CUNNINGHAH 
DANIEL FUNERAL HOHE 
HP VARNA L. DAVIS 
HR. FRANKLIN W. DAWSON 
MR. LEVAN DEPUTY 
MR. ROBERT GENE DILES 
MR. WILLIAM GARTH DILES 
MR. PHILIP RUDOLPH DIXON 
MR. RONALD HARRY DORAN 
DR. LARRY L. DOSS 
DR. JOHN RICHARD DUKE 
MRS. NED DUMAS 
DUNCAN CHRYSLER- PLYMOUTH 
MR . KENNETH R ... "oWffl 
HR. VICTOR L. DURRINGTON 
MISS LATINA C. DYKES 
MR. JEFFREY ALAN EARNHART 
DR. ROBERT DAVID FANT 
MR. YALTER DONALD FIKE 
MR. PERCY A FRANCIS 
MR.&MRS. HENRY CARLTON GARNER 
MR. STEPHEN W. GIRTON 
GOSPEL 'ADVOCATE COMPANY 
Y. W. GRAINGER INC 
DR.&MRS. WILLIAM R. GRAY 
MR.&MRS. Y. CARL GUNTER 
MR. JOHN ROBERT HALL 
MR. JACK L. HARKER 
MR. RICKEY LEE HARRIS 
DR. DAVID BENNETT HARVEY 
HCA FOUNDATION 
MR. JAMES LEYIS HEARN 
HEBER SPRINGS WHOLESALE GROCERY 
MR. WILLIAM DOYLE HELMS 
MR. ROBERT L. HELSTEN 
DR. A EDWARD HIGGINBOTHAM 
MR.&MRS. Y.D. HOBBS 
MR.&MRS. HARRY HODGES 
MR. HENRY T. HOGG 
HR. RICHARD PEERY HORNER 
MR. HOHER RAY HORSMAN 
MR. JAHES B HOUSE 
DR. THOHAS MEDFORD HOWARD 
HR. HARK S. HOWELL 
HR. E. M. HUBACH 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE T. HUCKABY 
INDEPENDENT TESTING LAB. INC. 
DR. ALLAN LLOYD ISOH 
HR.&HRS. HORRIS JAHES 
DR. TRAVIS VAYNE JENKINS 
DR.&HRS. FRED JEWELL 
DR. JOEL IRVIN JOHNSON 
HR. RICHARD A. JOHNSON 
HR. JAHES DOYLE JONES 
HR.&KRS. JAKES W. JONES 
MR. JOHN MARTIN JORDAN 
HR. GERALD W JOYNER 
HR.&KRS. JACK JUSTUS 
DR. THOMAS GLENN JUSTUS 
·MISS ELLEN KARNES 
HR. JAMES L KELLEY 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
DR. DAVID RAY KERNODLE 
HR. TERRY LYNN KERNODLE 
MR. JAMES L. KIDDER 
MR. CARL S KUVITZKY 
MR. DAVID MORGAN LACEY 
MR.&MRS. BILL LAMBERT 
MP WILLIAH EDYIN LAND 
DR nAVID G LAVELLE 
LIGHTLE & ASSOCIATES 
MR. HARRELL Q. LILLY 
MR. JEFFREY SCOTT LINDSEY 
MR. THEODORE REES LLOYD 
MR.&HRS. WILLIAM LONG 
MR. CHARLES M. LOVELACE 
DR. JAMES E HACKEY 
MR.&MRS. CARL F. MADDOX 
MR. DONNIE F. MANGRUM 
JAMES H. MATTHEYS & COMPAN 
MR. JOHN T. MCBRAYER 
DR. S DUANE MCCAMPBELL 
MR. PETER R MCCOY 
MR.&MRS. JAMES S. MCDONALD 
MR. D.L. MCENTIRE 
MR. &MRS. DURWARD MCGAHA 
MR.&HRS. JOHN T. MCKINNEY 
HISS BETTY NELL MCRAE 
DR. KENNETH R. MEACHAM 
MERRITT EQUIPMENT 
MRS. COLLENN S. MILLER 
MR. MARK ANTHONY MILLER 
MR. JAMES Y. MILLS 
MOBIL FOUNDATION 
MR. MAX L. MOORE 
MR.&MRS. OSCAR MOORE 
MR. PAUL E MORGAN 
MR.&MRS. PHILLIP MORGAN 
MR. E. D. MOSLEY 
MR. HALCOLM MURRAY 
NABISCO BRANDS INC 
HR. HUGH D. NEWCOMB 
HR. BRUCE A. NUNNALLY 
MR. CHARLES WALTON OLREE 
DR. HARRY D. OLREE 
BREAKFAST OPTIMIST CLUB 
DR. DENNIS MICHAEL ORGAN 
OWATONNA TOOL CO 
MISS EDWINA PACE 
DR. JON SIHPSON PARHAH 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
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. MR. HIGBAEL DR.&HRS. NORMAN A. PARROTT 
MR. JOSEPH L. PATE 
DR. CHARLES R. ANDERSON 
HR. CURTIS NEIL ANDERSON 
MR.&MRS. PATRICK H. PECK 
MRS. NANNIE K. PEEBLES 
DR. SAMUEL V. PEEBLES 
DR. JAMES O. PENNINGTON 
PENNZOIL CO 
HR. PHILIP ERVIN PERKINS 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES PHILLIPS 
HR. LYLE POINDEXTER 
MR.&MRS. L. V. PORTER 
HR. POVELL BROS. INC 
DR. ' DEAN B. PRIEST 
MR. MERLIN REX PRroR." 
PROTESTANT CHAP'S FUND 
PURYEAR LUMBER COMPANY 
PYEATT AND COMPANY 
DR.&HRS. A. B. PYLAND 
HR. JAHES MAX REIBOLDT 
MR. ALLEN VAYNE RICHHOND 
MR.&HRS. DAVID M. RIDINGS 
HR~. EDNA V. ROBERTS 
MI!. H. V. ROBERTSON 
HR. JAHES V. ROGERS 
RORER GROUP INC. 
MR.&MRS. BILLY C. ROSE 
MR. BYRON ROVAN 
MR. JERRY FRANK RUBIO 
MR. VILLIAM FAY RUSHTON 
DR. JOHN H RYAN 
SAFEVAY STORES INC. 
SAMUEL BINGHAM COMPANY 
MR. LOUIS EDVARD SANDERS 
MR. VYATT SAVYER 
MR. L. J. SCOGGIN 
DR . EDVARD G. SEVELL 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT DON SHACKELFORD 
DR.&MRS . F. DOUGLAS SHIELDS 
MR.&MRS. FORREST SHMIDL 
MR. RUSSELL E. SHOWALTER 
MR.&MRS. CLAUDE W. SIMPSON 
· MR.&MRS. DURRELL SHELSER 
MR. HERMAN SMITH 
DR. STEPHEN VOODROV SMITH 
SHITH-VAUGHAN , 
DR. ROYCE ALLAN STANFORD 
MR. FRANCIS ROY STEVENS 
MR. CLARENCE H. STEVART 
MR. DONALD HALL STRINGER 
MR. JAMES F. STROTHER 
MR.&MRS. LEVIS STUTESMAN 
MS. SADIE MCNABB SULGROVE 
MS. MARTHA ROSE SWANVICK 
TELEDYNE INC. 
TENNECO INC. 
MR. DAVID ~EITH TESTER 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS FOUNDATION 
DR. JACK THOMAS 
MR.&MRS. STANLEY A. THOMAS 
MRS. ELLA LEE TODD 
MR. DEROL TREAT 
MR. HOMER LEE ANDERSON 
ANONYHOUS 
HR. DENNIS VAYNE ARD 
MR.&HRS. JAMES ARD 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT ARGO 
HR. BOYCE HENRY ARNETT 
HR . JACK VILLIAM ARNOLD 
DR. KERMIT R. ARY 
DR. TIMOTHY DALE ASHLEY 
MR. JOHN PAUL ATHANASIOU 
HR. GAYLAND T. AVANCE 
MR. BILLY BURAL AVEN 
MR. EDVIN OTIS BACK 
MR. ROBERT NORRIS BAGGETT 
MR. LUCIEN BAGNETTO 
DR. JOHNNY WRIGHT BAINES 
MRS. HELEN M. BAIRD 
MR. GEORGE FARRAR BAKER 
MR. PHILLIP RANDALL BAKER 
MIKE BAKER NISSAN INC. 
BAKER PHOTOGRAPHY 
MR. LESTER HERLE BALCOH 
HR. DAVID LAWRENCE BALDRIDGE 
HR.&HRS. BILL BALDY 
DR. JAHES DAVID BALES 
MR. ROBLEY THEE BARBER 
DR. JEROME HEDVICK BARNES 
MR. HICHAEL E. BARRINGTON 
MR. BILLY VOODFORD BARRON 
MR. GLENN VAYNE ~ON 
BATES & PEARSON 0 DGE 
MR. TIMOTHY KEVI BAUR 
MR. DVIGHT HCNEI~ BAWCOM 
MS. JANE BEASLEY / 
DR. ROBERT ALAN ,EASLEY 
MR. JOHNNY BEDFO~ BECK 
HR. KEN ALLEN 8E~K 
BECKER STEEL COMPANY 
MR. PAUL NORMAN BENNETT 
BENSON ROBBINS MENS WEAR 
MR.&MRS. L. R. BERRY 
MR. HASON OTIS BERRYHILL 
MRS. RHEBA BERRYHILL 
BRVERLY ENTERPRISES 
MP. EDVARD BIDDLER 
MR. JAHES T. BIGGERS 
:: ~~E~~~F~~~!I~GE ' 
HR. JAMES ANDREV BLANSETT 
DR. ROBERT E BLATTNER 
HR. ROBERT HARVIN BLEDSOE 
ELIZABETH BLOODVORTH 
HR. TROYJ.. BLUE 
MR. PAUL BOCHNIAR 
MR. JERRY LEE BOLLS " 
MR. JOHN V. BOLTON 
BOLTON-VAUGHAN MOTOR COHPANY 
BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT 
MR. LOUIS DEAN BOND 
MR. SOEI S. BONG 
DR. C. L. BUDLEY , 
HR. &MRS. GERALD 0 BRANDS 
KISS 'NANCY HARlE BREEDLOVE 
MR. RANDAL FORD BREYER 
DR. RODGER LEE BREVER 
MR. VILLIAM E BRIDGES 
MR. O.J . BROADVATER 
BROCK EXCAVATING &. LANDSCAPING 
MR. 'JAHES ROBERT BRODNAX 
HR.&HRS. BILLYE BROHLEY 
MR. EARL RUSSELL BROOKS 
MR. HARRY L BROOKS 
DR. ARNOLD ROBERT BROVN 
HR. LARRY DELON BROVN 
HR. ROBERT HORGAN BROVN 
MISS RUTH ELLEN BROVNING 
HR. VILLIAM J. BRUIELLY 
HR. ANTHONY LEE BRYANT 
MR. VALTER F BUCE 
MR. V. LARRY BUFFALOE 
BURGER KING CORPORATION 
HR. &MRS . RONNIE BURKETT 
DR. JOE VAYNE BURKS 
HR. GERALD RICHARD BURROV 
.HR. LOUIS F BUTTERFIELD 
HR. RONALD P. BUTTERFIELD 
MR. CLAUDE J. BYRD 
MR. ROBERT RAY BYRD 
MR.&HRS. FINIS JAY CALDVELL 
MR. FINIS JAY CALDVELL 
MR. DAVID RAY CAHPBELL 
HR.&MRS. MILOUS H. CAMPBELL 
MR.&HRS. DONALD E. CANADY 
MR. HIKE CANTERBURY 
HISS MELISSA ANN CARAVAY 
HR. FRANK CARDER 
HR. RAYMON BYRON CARLOCK 
DR. DAVID GERALD CARRUTH 
HR. STEPHEN P. CARTER 
HR. VILSON LAVON CARTER 
MR.&MRS. JAHES V. CATLETT 
MS. PAT CAVENDER 
CERTAIN-TEED CORP 
MR. HICHAEL E CHALENBURG 
M'~S LISA DAWN CHAPMAN 
C/I" ::E HANHATTAN BANK 
MR. rRANK L. CHEATHAM 
HISS ALTA LUNA CHEEK 
MISS DORIS MING CHENG 
HRS. CHARLES V. CHRISTMAS 
BRADFORD CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CHAPEL AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CHARLESTON CHURCH OP CHRIST 
CLINTON CHURCB I'OF CHRIST 
CROSSROADS CHURCH OF CHRIST 
DOWNTOWN CHURCH OF CHRIST 
"ROSS ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST 
ROUND~UP CITY CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SLIDELL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SPRING .VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST 
VEIERHOF CHURCH OF CHRIST 
WEST POINT CHURCH OF CHRIST 
VEST SIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
VEST SIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CITY FINANCE COMPANY 
HR. VILLIAH ELLIS CLANTON 
HR.&HRS. BILL CLARK 
HR. CLIFFORD DAVIS CLARK 
HR. BRADLEY JAY CLARKSTON 
DR. JOSEPH CECIL CLEMENTS 
MISS AGNES CLIETT 
HR. KEVIN GARDNER CLINE 
MR. CHARLES 'EDVARD CLOER 
MR. KENNETH PAUL CLUTTER 
HR. RONALD LEE COBLE 
MR. VILLIAH W. COFIELD 
MR. GREG COLE 
MR. JOHN R. COLEMAN 
MR. THELTON SCOTTIE COLLINS 
COLONY SHOP 
HR. VALLACE VAYNE COLSON 
MRS. SARAH ALICE COLVIN 
HR. ' ARTHUR BAYARD CONARD 
HISS JENA CONRAD 
MR. THOMAS DANIEL CONYAY 
HR. KEN COOK 
DR. CHARLES MORRIS COOPER 
MS. JOHNNIE COOPER 
MR. BRUCE EDVARD COPE 
DR. NEIL B. COPE 
HR. BOB CORBIN 
HR. &HRS. JOHN P. CORN 
MR. ANTIf()NY E. CORNlNE 
MR . JAMES TIMOTHY COUCH 
MR. JAMES ALLEN COX 
HR. RONALD BLAKE COX 
HR. D~VID M. CRAMBLETT 
HR. CHARLES VAYNE CREASON 
MR. JIMHIE WAYNE CROCKETT 
M~. MARY E. CROCKETT 
cruSSETT COMPANY 
Hr. OPAL CROW 
MR. 'TUMA V. CROVDER 
HR. TERRY NORMAN CRUCE 
HR. RAYMOND GONZALES CUMPIAN 
HR. &HRS • OLIVER CUNNINGHAM 
HRS. BETTY CURRY 
HRS. ERA CURTIS 
MR. FRANCIS BURL CURTIS 
HR. HARRY CYBULSKI 
HR. &HRS . MURRELL DACUS 
. MR. KEVIN 0 DALAFAVE 
MRS. DORIS DALTON, 
MR.&HRS. DANNY DANIEL 
HR. DONALD KNIGHT DANIEL 
MR.&HRS. JAMES H. DANIEL 
MR.&HRS. V. L. DANNER 
DR. DAVID E. DARRAH 
• HR. scon:,p ') DAWINS"' ~~ _!~'2>i.:·; 1" ; . r :) 
• HR.&MRS~ '-VON W ·DAy· ·· '" ", r." ., "'H 
HR. R. G. DEENER 
HR. HENRY DALE DEETER 
MR. CHRIS ALAN DELL 
HS. BETTY DEVORE 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. 
HR. JACK DEMPSEY DILLARD 
HR.&HRS. E. R. DIXON 
HR. LYNN STROUD DIXON 
HR . DAVID EUGENE DOCKERY 
HR. JOHN D. DOrSON 
HR. LARRY VAYNE DUNLAP 
HRS. SYLVIA DURHAH 
MR. VILLIAM BRUCE DYE 
MR.&MRS. J. L. DYKES 
MR. LARRY JOE DYKES 
HR. DONALD EADS 
MR. JOHN JOSEPH EASTLAND 
MR.&MRS. TOH EDDINS 
HR. G.S. EDVARDS 
DR. HUGH R. EDVARDS 
MR. ROBERT EDVARDS 
HR . ALLAN RAY ELDRIDGE 
EHBASSY SUITES 
ETHYL CORP 
HR. EVERETT V. EVANS 
MS . CHARLINE E. FAGONE 
MR. BOB F. FARIES 
HR. JOHN FRANCIS FARMER 
MR. DONALD GENE FINLEY 
MR. THOMAS GRAY FINLEY 
DR. ROBERT DONALD FISHER 
DR. BILL W FLATT 
HR. STEPHEN CARL FLATT 
HRS. BEATRICE FLOYD 
HS. MARY LOIS FORRESTER 
HR.&MRS. LYLE J. FOVLER 
MR. ARNOLD FOX 
HRS. HAUDE FOX 
MR . PERRY JAY FRALEY 
MR. LARRY DENNIS FRANKE 
ROBERT K. FRANKLIN FOUNDATION 
HR. BILL GENE FRILEY 
DR. VILLIAM N. FRYER 
MRS. PAULINE GAITHER 
HR . ~ARK AARON GALEAZZI 
MR. I' EITH ELVIN GANT 
HR. ARVIS DALE GANUS 
HR. DAVID JOEL GARDNER 
HR. JACK EUGENE GARDNER 
DR. JACK R; GARDNER 
HR. JASPER ·H. GARDNER 
HR. JEFFRY D. GARDNER 
DR. PAUL H. GARDNER 
HR. JIMMY RAY GARNER 
HR. LATHAN MAX GARNETT 
MR. DANA LYN GARRETT 
HR. JACK NORMAN GATHRIGHT 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES GATTON 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
MISS MARY RUTH GIBBONS 
MR. RONALD LINN GIBBS 
DR. JAMES BRUCE TROTTER 
MR.&MRS. J. DAVID TUCKER 
MR.&MRS. ORVILLE TUCKER 
DR. ROBERT STEPHEN TUCKER 
DR. JOHN GILL UNDERWOOD 
MR . C. RICHARD VENABLE 
MR. CHARLES RAY WALKER 
DR. RICHARD W. WALKER 
DR. JAMES BROOKS· BORDEN 
MRS. ROBERT J. BORHANN 
HISS ELAtNE JOY BOSVELL 
EAST FRAYSER CHURCH OF CHRIST 
FORREST CITY CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HAVANA CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HIGHLAND LAKES CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HOHEVOOD CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HOPPER CHURCH OF CHRIST 
METRO CHURCH OF CHRIST 
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEHENT ASSOC. 
HR. JOHN MILTON DAVIS 
MR.&MRS. · TIHOTHY GIBBS 
HR. ROBERT ALLEN GIBSON 
MR. KENNETH N. pILBERT 
MR. JAMES F. GILFILEN 
HR. DENTON A GILLEN 
MR. WAYNE M. WALLACE 
MR. WILLIAM T. WALLACE 
MR. FERRELL E WARE 
MR. HARRY LEE WARE 
MR. WAYNE VARREN 
MR. WILL ED VARREN 
MR. HENRY JACKSON WATERS 
MR. PALMER WEBB 
DR. ROBERT STANLEY WELLS 
MR. ROBERT LEE VHITE 
WHITE COUNTY HOSPITAL 
MR. CLIFFORD C. WHITSETT 
MR. CHESTER E. WILLIAMS 
DR. WILLIAM D. VILLIAMS 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT E. VILLISON 
HR.&MRS. SAM VILSON 
MR. RAYMOND F. VINTERS 
MR.&HRS. DANNY WOOD 
MR. E. O. YANCEY 
MR . JAMES CLAY YINGLING 
MR. i·MRS. JAMES P. YOUNG 
MISS PATRICIA SUE YOUNG 
University Fund 
FAYETTEVILLE A.W.H. 
AAA RENT ALL 
ACME BRICK COHPANY 
MR. ALLEN ALTON ADAHS 
HR.&HRS. CECIL ADAMS 
MR. JOE H. ADAMS 
MR. RICHARD LESTER ADAMS 
ADAMS PEST CONTROL 
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEHICALS INC. 
MR. DVIGHT A. ALBRIGHT 
MR. BILL ALE~ER 
DR. BRIAN VALLACE ALEXANDER 
ALLIED CORPORATION 
MR. ARVIE H ALLISON 
MISS F. LYNN ALLISON 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
MINEOLA CHURCH OF CHRIST ARTHUR VINING DAVIS FOUNDATIONS 
SOCIAL WORK AWARD - Social Work major Angela Baker congratulates Flora Howell of Oakdale Nursing 
Home for receiving the Resident of the Month Award as Marcella Wiggins of Oakdale looks on. The Resident 
of the Month program is sponsored by Harding's Social Work club. 
HR. HAROLD D. GLASS 
MR. LEON GLEASON 
MR. BILLY G. GLOVER 
MR. LARRY IRVIN GODBY 
HR.&MRS. JOE GOLDMAN 
. MR.&MRS. JAMES A. GOOCH 
HR. ELLIS EUGENE GOODE 
DR. BENNY LOVELL GOODEN 
MR. DONALD C. GOODVIN 
MR . ROBERT PAXSON GORDON 
MR. DALE GEORGE GOULD 
MR.&MRS. NICHOLAS D. GOULD 
MR. WILLIAH DOYLE GRAHAM 
HR. VERNON E. GRAY 
GREAT NORTHERN NEKOOSA CORP 
MR . A. E. GREEN 
MR. RAYMOND MARION GREEN 
MR. ELMER H. GREENLEE 
DR. MARTIN L GREER 
MR. C. DOUGLAS GRIFFITH 
HR. HUGH M GROOVER 
MR. FRANK LAMONTE GROVES 
MR. BRIAN P. GRUBBS 
HRS. GUS GUFFEY 
MR. PETE T. GUNN 
MISS BRENDA JO GUNTHARP 
DR. WILLIAM JOE HACKER 
MR.&MRS . ELDON HAGER 
MR. SAM HAGGARD 
HR. JAMES HENRY HALL 
MR. JOHN BRUCE HALL 
MR.&MRS. CLARDY B. HAHILTON 
MR. DAVID LANE HAMILTON 
MR. IKE HAHILTON 
MR. KENNETH HAHILTON 
MR. E.A. HANJ<,S 
HR. BOYCE HARMON 
MRS. D. I. HARMON 
MR . BILLY CLAY HARRIS 
HARRIS CAFETERIA 
MR.&HRS. JAHES R. HASLEY 
HRS. HELEN HATCH 
DR.&MRS. JAHES E. HAUBENREICH 
DR . FRED V. HAUSER 
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0' ' ,' , MR: , IMOGENE OLENE HAIlKINS 
MR , 10HN YILLIAM HAYKINS 
MR. FREDRICK EUGENE· HAYES 
HAYES TYPEWRITER COMPANY 
MR. ·E CONARD HAYS 
MRS . JAMES A. HEDRICK 
MR. JAMES R HENDERSON 
MR.&MRS. HERMAN HENDON 
MR.&MRS. OLEN HENDRIX 
DR. ADRIAN HERREN 
MR. MIKE L. HIATT 
MR. CHARLES V HICKS 
MR . JOE Y HIGGINBOTHAM 
MR. YAYMON R. HINSON 
MR. TYRUS VERN HOGAN 
MR.&MRS. O. V. HOLEMAN 
MR. VILLIAM LLOYD HOLLAND 
DR. YILLIAM Y. HOLLAYAY 
M~. RANDAL KENT HOLLOWAY 
MR. ROGER ALAN HOOTEN 
MR.&MRS. DON HOPKINS 
MISS MARILYN RUTH HORSMAN 
MR. CLARENCE CLIFTON HORTON 
MR. A. JOHNATHAN HOYARD 
MRS . JAMES T. HOWARD 
MR, JOHN MICHAEL HUDDLESTON 
MR . &MRS. MYRON HUDSON 
MR. CHARLES E HUEBNER 
MR. DONALD R. HUFFMAN 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO 
MISS JO ANN HULETT 
MR. &HRS .  ROY HUNTER 
HR.&HRS. JOHN D. HURLEY 
MR. DANIEL LEROY HUTCHERSON 
HR. HARRY LYNN HUTCHISON 
DR. J. H. IJAMS 
MR.&MRS. DWIGHT IRELAND 
MR. MICHAEL STEPHEN ISENBERG 
MR. TAYLOR D. ISOM 
MISS ROBIN CLAUDETTE ISTRE 
MR. YILLIAM MURRY IVEY 
MISS CATHERINE V. JACKSON 
MRS. RANDALL JACKSON 
MR. T. R. JACKSON 
MR. YILLIAM B. JACKSON 
DR. RICHARD DUKE JENNINGS 
MR. DARRYL L JINKERSON 
MR. STEVE S. JOHANN 
JOHN DEERE FOUNDATION 
MR.&HRS. REX JOHNS 
MR. DAVID MARK JOHNSON 
MR. JAMES YALLACE JOHNSON 
DR. KENNETH L JOHNSON 
MR. RICKY LYNN JOHNSON 
MR . STEVEN SCOT.T JOHNSON 
MR. THOMAS L. JOHNSON 
MR. GARY JOHNSTON 
MR. MATTHEW DOUGLAS JOHNSTON 
MISS KAREN ANN JONAS 
MR. AUBREY T JONES 
MR. MIKE JONES 
MR.&MRC. MUREL JONES 
MR. RANDY ALAN JONES 
DR. WYATT M JONES 
MR. BILLY CHARLES JORDAN 
MP . &MRS. J. H. JORDAN 
DR. ;, ~RS. EUGUEN A JOSEPH 
MR . I :REGORY ALAN JUSTICE 
MR.&MRS. JOE KAY 
MR. GLENN EDWARD KAYS 
MR. JOHN KEADY 
MISS CARLA MARIE KEARBEY 
MRS . HELEN KEARBEY 
KEEBLER CO -
MR. DELNO WAYNE KELLAR 
HR. CARL RANDOLPH KELLER 
MR. DAVID KELLER 
HR. CHRISTOPHER KELLEY 
MR. JOHN EDYARD KELLEY 
MR. KENNETH WAYNE KELLEY 
DR. ROBERT JOE KELLY 
KEN'S RESTAURANT SYSTEMS INC. 
DR. LARRY R. KILLOUGH 
MRS . CLARA KIMBALL 
MR. RICHARD C KIHBERLY 
MR. YILBURN KINCANNON 
KING FURNITURE & APPLIANCE 
DR. RAY KINSLOW 
MR.&MRS. DEWIE R. KIRBY 
HR . RANDALL NEILL KIRBY 
MR. MARK ALAN KIRK 
MR. GREELY C. KIRKPATRICK 
MISS FLORENCE F. KLEMM 
MR. JAMES RAY KNIGHT 
MR. TSUNEYOSHI KOBAYASHI 
MR. JERRY KUCERA 
LACKIE BLDG CONTRACTOR 
DR. PRESTON E LAFERNEY. 
MR. DANNY LEE LAMB 
MR. DAVID K. LAMB 
MR. GUSSIE LAMBERT 
MR. C. WALFRED LANTZ 
HISS ETHEL LATHAH 
MR. JIM D. LATHAM 
MISS PEARL LATHAH 
HR.&MRS. GERALD Y LAVRENCE 
MR. MAURICE L. LAWSON 
HR. VIRGIL LAVYER 
MR. DRAKE ZACHARY LEE 
DR. KERBE BRUCE LEE 
MR. COLEMAN LAFAYETTELEHMONS 
MISS LUCILLE LEONARD 
'·' c' :, ;."'.,.-.P,,ge.:.2'·. ~;~:,.', ,' 
HR.' lIUGH KENNETH 'LEOPARD 
MR. JOE LEVIS LESLIE 
MR. RONALD HERL LEVIS 
MR. J. E. LIGHTLE . 
V. H. LIGHTLE ESTATE 
LINDSEY AND COMPANY INC. 
MR. DAVID BYRON LITZKOV 
MR.&MRS. RAYHOND E. LITZKOV 
HISS KATHRYN ANN LODEN 
MR. GRANVILLE LOGAN 
DR. BILLY Y. LONG 
DR. LARRY R. LONG 
MR. HUGH LOWRIHORE 
HR. ROGER ADRIAN LUALLEN 
MR. WAYNE A LUALLEN 
MR. JIH MIKE LUCAS 
HR. JERRY KEITH LUKE 
MRS. MARGARET JANE LYNN 
MR. RANDALL BERT MADDOX 
MAl,· S SHOES 
MR, MILTON F MALCIK 
MR. A. O. MALLORY 
MR.&MRS. AVON MALONE 
MR. MERLE D. MANLOVE 
DR. THEODORE JOSEPH MAPLE 
MR. BRIAN CHARLES MARTIN 
DR. YILTON YATES MARTIN 
DR. FRED M. MASSEY 
MR. JOE HALL MATHIAS 
MR. WILLIAM H. MCBRAYER 
HRS. J. H. MCCALEB 
MR. FR4NK MCCAR~NEY 
MR. VILLIAM THOMAS MCCAULEY 
HR.' ~OHNNY LEO ' MONTGOMERY 
HISS CATHY JILL'HOORE 
HR. DAVID MARK MOORE 
MR.&HRS. JOHN ED MOORE 
. DR. LEVIS L. HOORE 
HR. WESLEY WAYNE HOORE 
HRS. CHARLES V. MORGAN 
HR. GERALD GLENN HORGAN 
MR. HATLER MORGAN 
MR. YILLIAM LAWRENCE MORGAN 
MR. EUGEN,E ROBERT MORRIS 
MR. RAYHOND S. MORRIS 
DR. YILLIAH ALFRED HORRIS 
MR. VIRGIL HORRISON 
MR.&HRS. V. F. HOZLEY 
MR. FLETCHER C. MURPHY 
MISS MARGARET ANN HURPHY 
DR. MICHAEL ALAN MURPHY 
DR. LAMBERT EDVARD MURRAY 
MR.&~RS. LAVRENCE R MURRAY 
MR.&MRS. THOMAS F. MURRAY 
MISS PATRICIA JO NARRY 
THE NCR FOUNDATION 
MR. GERALD T NEVINS 
NEV YORK LIFE FOUNDATION 
LOUIS NIELSON TRUST 
MR. LUCIAN DVIGHT NOBLE 
MR. ROY L. NOBLE 
MR. GARY JOHN NORTHAM 
MR. DAVID NORTON 
MR. HAROLD E. NORWOOD 
MR. JOHN W. NUNNALLY 
MR.&MRS. DVIGHT O'BRIEN 
WEAVING - Kim Burton of Honolulu. Hawaii, works on a weaving class 
assignment requiring her full concentration. 
MR. ARTHUR E. MCCLELLAN 
MR. RANDALL ALLEN MCCORD 
DR. JAMES R. MCCOY 
MRS. FREEDA T. MCELROY 
MR.&MRS. J. A. HCFARLIN 
MR. ROY ELLIS MCGEE 
MR. HARK MARTIN MCINTEER 
DR. V. ROBERT MCKELVAIN 
LARRY MCKENZIE 
MR. GARY D. HCKINNEY 
DR. IV AN MCKINNEY 
HR. V. B. MCLAUGHLIN 
HR. FREDERICK E MCLEOD 
DR. RON M. MCMINN 
MR. KYLE E. MCNEESE 
HR. MARSHALL R. MCREE 
HR. RAYMOND LAVERNE HEADOWS 
HERCK COMPANY FOUNDATION 
HR. JACK C MEREDITH 
DR. EUGENE HIEKLEY 
HISS MARY ONETHA HILLARD I 
HR. C. RAY MILLER 
HR. CHARLES ROBIN MILLER ' 
HR. CLARK KREYLON MILLER 
MR. CLYDE M. MILLER 
HR. ROBERT LEE MILLS 
HR.&HRS. ROGER Q. HILLS 
HR. BARRY THOHAS MILTON 
HISS HELEN VERNETTE !(INNS 
MR. S. H. MINOR 
MR.&MRS. CALVIN MITCHELL 
MR. JOSEPH HENRY MITCHEN 
MRS. HARlAN MOLNAR 
MR. JAMES H MONG 
MONTGOMERY VARD 
:',' ~'~:" ~j''':' \~ " ,)~ ~-,},-'..:-. ~ " ( 
HR. &,MRS. KEVIN 0' LEARY 
DR. BILL VAYNE OLDHAM 
HR.' ROBERT OLER 
HRi TIHOTHY ALAN OLREE 
M~. GLENN E. ORGAN 
ORSCHELN 
HR. BERNARD ORZECH 
~R. LARRY DANIEL OSBORNE 
MR. RICHARD OOO'ER 
HR. DAN J. OTTINGER 
HR. EUGENE THOMAS OUZTS 
MR. ERVIN ODEAN PARKER 
HR. VELDON M PARKINSON 
PARRISH JEWELRY 
HR. TROHAS S. PARSONS 
HR. JIM PATE 
MISS GLADYS E. PATTERSON 
MR. JIHMY E. PAUL 
HR. GREGORY G. PAULEY 
MISS GVENDOLYN KAY PEDIGO 
HR. A POVELL PENDERGRAFT 
J. C. PENNEY COMPANY INC. 
MISS CAMILLE LAREE PETREE 
MR. HORST ALFRED PETRICH 
HR. JOHN CLARK PETTIT 
HR. BILLY VALKER PETTY 
DR. JOHN ERNEST PETTY, 
HR. EDVARD LEE PIERCE 
PIZZA INN 
DR. MICHAEL VAN PLUMHER 
HR. LUTHER LAHAR PLUNKET 
DR. J. PAUL POLLARD 
HR. DAVID JEROME PORTER 
POTLATCH 
MR. &I!RS;- "J"OE'A;' -POVEt.t 
HR. LEE F j POVELL 
.. _ .• - .. .... . . 'MR'.' .tIH 'ERNESt- STANLEY" ~ ~, 
HR.&HRS. h. LINDBERGH PRESSON 
MR. CLEO PRIBA 
HR. GEORGE PRICE 
MR. SAHMY DOYLE PRICE 
PRICE VATERHOUSE FOUNDATION 
MR.&HRS. D. L. PRIESTLEY 
HR. JOEL GRAY PRITCHETT 
MR. R~GER KEVIN PRITCHETT 
HR.&HRS. JOHN PROCK 
PROV1DENT LIFE INS 
HR. /BUDDY PRUITT 
MR. i ALAN NEALE PRYOR 
MR. CHARLES EDVARD RAGSDALE 
MR. PHILLIP H RAHPEY 
RAZORBACK CONCRETE CO 
REI' RIVER PACKING CO. INC 
H~. /,IIRS . ROBERT M. REDDING 
MR. GERALD V REED 
MRS. SIBYL REESE 
MR. HUGH H RHODES 
MR. PAUL KENT RHODES 
MR. DANNY CLARK RICH 
MRS. CLAUDE A. RICHARDSON 
MR. JACKIE 0 RICHARDSON 
MRS. C. L . . RICHMOND 
MR. JAMES ROBERT RICKAVAY 
RIDOUT LUMBER CO 
MRS. CATHERINE W. RIGGS 
MR.&MRS. ALAN RISENER 
MR. LESTER LEE RISNER 
DR. VARD BRYCE ROBERSON 
MR. MARVIN H ROBERTSON 
MS. BARBARA J. ROBINSON 
MR. DONALD ROBINSON 
MR.&MRS. GLENN V. ROBINSON 
MR. ROBERT M. ROBISON 
MR. JACKEY L RODGERS 
MR. JOSEPH CHARLES ROE 
MR. JOHN L. ROGERS 
ROHM & HAAS CO 
DR. DAVID EUGENE ROLL 
MR. KENT VILLIAH ROLLHANN 
HR. ROBERT ROOT 
ROTH CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 
MR.&MRS. JOHN H. ROVDEN 
MR. VOODIE NATHAN ROVE 
HR. JOHN L. ROZZELL 
MR. JAMES RUSSELL 
DR, WILLIAM MICHAEL SADLER 
MR. RUSSELL F. SAMMIS 
HR. JOHN DEXTER SAHMONS 
MR. GARY HARK SAMUELSON 
HR. DONALD E. SANDERS 
MR. JAMES ERVIN SANDLIN 
HR. C. GLENN SCARBOROUGH 
HR. ERIC VIL~IAM SCHOL 
MRS. LOIS JEAN SCHRAMH 
DR. CARL LINCOLN SCHVEINFURTH 
HR. DAVID VEBB SCOBEY 
HR. JAMES F. SCOTT 
HR. PATRICK JAMES SCOTT 
DR. ROBERT VAYNE SCOTT 
HR. TRUMAN LAVERNE SCOTT 
MR. JOHN ROBERT SCROGGINS 
SEARCY BUILDERS SUPPLY 
HISS ELIZABETH CLINE SEARS 
DR. DAVID VILLIAM SEATON 
DR. JOE TOLBERT SEGRAVES 
MR. FREDRICK M. SELBY 
HR. RONALD VILLIAM SEHANEK 
1m. KENNETH ROBERT SEVELL 
HR. ROBERT V. SEVELL 
MR. V. ERNEST SEXTON 
MR. MORRIS VAYNE SHAPPLEY 
HR. CLIFFORD E SHARP 
DR. ARTHUR LLOYD SHEARIN 
HR. PATRICK H SHEEHAN 
HR. LARRY HACK SHEEHY 
HR. JOHN ANTHONY SHELLY 
HR. CLIFFORD LEE SHELTON 
HRS. META SHERMAN 
MIS~ GLORIA SHEVKAKER 
HRS. JOYCE SHEVKAKER 
DR. DONALD LEVIS SHORES 
HR. VILLIAM H SHORT 
MR. PHILIP KEITH SHUNK 
MR.&MRS. O. L. SIMHONS 
MR. TIMOTHY H. SIMHONS 
DR. JOHN PASCHAL SIMPSON 
HRS. G. H. SINELE 
MR. TERRY BOYD SIVERD 
HR. BOBBY G SKELTON 
DR. C PHILIP SLATE 
MR.&MRS. RAYMOND SMEDLEY 
MRS. ANN C. SHITH 
DR.&HRS. BERNARD C. SMITH 
HR. CARROLL W. SMITH 
HR. DEAN STANLEY SMITH 
MR.&MRS. DOYLE E. SMITH 
HR. MICHAEL J. SHITH 
HR.&HRS. RALPH K. SMOOT 
ROBERT SNEED 
HR. EDVIN G. SNOY 
SONIC DRIVE-IN 
MR. CLEO H. SORRELLS 
SOUTH CENTRAL BELL 
HR. PHILLIP SPRUILL 
HR. IIERMAN BUEL SPURLOCK 
MISS SUZANNE FRANCES SPURRIER 
STANDARD OIL 
~ 
HR. JOHN RANDAL STANLEY 
STATE FARM COHPANIES FDN. 
MR. WILLIAH STEPHENS 
MR. CECIL STERLING 
MRS. CORENE STEVENS 
DR. CHRISTOPHER D. STEYARD 
HR. TRAVIS RAY STEVART 
STOTTS DRUG STORE 
MRS. BOBBIE C. STREULI 
HR.&MRS. ~ILLIAM A. SUMHERS 
MR. PAUL CLAYTON SUHMITT 
MR. ROGER LOUIS SUTHERLIN 
HR. HAHDEN EARLE SVAIN 
HR.&MRS . JIH..-.SWINK . 
MR. ALSTONE L. TABOR 
MR. VAN TATE 
HR. GORDON TAYLOR 
MR. RICHARD NEALE TAYLOR 
MR. VILLIAM H. TAYLOR 
MR. KENNETH PAT TEAGUE 
HR. JEFFREY GUY TENNYSON 
MR. B HENRY TERRILL 
HR. JOHN P. THOMAS 
MR. RODERICK E THOMASSON 
MISS CAROL ANN THOHPSON 
MR. CHRISTOPHER ALAN THOMPSON 
HR. TED THOMPSON 
THOMPSON COMPANY INC. 
HR.&HRS. OLIE B. TILLERY 
MR.&MRS. C. ROLAND TOMLiNSON 
MISS PAMELA GAYE TORREY 
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPE LINE 
MR. V. GILBERT TROLLINGER 
HR.&HRS. J. B. TROTTER 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT TROUTMAN 
MR. LARRY TRUITT 
MR. R. LES TUBB 
MR. ALVA RAY TYNER 
MR. CHARLES ROBERT UNDERVOOD 
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION 
MR. HAROLD A VALENTINE 
VAN-ATKINS 
MR. JESSE LEE VANHOOSER 
HR. JOHNNY RAY VAUGHAN 
MR. ELVIS LEE VAUGHN 
MR. LESLIE Y. VAUGHN 
MR. BILLY D VERKLER 
MR. RICHARD QUENTIN VETETO 
HR.&MRS. LAMAR VINSON 
MR. JAMES STEVEN VALDEN 
MR. J. U. WALKER 
DR. ROBERT CHARLES VALKER 
MR. TIMOTHY MICHAEL VALKER 
MR. TIMOTHY OVEN VALKER 
MR. GLENN RAY VALL 
HR. E. H. WALLEY 
HR. JAMES C. WALTERS 
HR. GENE VARD 
HRS. DADIE WARREN 
MR. GENE ALLAN VATERS 
MR. JOHN MICHAEL VATERS 
HR. LELAND R. VATERS 
MS. VIDA MAE VATERS 
MR. ROBERT RAY WATSON 
MR. HARRY LES'LIE VEliB 
MR. CHARLES LESLIE VEEKS 
MR. JOHN MONTGOMERY VEETER 
MR. LEVIS K YELCH 
MR. THOMAS LEE VESCHE 
HR.&HRS. EARL I. WEST 
MR. HERMAN IRA VEST 
DR. V. B. VEST 
HISS ETTA HAE WESTBROOK 
VESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. 
HR. GERALD C VESTJOHN 
HR. EDWARD VHITE 
MR. JOHN CAMP VHITE 
MR. D. M. WHITEHEAD 
MR. T. L. YIDEMAN 
MR. CHARLES VILBURN 
HR. JAMES RAY WILBURN 
MISS WILMA SUZANNE WILBURN 
MR.&MRS. C. C. VILLIAHS 
HR. A. GEORGE VILSON 
MR. CARL B. VILSON 
HR.&MRS. VELDIN WIMBERLY 
HR. &HRS. KENNETH VINNETT 
HR. ROBERT ALVIN WISENER 
HR.&MRS. VILLIS VITT 
MR.&HRS. V. J. VOOD 
HR. JAMES S VOODROOF 
HR. STEPHEN BRUCE VOOLEY 
DR. JAMES LEE VORD 
MR. RAY ALVIN VRIGHT 
MISS LOIS JUNE VYATT 
YARBROUGH HOTORS 
HR. CURTIS YATES 
HR. ROBERT LLOYD YINGLING 
MR. GREGORY SCOTT YORK 
DR. JOHN LYNDAL YORK 
MR. &HRS. O. J. YOUNG 
YOUNGS VHOLESALE TIRE 
HR. ROBERT CARY ZARBAUGH 
Century Club 
LITTLE EGYPT A.V.H. 
HR. CULLEN ADAIR 
MR.&HRS. GEORGE F. ADAMS 
tIR. JERRY EDVARD ADAMS 
tIR. RONALD JOEL ADAMS 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
· ... " ......... . .. " ""'" ','·n: < DAVID V. ADCOX 
HR. ROGER D. AINLEY 
MR. RANDAL MARK ALBERS 
MR. ROLAND VALTER ALDRICH 
MR.&HRS. BARRY ALDRIDGE 
HR. HAROLD DALE ALEXANDER 
MR. V. MICHAEL ALEXANDER 
HR. HARVEY DALE ALLISON 
MISS HARY HARGARET ALSTON 
AHERICAN GEN LIFE & ACCIDENT 
AHERICAN MEDICAL 
INTERNATIONAL INC. 
HR. JAMES VILBUR ANDERSON 
DR. JOEL E. ANDERSON 
·HR. ROBERT HOVARD ANDERSON 
HR: REED ANDR!V 
ARKANSAS POVER & LIGHT COMPANY 
MR. &~S. JERRY H. ARHSTRONG 
MISS LINDA GAIL ARNOLD 
HR. TED ASHBY 
HRS. M. P. ASTOR 
MRS. IRA ATKINS 
MR. LARRY J; AVERETT 
FAMILY SHOE B & C SHOES 
DR. STEPHEN ASA BABER 
MR. JIMMY B. BAILEY 
MISS NANCY LOUISE BAILEY 
HR.&HRS. JAMES E BAINE 
MRS. KENNETH BAINES 
HR. O. P; BAIRD 
MR. V. BRUCE BAKER 
MR. CARROL VAYNE BALDING 
MRS. AUDEAN LOLA BALDYIN 
HR. JOHN HUGH BANISTER 
MRS. BILLY BANKS 
MISS JANET KAY BANTA 
MR. CHARLES GLENN BARBER 
MR. JAMES BARFIELD 
MR. FRANK MORTON BARKER 
MS. PATRICIA BARRETT 
DR. GARY RAY BARTHOLOMEY 
DR. RUFUS BIGGS BARTON 
MR. VEREAL ALTEN BARTON 
MR. DOUGLAS GRANT BASHAY 
MR. TIMOTHY BRIAN BASS 
MR. TIMOTHY RAY BASSING 
MR. CLAUDE A. BATES 
MR. JEFFREY A. BAUGHN 
HR.&HRS. HAROLD M. BEAL 
HR. GREGORY LOYP BEAK 
HR. JAMES CONNER BEAM 
MISS HARY M. BECKETT 
BECKY'S HALLMARK 
HR. HIKE BEEBE 
HR. H. V. BEEZLEY 
MR. JAMES DAVID BEHEL 
HR. ~ARL RODNEY BELL 
HR. HRRB BELL 
HR. VATSON BBLL 
HR. JAMES BERTON BBLLCOCK 
HR. VELDON V IBBNTHALL 
HR. PHILLIP RAY BERRY 
MR. SAMMIB LEE BERRY 
MR. GEORGB LAHAR BBSSENT 
MR. ELDON GENE BILLINGSLEY 
MR. SAMUEL M. BILLINGSLEY 
HRS. EDNA V. BINKLEY 
DR. DONALD RAY BIRMINGHAM 
MR. JOHNNY V. BLACKVELDER 
MR. BRADEN MONROE BLAIR 
MR. JBPFREY DONALD BLAKE 
MR. RALPH ANDREV BLANSETT 
MRS. HARY BLANTON 
HR. JAMES ROBERT BLEDSOE 
HR. TRAVIS POVELL BLUE 
MR. EDVIN V. BONNEAU 
HR. RANDALL LOVRIE BOSTIC 
MR.&HRS. JOHN E. BOSVELL 
MR. &MRS. J. E. BOSVORTH 
HISS RUBY GAIL BOZARTH 
HR.&HRS. D.R. BRADDOCK 
MRS. LEONA BRADLEY 
MR. JACK BRAGG 
BRANDON HOUSE FURNITURE 
MR. GARY THOMAS BRBDNICH 
MRS. HILDA JEAN BRENNEMAN 
MR. VILLIAM BRITTON 
MR. DEL MASON BROCK 
DR. GARY LYNN BROCK 
MR. CHUCK BRONSON 
MR. REECE M. BROOKS 
BROOKSHIRE TIRE 
MR. &MRS. 0 E BROVN 
MR. DALE GROVER BROVN 
HR. JAMES RAY BROVN 
HR. JAMES BILLY BRUMLEY 
HR. DARRELL VAYNE BRUNING 
MR. CHARLES THOMAS BRYANT 
HR. EUGENE F. BRYANT 
HRS. BURNlCE BRYLES 
MR. GLEN V. BUCHANAN 
HRS. H. J. BUCKNER 
MS. MARGARET BUNN 
HR. R K BURKE 
HR. JOHN HARC BURKETT 
MR.&HRS. BASIL BURKS 
MR. JEFFREY JBSSE BURTON 
DR. THOMAS LYNN BUSH 
HR. &HRS • LLOYD BUZZARD 
DR.&MRS. TOM J. BYRD 
HR. DAVID A. CADE 
MR. &MRS. KELLEY J CALDVELL 
MISS LINDA DARNELL CALVERT 
. HR. EDDIE' RAY CAMPBELL' 
HR.&MRS. LAMBERT CAMPBELL 
HR.&HRS. E.H. CANNON 
MR.&HRS. JOHN PAUL CAPPS 
HR. JIMMY DON CARLILE 
MR. A. L. CARLOCK 
MR.&HRS. ORVILLE J. CARR 
MR. THOMAS D. CARR 
MISS PEGGY SUE CARROLL 
MR. r.ARY E. CARSON 
MR. MICHAEL L CASE 
MR. GRADY B. CATON 
MR. ROBERT L. CAUDLE 
MR. JERRY CAVANBAU 
MR. KAY CAVIN 
CBNTERRE TRUST COMPANY 
MR. GREGORIO CERHINARA 
MR. RALPH· NELSON CHAIN 
HRS. ETTA BELLE CHANDLER 
CHARLIE'S HEN STORE 
MR.&MRS. VILSON .cHEEK 
DR.&HRS. PERRY L. CHESNEY 
HR. GARY LYNN CHITTY 
CHUCKS TOP SHOP 
ARKADELPHIA CHURCH OF CHRIST 
BLACK ROCK CHURCH OF CHRIST 
BRINKLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST 
FORREST PARK CHURCH OF CHRIST 
LADIES' BIBLE CLASS 
CHURCH OF CHRIST 
LEHMAN AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MELROSE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
PERNELL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
POSSUM GRAPE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
REFUGB CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HR. DAVID M. CLARK 
MR. DYAIN LEE CLAXTON 
HR. JOHN VESLEY CLAYTON 
HR. L. B. CLAYTON 
HR. &MRS. CARL CLEM 
MR. ERMAN J CLEMENT 
MRS. SHERRY CLEKHONS 
DR. CHARLES DOUGLAS CLOUD 
HR. VAYNE D. COBB 
HR.&MRS. D. A. COCHRAN 
HR. &MRS. JOHN H COGBURN 
HR. BRNEST B. COKER 
DR. MICHAEL STEVEN COLE 
MS. RUTH B. COLE 
MR. CLINT COLES 
HR.&HRS. HARRELL H. COLLIER 
HUGHRERT COLLIER 
MRS. J. M. COLLINS 
MR. ERNEST N. COLUMBUS 
HR. &MRS. DANNY COMPTON 
MR. CHARLES LLOYD CONLEY 
MR. VILLIAMB CONLEY 
MRS. MAUD CONNOLLY 
CONOCO INC. 
HR. KEITH L. COOGLER 
MR. BILL JEAN COOK 
HR. JERRY VAYNE COOK 
MR. JAMES RALPH COOKE 
MR. DAVID A COOMBS 
HR.&MRS. V. C. COOPER 
COOPER TIRE & RUBBER CO. 
HR. FLOYD COPPEDGE 
HR. R. DAVID CORDER 
HRS. SUE ELLEN COTTINGHAM 
HR. ALFRED JAMES COUCH 
HR. ROY COVERT 
HR. C.L. COX 
HR. DAVID EVERETT COX 
HRS. MARGARET E. COX 
MRS. NORMA LOU COX 
MR. RICHARD DERRILL COISEY 
HR. DAVID R CRAIG 
MRS. EVA LEE CRALLE 
MR. J. T. CRBNVBLGE 
MR. CALVIN ROY CRIM 
MR. ROBERT M. CRONIN 
HS. GRACE CROSS 
MR. CARL CROVNOVER 
HR. MARVIN A. CROVSON 
MR. JERRY K. CULBERTSON 
MR. &MRS. JAMES CUMMINGS 
MR. DANNY DALLAS 
MR.&MRS. BOBBY L. DANIBL 
HR. JAMBS VADE DANIEL 
MR. JOHN V. DANIELS 
MR. ROBERT H. DAUGHERTY 
MR. DOYLE DAVENPORT 
DAVIES BLBCTRIC CO 
MRS. BONNIE UPTON DAVIS . 
MR. E. B. DAVIS 
MR. KIRK VESLEY DAVIS 
MRS. RANDALL DAVIS 
DR. TERRY DAViS 
HR.&MRS. THORNTON DAVIS 
MR. VAYNE DAVIS 
DAVIS VESTERN YEAR 
MR. &MRS. MAX DAVKINS 
MR. DAVID ALAN DAVSON 
HR.&MRS. LAVRENCE DEAN 
MR. RICHARD THOMAS DEAN 
HRS. GERTRUDE DEESE 
MR. BUGENE RANDALL DELAET / 
MR. VAYNE A. DICKERSON 
MR. &MRS. JOEL B. DICKINSON ' 
MR.&MRS; RAY DICKSON 
HR. B. G. DILLARD 
MR. GLENN LEE DILLARD 
MRS. VILLIAM L. DILLE 
GRADUATION CONGRATULATIONS - Tony Finley, assistant professor of education, shares excitement and 
smiles with graduate David Wall of Goldsboro, N.C., after commencement cerenwnies May 12. 
DOBBINS INSURANCE INC. 
MISS CAMILlA S. DODGIN 
MRS. BETTY DOLLAR 
HR. TROY PATRICK DORSEY 
MR. ROBERT BRENT DOVER 
DOV CHEMICAL USA 
DR. HARIBETH DOVNING 
HR. ANTHONY BRUCE DOYLE 
MR. DVIGHT' DAVID DRISKELL 
HR. DENNIS DRIVER 
DRYER'S SHOE ,STORE 
MR. GEORGE tr. 'DUDLEY 
MR. RICHARD BENBOV DULL 
CLYDE DUNCAN CARS 
HR. J.S. DUV~~I 
MR. JOHN HOVARq DYKES 
MISS MICHAL 'Lm EARNHART MR. &MRS. MAURI , EASTERLING MR. JAMES CURT S ECKERBERG 
MR. JAMES OunfrON EDMONDS 
DR. MAX MAURICE EDRINGTON 
HR.&MRS. E. C. EDVARDS 
MR. PHILIP EQVARDS 
HRS. RUTH M. JEDVARDS 
MRS. V. R. EWER 
MR. RICK QONALD ELDRED 
HR. ROGER FR:ANKLIN ELLIOTT 
MR. GENE A ELLHORE 
MR. GREGORY GUY EMERSON 
MR. HUlL D. EVANS 
MISS MADGE EVANS 
MR. STEVEN L EVANS 
MR. ~Y BV;BRETT 
MR.6MR8. PAUL FAIRLEY 
MR. M. JACK FARMER 
MR. F. STEPHEN FERRELL 
MR. RANDEL S FINCH 
MR. ROBBIE FINCH 
DR.6MRS. CLARK FINCHER 
MR. RON FINLEY 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
MR. VENDELL E. FISH 
MR.&MRS. GEORGE V. FISHER 
DR. HARK A FLOYD 
MISS CONSTANCE FORD 
HR. &MRS. GUY FORD 
MR.6MRS. JOHN FORESEE 
MR •. &MRS. LYNDELL FOSTER 
MR·. ROBERT A. POSTER 
KR~ &MRS. CLARENCE A. POVLER 
HR. REX B. FOVLER 
HIt. LOUIS H FRALEY 
~. HARVIN DALE FRANCISCO 
MR. GARY L. FRAZIER 
MR. VALLACE F FREDIN 
MR. GEORGE KENNEDY FRENCH 
MR. &MRS. SHELBY R. FRBNCH 
MR. STEVEN E. FROIHLICH 
PROSTYAIRE FROZEN FOODS 
FROZEN DELIGHT 
DR. MELLON AL FRY 
MR. AQUILLA FOX FUCHS 
MR. KENT BRIAN FULKS 
MR. EDVIN BYRON FUTRELL 
MR. JAMES MELVIN GABLER 
HR. CURTIS VAYNE GAITHER 
HR. VALTER GALE 
MR. JERRY P. GALLOVAY 
MR.&MRS. BILLY GAMMEL 
HR. JOHN GANN 
HR. MELVIN VENDELL GANUS 
MRS. MINNIE GARDNER 
DR. DONALD PAUL GARNER 
MR. HOVARD DUANE GARNER 
MR. JACK GARNER 
DR. PATRICK BOVARD GARNER 
HR. JAMES H. GASKILL 
MISS LILLIE FERN GASKIN 
HR. THOMAS GASKINS 
MR; DAVID B. GAUNTLETT 
MR. LLOYD 'VAYNE GENTRY 
MR. ROBERT DANNY GERLACH 
MR. STEVE GERMAN 
HR. &HRS. DON GILBERT 
MR. DAVID WINSTON GILL 
HR. DANIEL ALLEN GILLETT 
HR. JAMES TURNER GILLIAM 
MR. WENDELL FRED GLASS 
MR. LOVELL GOODEN 
MR. TOM ED GOODEN 
MR. RICHARD GOODENOUGH 
B F GOODRICH CO 
MR.&MRS. CARL B. GOODWIN 
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY 
MR. LUCIAN PAXSON GORDON 
MR. RONALD BUGENE G()UDEAU 
MRS. BETTY GOYNE 
HR. DANIEL JOESPH GRADY 
HR. &HRS. A. KENT GRAHAM 
MR. EDYIN GRAHAM I 
MR. TIMOTHY BUGENE GRAHAM 
HR. ROGER B. GRAVES I 
GREAT LAKES CARBON CORP 
MR.6HRS. STANLEY GREEN 
HR. VILLIAM C. GREEN 
HR.6MRS. GUY GREGG 
DR. VILLIAM A. GRIEB 
HR. JOHN P. GRIFFIN 
HR. CHARLES RICHARD GROSS 
MR. JOHN STEVE GRUBBS 
MRS. DORSIA J. GULLETT 
R. O. VEST FOUNDATION 
MR. JAMES E HAGE 
MR. LOVELL HAINLINE 
MISS SARAH HALBROOK 
MR. MAURICE C. HALL 
MR. VAYNE HALL 
MISS ALBXINB BANKINS 
MR. ROBERT L. BARB 
HR. CHARLES T. BARRINGTON 
DR. ALAN VADB BARRIS 
MR.&MRS. DALLAS H. BARRIS 
MR. LEE DAVIS BARRIS 
MR. LUTHER DELBERT BARRIS 
MR. HAROLD R. BART 
DR. HIKE HASSELL • 
MR. MARVIN V. HASTINGS 
MR. RICHARD HATFIBLD 
MR. MONROB ILWYN HAVLBY 
MR. CRAIG HAYES 
MR. PAUL HAYNES 
DR.&MRS. GEORGI T. HAYS 
MR. LAVRBNCI BAZlLIP 
HEADLEE DRUG STORE 
HEATHSCOft AND SONS 
MISS TIRES! LYNN BEATON 
MR. ERNEST RAY· HBDG~JJ 
MR. JAMBS DAVID HElD 
MR. HUGH VAYNE HEMINGWAY 
MR. ADRIAN B. HENDERSON 
MR. GARY VAYNE HENDERSON 
MISS REBEKAH HENDERSON 
MRS. ALICE P. BBNDRICKS 
MR. MICHAEL JEROME BBNKEL 
MR. V TAFT IIBtlRY 
MR. AMOS L. HENSON 
MR.&MRS. RONALD D. BENSON 
MISS AUBREY HEVEN 
BGS STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
MR. GARY L HICKERSON 
MR. VILLIAII A. HICKMON 
MR.&J1llS. BOVARD HIGGINS 
MRS. ' ItCDANIEL HIGGINS 
MR. BDVIN BUGENE HIGHTOVER 
MR. GEORGE DAVID HIGBTOVER 
DR. JOE V. BIGBTOVER 
MR. HAROLD BILGBRS 
MR. ARVIL E. BILL 
MR. DAVID MICBABL BILL 
MR. RANDY ARTHUR HINER 
MR. ,BVBUn' HINTON 
MR. CBARLIS BEB HODGE 
MR. BILLIE JOE HODGES 
MR. HERBERT HOFFMAN 
MR. DAVID ALAN HOGAN 
HR. DENNIS MICHAEL HOGAN 
MISS JULIE D. HOLCOMB 
HR. DERREL HOLDEN 
.MR. BRANT RBYS HOLLADAY 
DR. HAROLD EDVARD HOLLAND 
MISS KAREN LYNN HOLLAND 
MS. MILDRED BOLT 
MISS KATHLEEN LEIGH BOOD 
MR. TILDON VAYNE HOOD 
MRS. B. L. HOOTON 
I HR. JAMES HORN 
MRS. LOUISB HOVARD 
MRS. PORREST A. HOVELL 
MISS HELEN ELAINE HOVERY 
MR. VESLEY HOWK 
MR. JOHN MITCHELL HOWLETT 
HR.&MRS. DAVID HUBBARD 
MR. J. CLIFFORD HUDDLESTON 
MR. GEORGE HUFSMITH 
DR. VALTER NORMAN HUGHBS 
MR. LYNDEL N. IlUlU.BY 
MR. &MRS. MAYNARD INMAN 
IOVA RESOURCES IHC. 
MR. &MRS. GARLAND IRVIN 
MR. CHARLES EDDIE ISOM 
MR. GREGORY ALLAN ISOM 
MR.&MRS. H. C. ISOM 
MR. KENNBTII CARL ISTRE 
MR. BRADLEY DEB JACKSON 
MR. CHARLBS THOMAS JACKSON 
MR. E. BOB JACKSON 
MR. HASKELL E. JACKSON 
MR. JOSBPH E. JACKSON 
MR. RANDALL ROY JACKSON 
MR. DBVAYNB 0 JAMES 
MRS. DOltOTHEA JAMES 
MR. RICHARD ALBERT JAMBS 
MS. ROSE LEE JAMBS 
MR. JOHN HAROLD JAMESON 
MR. PHILLIP HAYES JAMBSON 
MR.&MRS. JOII!«B N. JBNltIRS 
HARDlNGuNIVERSrrY . -." ~e 13 ====, ., 
MR.&MRY.'iW\~S131iP_i1 :-;~,l~R. H~Ju::tMFi'j~l~, PI"W)'ftIV;:) HR . • ~~ ROSCO MO~'·:~·:~·:"~~ : )iti\~ ~Aritl 
MISS Af1AN'biT mTINYJE~T£R"" ''''MRS. BETTyiCMCCIftL<itidifL" ' J ·"""·~;: Ml'SITAifs.r RENEE MOf'l'if~·+··.;.t· ' ··(.·'KR ~~ll'. JO ,--~~~,~ . ..).; L ~~" 
HRS. HELEN JETT HR. TODD A. MCCULLOUGH HR. JOSEPH R. MOIlTON HR'.&HRS : R. V. PAYNE 
HS. BERNICE C JOHNSON MR. HENRY KENNEY MCDANIEL MR. · ALVIN F. MOUDY MR.&HRS. DALLAS PEEBLES 
HR. BOB M. JOHNSON MR. JOE LEE MCDANIEL MR. DVIGHT P MOVRER MS. STELLA PEEBLES 
MR.&MRS. C DEAN JOHNSON MR. GARY EDVARD MCDONALD HR.&HRS. J. Z. MUNN HR. EDVARD LEE PENNINGTON 
MR. DONALD F. JOHNSON MS. LERA MCDONALD HRS. ELIZABETH l'; MURRy ·HR. DAVID PERKINS 
MR. GLENN I. JOHNSON MS. VERA MCDONALD MUSTANG GAS PRODUCTS COMPANY HR. O. R. PERKINS 
DR. J. S. JOHNSON HR.&MRS. BRUCE HCFADDEN HR. JERRY RAY MYHAN HR. VILLIAH DAVID PERKINS 
HR . LARRY T. JOHNSON HR. JOHN CURTIS MCGUIRE HR.&MRS: B BYRUN NAPIER HR. JOHNNY LEE PERMENTER 
DR. RICK JOHNSON MR. HERMAN A. HCHAN HRS. FLORENE NEAL PERSON FURNITURE CO 
STENNIS E. JOHNSON MR. V. R. MCINDOO HR. GARY GLENN NEAL PHELPS DODGE FOUNDATION 
HR. WILLIAM ARTHUR JOHNSON HISS BARBARA KAY MCKINNEY HR.&HRS. JAMES L. NEAL MR. RICHARD DAVID PIERCE 
MR. CARL EDVARD JOHNSTON MR. CYRUS BOOTH MCKINNEY MR.&HRS. JASPER T. NEAL MISS CATHY CAROLYN PIGG 
MR. STANLEY JOHNSTON HR.&HRS. E. M. MCKINNEY MR. ROBERT G. NEIL HR. BILLY H. PIPKIN 
MR. CHARLES ~. JONES MR. IVAN MCKINNEY MR.&HRS. HOVARD NEITZERT. HR. PAUL MARTIN PITT 
HR. DAVID RYAN JONES HR. BILLY NEVELL MCLAIN MR. EARL NEVKIRK HR. CHARLES PITTMAN 
MR. JAHES 0 JONES MR.&HRS. DURLEY MCLARTY MR. PHILLIP K. NICHOLS DR. DAVID BENJAMIN PITTS 
DR. JOE KEITH JONES HR. STEPHEN MCNALLY MR. TIMOTHY ROBERT NICHOLS HR. GEORGE H PLEDGER 
MR'. CHARLES EDVARD JORDAN HRS. HOVARD MCNATT HRS. ROBERT L. NICKS MR. R C POLK 
JOYNER'S SAY & MOTOR MR. ROBERT D. MCNEV MR. ALLEN NOBLE MR. ODELL POLLARD 
MR.&MRS. JOHN R. JULIAN MISS ANNE MARIE MCPIKE SAMUEL ROBERTS NOBLE FOUNDATION HR. JERRY DEAN PORTER 
MRS. ESTHER KARAFFA DR. HENRY LEON MCQUEEN NOBLE MOTEL DR. VALTER PORTER 
MR. JESSE NORRIS KEATHLEY MEAD CORPORATION FDN HR.&HRS. BOBBY G. NOBLITT MR. HUGH POSTEN 
DR. LAUREL DARWIN KEICHLINE HR. HARRY DONALD MEDLEY MR. H. A. NORRIS HR.&HRS. ERNEST E. POTTER 
MR. SAMUEL P. KEICHLINE MR. DONALD R. MELTON DR. KENNETH TIMOTHY NORTH MR. JOHN POVELL 
MR. LARRY KEISER HR.&MRS. GEORGE R. MELVIN MISS JACQUELINE R. NORTHCUT MR. RALPH CLAYTON POVELL 
HRS. STEVE KELLEY MR. DANNIE J. HERRELL MR. HAURICE KENNETH NORTON MR. JOHN POYNOR 
DR. AGRIPPA S. KELLUH DR. PHILIP HAYDEN MERRELL MR. JOHN VARREN NUNNALLY MR.&MRS. CARL PRICE 
HR. RAYMOND TUCKER KELLY MR. DOUGLAS MERRITT MR. CHARLES STANLEY NUTT MR. EUGENE LEROY PRINCE 
DR. WILLIAM GERALD KENDRICK DR.&HRS. RICHARD C. MEYER DR. MIKE ELKINS O'NEAL PRUDENTIAL FDN 
KERR-MCGEE HR.&HRS. BILLY E. MILLER MR. P V O'NEAL MR. MARTIN EUGENE PUCKETT 
MR. MYRON L KING MR. GLENN RICHARD MILLER MR. HANK MITCHELL OAKES HR. VILLIAM A QUENELLE 
MR. RICHARD DONALD KING MRS. HOVARD MILLER OAKLEY GARAGE HR. BRIAN A. QUINT 
HR. RICHARD JAY KING HR. J. HALE MILLER HR.&MRS. DON OELZE R. &. T. MOTORS 
HR.&MRS. KENNETH KINNEAR MR. JOHN HOVARD MILLER MR. OVEN DVIGHT OLBRICHT MR. ROBERT E. RADER 
MR. BILLY DEAN KIRBY HR. JULE L. HILLER HR. GEORGE H. OLIVER MR. VALLACE E. RAE 
HR.&MRS. PHIL KISSEE MR. PAUL K. MILLER HR. MICHAEL R. OLIVER MR.&HRS. RANDOLPH F. RAGSDALE 
MR. JERRY LEE KLEIN MR. STEVEN R. MILLER HR. ROBERT ~ OLIVER RAINIER NAT'L BANK 
HR. ARNOLD DAVID KLEMH MRS. LESTER G. HILLS HR. VILLIAM H. OLIVER HR. AMBROSE KNOX RAMSEY 
MR.&MRS. JACK A KLINE HR. VILLIAM J. MINICK HR. JAMES GLENN OLREE HISS FLORENCE MARIE RAUVORTH 
MR.&HRS. CECIL KNIGHT MS. BEBE JEAN MONTGOMERY DR. LARRY LUDVICK OLSEN MR. GEORGE DALE REAGAN 
MRS. GRACE KOLB MRS. HATTIE B. MONTGOMERY MR. JOSEPH L. ORVELO HR. CHESTER REAL 
HR. DAVID KRATZER HISS MARTA CAROL HONTGOMERY MR. EDVARD CHARLES OSVALD DR. JOE L. RECTOR 
MRS . CARL B. KUHN MR. MICHAEL G HONTGOHERY OTASCO ' MR. J DAVID REDDING 
MR. DONALD CHARLES KUMPF MISS VALDA FAYE HONTGOMERY MR. BRODIE T. OVENS MISS MELISSA TERRE~L REDDING 
MR. JOHN RANDEL LACAZE HR.&HRS. A. J. MOORE HR. STEVE OVENS ~. DR. DANIEL A. R~ED 
LACKIE TILE CONTRACTOR MR. ALFRED EUGENE MOORE MISS ANN LOUISE PACE HR. GARY VAYNE REED 
HR. KENNETH PHILLIP LAKE HR.&HRS. CARNEY H. MOORE MR. VILLIAM 0 PACE HR. BOB REEDER 
MR. JAHES C. L~FORD HR. CHARLES HOORE HR. DAVID KERWIN PADGETT HR.&MRS. CLAUDE REESE 
MR.&MRS. ARCHIE LANTZ DR.&MRS. ERLE T. MOORE ~ " MISS VICTORIA HARDING PAINE MR. JOHN HIRAM REESE 
MS. EVELYN LASATER MR. JESSE W. MOORE HR.&MRS. HOBERT ' PARKER MR. GEORGE LYNN REEVES 
MR.&HRS. JOHN LAtATER MS. MARY M.oOR~ MR. JAHES PATTERSON PARKER HR.&HRS. HIKE. REEVES 
MISS HARCELINE L. LASATER MR. MICHAEL STEVEN HOORE DR. JOHN HOWARD PARKER 'HR.&MRS. B. L. REGISTER 
MR. THOMAS D. LAVENDER HR. NORMAN DAVIS MOORE MR.&HRS. RONNY 0 PARKER MISS REBECCA ELISE REID 
MR.&HRS. H. 1. ~VHON HR. ROBERT B,ENJAMIN MQQR,~ HR. GARRY WAYNE PARRISH MR. CHARLES E: RICHARDSON 
MR. RALPH LAVRENCE MR. CARROLL LYNN. MORELAND HISS KATHRYN KAY ~~A[N HR. TIPP RANDALL RICHARDSON 
DR. JIMHIE DON LAWSON HISS DIANE MARIE HOREY HR. WESLEY PATCHELL HR. JAMES LAVERN RICHEy" 
DR. RICHARD COLVIN LAWYER MR. BRUCE ROBERT MORGAN MR. VILTON RAY PATE DR. JOHN DELBERT RICKETT 
HR. ROBERT MICHAEL LAWYER MRS. HUGH MORRIS HR.&MRS. V. W. PATTEN MR.&HRS. I. J. ROARK 
DR. LARRY THOMAS 'LAYNE MR. JESSE E. ROBBINS 
MR. WILLIAH BENFORD LEWELLEN HR. ARTHUR ROBERTS 
MR. LARRY JOE LIGHT , MR. MARK ALAN ROBERTS 
MR. DAVID R. LILLARD MR.&MRS. W. D. ROBERTS 
MR. ELMORE 0 LIMBAUGH HR. ROGER ROBERTSON 
MR. HAL A. LIPSEY DR. JOSEPH S. ROBINETTE 
MR. BUDE H. LITTLE MR.&MRS. CARL W. ROBINSON 
DR. &MRS. JOE LITTI,E!OHN MR. NOBEL ROBISON 
MISS NANCY JANE LLOYD MR.&MRS. O. R. RODEN 
MR. TED REES LLOYD MRS. VERNICE RODERICK 
MISS JOLAYNE LODEN MR. HARRY EDWARD ROE 
DR. DAVID GLENN LOGSTON MR.&MRS. VERNON ROGERS 
MR. JESSE C. LONG MR. TOM ROLL 
MR.&MRS. LEONARD G. LOVE HR.&MRS. ROBERT W. ROMMELMAN 
MR. JEFFREY A. LOVITT MR. SIDNEY G. ROPER 
MISS KAREN JOANNE LOW MR .&MRS. JOHN C ROSEMERGY 
MR. ROBERT KILPATRICK LYON MR . WILLIE ROWE 
MR.&HRS. F. H. LYONS MRS. HOMER ROWLETT 
MRS. MARY M. HACHEN DR. NYAL D. ROYSE 
HISS LINDA JEAN HAH&~ MRS. WADE RUBY 
HALLINCKRODT FUND INC. MISS TERESA ANN RUSHTON 
HAM' SELLE SHOPPE DR.&MRS. VILLIAH RYAN 
HR. JEFFREY EARL HAN SUR MISS ALMA LUCILLE SANDERSON 
HR. JOHN H. HAPLE DR. L. O. SANDERSON 
HISS LOIS HAPLE MR. WALTER C. SANDERSON 
HR.&HRS. LOVELL MARCHANT HR. HARRY JAMES SAUL 
MR. JOE HAROLD MARLIN HR. DANNY DEAN SCALES 
HRS. VILLIAH F. HARSH HR. JOHN H. SCHRADE 
MR. BOBBY JOE HARTIN HR. DONALD WAYNE SCOTT 
MR . KENNETH C. MARTIN HR. HERMAN SCOTT 
MR. NORMAN R. MARTIN SEARCY FROZEN FOODS 
MR. RALPH L. MARTIN SEARCY MEDICAL CENTER PA 
MARTIN INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES SEARCY SHARKS SVIH TEAH 
MR. FERREL ORVIL MASON HR. VILLIAH C. SESSIONS INSURANCE 
MR. GARLIN T. MASSEY MR. LIESTER B. SETZLER 
HR. VERNON WYATT MASSEY MISS LISA ELLEN SEWELL 
MR.&MRS. JACK D. MASTERSON HR.&MRS. CLAYTON G. SEYMOUR 
HR.&MRS. JAMES K MATHIS DR.&MRS. JAMES C. SHACKLETT 
MR . NOAH JACOB MATTHEWS MR. BILL SHAFFER 
MR. JAMES L. MAY MR. ROGER A SHAKE 
MR . JOE MAY MR. VARON J. SHANKLIN 
MRS . WILLIE MCADOO MR. JESSE SHARP 
MRS . WILLIE G. MCADOO MR. JODY GENE SHEETS 
MR . CARL DAVID MCAFEE HR . RAYHOND FRANKLIN SHELTON 
MR . STEPHEN RAY MCAFEE MR. WAYNE HORRIS SHELTON 
MR . J. C. MCCALEB MR. KENNETH W. SHEPARD 
MRS. W. E. MCCARTER SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 
MISS MARIAN ELAINE MCCLAREN DR. JAMES E. SHEWHAKER 
MR. ESTEL M. HCCLUGGAGE MRS. DORTHA SHIRLEY 
MR. KERRY LYNN MCCLURG HR.&HRS. GENE SHNELL 
HR. RICHARD F. MCCLURG OUTDOOR CONCERT - Jay Lockhart of Tyler, Texas. squints from the HISS HARY RUTH SHOCK 
MR. ROBERT CLINTON HCCOURT sunlight during the annual spring outdoor band concert. DR. KEN SHOVALTER 
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DR. SAM L SH'~JX.rW J;;A ~llI;~',:f J'" 
. ....,.,M A" r. f~a ,...~ 
HRS. LEOLA SIDES 
MR. KURT BARRY SIMMONS 
MR. VIRGIL L. SIMMONS 
MR.&MRS. J. R. SINK 
MR. DARRELL RAY SKINNER 
HR. J CARL SLATE 
MR. JOSEPH TITUS SLATTON 
HISS LUDENE SLATTON 
MR. BOBBY R SMART 
MISS RAMONA MARIE SMELSER 
HR. CHARLES RAYMOND SMITH 
MR. CHRISTOPHER SHITH 
MISS DEBoRAH GAIL SMITH 
MR. EARL E. SMITH 
MR. P,RBDERICR SMITH 
MR. IlER8ERT SMITH 
HR. ,JAMES MICHAEL SMITH 
HR. JOHN T. SMITH 
MR. JOHN T. SMITH 
MISS KAY LORRAINNE SMITH 
MISS MARY KATHRYN SMITH 
DR. NORMAN K. SMITH 
HR. OREN LAVRENCE SMITH 
HR. RICHARD E SMITH 
'HR. ROBERT C. SMITH 
HR. T. G. SMITH 
MR. VILLIAM STEPHEN SMITH 
SOUTHERN COMFORT 
MR. CLARENCE SPARKS 
HR. SHANNON EARL SPEARS 
HR. VALLACE FRANCIS SPENCER 
DR. DAVID LARRY STAGGS 
MR. CLARENCE E. STANLEY 
HR. LARRY THOMAS STANLEY 
MR.&MRS. JAMES STANTON 
MR • . PAUL ALLEN STARKS 
HR. RALPH L. STARLING 
STARLITE DONUT & BAKE SHOP 
HR. GREGORY L. STEELE 
MR. HOVARD W. STEIN 
MR. V. R. STEPHENS 
DR. VILLIAH CLARK STEVENS 
MR. ROBERT L. STEVENSON 
MR. TONY LEE STEVART 
MR. &HRS . MARSHALL STITES 
HRS. R. J. STITES ' 
MRS. T. N .• STITES 
HR. JAMES TRUMAN STONE 
MR. C. JOSEPH STORK .' 
MR. MILTON A. STOTHEISTER 
HR. EDVIN KEITH STOTTS 
MR. FRED HUBERT STRASSER 
HR. JOHN EDWARD STRAWN 
MRS. ROBERT STREET 
STROTHER ABSTRACT' 
MR. ROBERT STUART 
MRS. MAURINE ' SuHHITT 
MRS. VINONA SUMHITT 
MRS. REGENA SURGINER 
MR. ARTHUR H. SUTHERLAND 
MR. F. DAVID SUTHERLAND 
HR. THO HAS O. SUTTLE 
HR. JERALD DEAN SYKES 
MR. JAMES F. TALKINGTON 
MR. IRVIN TANKERSLEY 
MR. ALAN RAY TAYLOR 
HR. BRENT R. TAYLOR 
MR. DANIEL TAYLOR 
MR. JOE TAYLOR 
MR. KEVIN W. TAYLOR 
MR. W. J. TAYLOR 
DR. JERRY WAYNE TEMPLER 
MR. SCOTT H. TENNYSON 
MR . R. F. THOHAS 
HR. GUY H. THOHPSON 
MR. GUY HARTIN THOHPSON 
HR. JAHES SCOTT THOMPSON 
DR. W. TRAVIS THOMPSON 
MRS. R. H. THORNTON 
MR. DARRYL VAYNE THRASHER 
MRS. GENEVA A TIDVELL 
j .~ " 
MR. GARRETT LANDISS TIMMERMAN 
MR. CHARLES G. TIRRELL 
MR.&MRS. CLOYCE TITUS 
MR. BILLY FLOYD TOMLINSON 
MR.&HRS. JACK TOMPKINS 
HR.&HRS. BYRON TRAMMELL 
TRAVELERS , CORP •. 
MR. CLYDE RICHARD TRAVIS 
MR. CARROLL TRENT 
HR. JAY HICHAEL TROTTER 
DR. MARK RANDALL TROTTER 
MR. RICKY JOE TUCKER 
DR. AARON LYNN TURNER 
HR. DALE ALAN TURNER 
MR. GARY E. TURNER 
HR. JOEL ROBERT TURNER 
DR. KENNETH B TURNER 
MISS DONNA RENEE TYNES 
MR. ROBERT EVAN ULREY 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES 
MR. GLENN GULDHAR VALENTINE 
MR. STANLEY JAY VALENTINE 
MR . G. G. VANDERVEER 
MR. FLOYD RAY VANPOOL 
MR. WILLIAH E VAUGHAN 
MR.&HRS. WILLIAH E. VAUGHT 
MRS. ODESSA VINEYARD-
MR.&MRS. LAWRENCE V. VINTHER 
HR.&HRS. LAWRENCE VAGGONER 
MR. ROBERT LEE WAGGONER 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
HR . BERNARD VA~U:i.,,,., ' IA~11 
HR . JOHN D. VAfflS'''r. ,,- • ..,r, ,~ 
HR. VILLIAH HATHIAS VAlTES 
HR. JAMES F. VAKE 
VAL-HART RETAIL OUTLET 
HR . HOHER V. WALDEN 
HR.&HRS. VESTER WALDRON 
HR . &HRS. JOE R. WALDROP 
KR ; JAKES RICHARD WALKER 
HR.&HRS. LESLIE WALKER 
HISS BETSY HAYNES WALKUP 
HR. JEFF WALLING 
DR. KEVIN WAYNE WALLS 
HR . CHARLES J. WALTERS 
HR.&HRS. TONY WALTON 
HR . RONNIE FRANKLIN VARD 
HR. JAHES BRYAN VARREN 
HR. CHARLES L WATKINS 
HR . G PHIL VATKINS 
HR. CHARLES DALE WATSON 
HR. JERRY LYNN WATSON 
HR . JOHNNY VATSON 
HR . PHILLIP C. WATSON 
HR. WENDELL H. WATSON 
HR. IRA WATTS 
HRS. SAHHY SUE WATTS 
HR . WILLIAH R. VAUGH 
HR. ERNEST E. WEARE 
DR. LARRY \lEATHERS 
MR. GEORGE ANTHONY VEBB 
HR. WILLIAM STANLEY WEBB 
HR. CLARY H. VELBORN 
HR . WILLIAM BREVER WELLS 
HRS. JAHES E. vEST 
HR. HI CHEAL VEST 
LOIS HINDS WEST FOUNDATION 
HR. GRANVILLE B. WESTBROOK 
HR. DOUGLAS H. VBEELER 
DR. RONALD A VHEELER 
HRS. LOUISE C. VBITAKER 
HR. CHESLEY LEON VBITE 
HR. EDWARD F. VBlTE 
HR. S. D. VBITE 
HR. STEVEN DALE VBlTE 
.VBITE COUNTY VIDEO 
HR. RONNIE GLENN VBITPIELD 
DR. THOMAS CLARK VBITPIELD 
HR. ALAN POSTER VBInBN 
HR. &HRS. DANIEL P. VBIny 
MR. JERRY EDVARD VBITVORTR 
HR . JAMES VIDNER 
HRS. JAMES WILBORN 
HR.&HRS. V. B. VILFONG 
HR. CHARLES ASHLEY WILKES 
HR. GLENN P WILLEFORD 
HR. ALVIN C. VILLIAMS 
DR. CURTIS VILLIAMS 
HR. GARETH VILLIAMS 
HR. JACKIE DEAN WILLIAMS 
HR. JAMES R. VILLIAMS 
HS. LINDA L. WILLIAMS 
HR. &MRS. NEIL D. WILLIAMS 
HR. RANDALL S. WILLIAMS 
Pm . &HRS . ROGER G. WILLIAHS 
SAM WILLIAMS LODGE 89 F. &. A.H 
HR . &HRS • E. B. WILLOUGHBY 
DR. HERHAN OLAND WILSON 
HR. ROBERT JAKES WILSON 
HR . VILLIAM HICHAEL VILSON 
HR. JAY WINGET 
SEARCY VINLETRIC CO . 
HISS AHANDA CLAIRE WINZER 
DR. WYMER VISER 
HR . LEONARD H. WOLTMAN 
HR. DOYLE V. \lOOD 
HR.&HRS. GLENDA WOODALL 
HR. JAMES CHARLES WOODSON 
HR. DOUGLAS H VOOTEN 
HR. DEVEY L. VORD 
HR. DONALD MARK WORTEN 
HR. DANIEL LEE WRIGHT 
HR . JEFFREY WRIGHT 
HR.&HRS . KENNETH W. WRIGHT 
HR. LINDSEY H. WRIGHT 
HR. JON HARK WRYE 
HR.&HRS . HAROLD YARBROUGH 
HRS. HILLIE H. YARBROUGH 
HR . V. REAGAN YARBROUGH 
HR. EHMEn E. YATES 
HR . TAKESHI YOSHIDA 
HISS JANlNE LYNNE YOUNG 
HR. JERRY YOUNG 
HR. GEORGE SUI- SHANG YUE 
HR. STEVEN PAUL ZIHPFER 
HISS DONNA GRACE ZINSER 
HISS DAVN "ICHELLE ZOLLER 
Harding Friends 
A & W ROOT BEER 
ROGERS A. V. H. 
HR. ERNEST O. ACHEAW 
HR. FRANCIS H. ALBIN 
HR. &HRS. ERVIN V. AUCIRE 
HR. VARREN GLENN ALKIRE 
HR. AMOS LOVELL ALLEN 
MR. ARGYLL COVEY ALLEN 
HISS AVERINE ANGBLIQUE ALLEN 
HR. JIHHY HOVARD ALLEN 
HR. RONALD MARK ALLISON 
HS. FRANCiS ALSTON 
DR. JOHN DAVID ALSTON 
HARDING UNIV~ 
HOMEWORK? - With camera on shoulder Phyllis McFall of Memphis, 
Tenn ., works on assignments from photography class, 
HR. DANE MAX ALTMAN 
MIlS. VIRGIB ALTMAN 
HR. ROBERT RUDYARD AMIS 
HISS REBBCCA JEAN AMOLE 
n. J. V. ANDERSON 
HS . MARY BLIZABBTB ANDERSON 
ARK. TEACBBR EDUCATORS 
HS. ALPHA B. AlUtSTRONG 
HISS CHERYL ANN ARNOLD 
HISS JACKIE SUE ARNOLD 
ART GUILD -. HARDING 
HR. RICHARD E. ARTHUR 
n. JERRY LEE ATKINSON 
HR.&HRS. C. E. ATNIP 
HR. TONY AUTREY 
HR. RICHARD PREDERICK BAGGETT 
HR. BERNIS HAYES BAILEY 
HR. DANIEL RAY BAILEY 
MR. THOMAS BUDD BAIRD 
HR. RICHARD.CHRISTIAN BAITHER 
DR. CARL EARL BAKER 
HR. DAVID RICHARD BAKER 
HR.&HRS. O.C. BAKER 
HISS PEGGIE LOUISE BAKER 
HR. V. LARRY BALDVIN 
HR. ROBERT E. BALLBNGER 
HR. VIL.LIAM R. BARDEN 
HR. BILLY BARNES 
HR. MOODY L. BARRENTINE 
HR. JOHN DAVID BARRON 
HS. JEAN BARTTELT 
HR. PATRICK ALAN BASHAV 
HISS IRHA LEE BATEY 
HISS MARGARET J. BATEY 
HR . ROBERT LEE BATSON 
HR. CHARLES L BAUGH 
HR.&HRS . V. VAYNE BEADLES 
HR.&HRS. ALTON A. BECK 
HR . JAMES R. BELL 
HR. JAMES DAVID BELLCOCK 
BELLSOUTH 
DR . JAMES MICHAEL BELUE 
BENEFICIAL INSURANCE AGENCY 
HR. HICHAEL BENNETT 
HR . SHERRILL BENNETT 
HR. J. F. BERRY 
DR. DON O'NEAL BERRYHILL 
HR. J V BEST 
HISS REBEctA LOUISE BETTS 
HR. RICHARD VAYNE BETTS 
DR. VAYNE BIGGS 
HR. JIH BILLS 
HR. OMAR L. BIXLER 
DR. RONALD JAMES BLACHLY 
HR. HOLLIS M. BLACK 
MR. JOHN THOMAS BLACK 
HISS ELIZABETH J. BLAKE 
HR. JAMBS A. BLEVINS 
HR. NED THOMAS BOAZ 
HR. JAMES ARTHUR BOBBITT 
HR. LARRY E. BOON 
HRS. NORA LEE BORDEN 
MISS VIRNA DEE BOST 
MRS. SANDY BOUCHARBB 
MIl. JOHN G. BOUSTEAD 
HISS KATHRYN BOVERS 
MISS ALICE BLAINE BOYCl 
HR. ROGER BUGENB BOYD 
HR. JOSEPS L()VELL BOZARTH 
HRS. LOUI SE BRADf01U> 
HR. DAVID RAYMOND BRADLEY 
HR. ARTHUR BRADY 
HR. TERRY LEE BlADY 
HR.&HRS. J H BRAUER 
MR. NORVIN VAYNE BREVBR 
MISS RHONDA LYNN BRIDGES 
HR. CLEN A. BRIGGS 
MISS HARlAN LOUISE BRIM 
HR. GORDON BRISTOV 
MISS CHRISTY A. BROADAVAY 
HR . &HRS . D. W. BROOKS 
HR. VENDELL WRIGHT BROOH 
HR. JAMES L. BROVN 
HR. LARRY ALAN BROVN 
MR. LARRY STEVEN BROVN 
HR. VILLIAM LORAN BROVN 
HR. JOHN E BRUNZO 
HR. BOYD BRYAN 
MR . JOSEPH DANIEL BRYANT 
HISS SARA JO BRYANT 
HR. KING LANDISS BUCHANAN 
HR. LARRY R BUCK 
HR. RICHARD L. BULLOUGH 
HR. PETER VAYNE BUMPASS 
MR. RODNEY CORNELIUS BURKE 
HR. V. LESLIE BURKE 
HR. THOMAS BURKETT 
BURLINGTON NORTHERN FDN 
DR. BRADPORD BURNETTE 
HRS. HARTHA ,R. BURNS 
HR. KENNETB R. BURRESS 
HR. RICHARD BRADLEY BURT 
HR. KENNETH WADE BURTON 
HR. CUE V. BUTLER 
MRS. DOROTHY CALKINS 
HR. TOHMY CANTVELL 
MISS KIMBERLY KAY CAPPS 
MR.&MRS. VERNON R CARDIN 
HR. EDVARD DONALD CARTER 
MS. LINDA CARTER 
HISS \lINONA GAYLE CAVE 
HR. VALTER M. CHADVICK 
HR. JACK CHAFPIN 
MR. LLOYD CONVAY CHAMPION 
HR. CHAN 
HR. LLOYD C. CHAPIN 
lOt • VAN CHAPMAN 
MR. VILLIAM R. CHAPMAN 
HR. DARREL EDWARD CHAVEZ 
DR. CARL VADE CHEATHAM 
HISS PATRICIA ANN CHEATHAM 
HR. LEON CHILDRESS 
DR. JAMBS B. CHILDS 
BENTONVILLE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CALIFORNIA CHURC1!A~!..~~J; ·~: ,,)fISS lU.RBN.-"QJS9J'IIA,1AJlP~M~ . lIfo1 
' BICRIlAY CHURCB 0 ... vru(IsT~' HR . ALTON IlAm'ltlN'l.tl.U 
HARQUARD STREBT CHURCH OF CHRIST HR . RONALD .DALE .FONVILLE 
HIDVAY eBURCH OF CHRIST HR . JAY PORNELLI 
PAGE CHURCH OF CHRIST .DR . LOYD D. FRASHIER 
HISS DEBRA LYNN -CLARK HR. PAUL SAMUEL lREDIN 
HR . HARRY 6LARK ' HR. JOHN FRENCH 
HR . JOHNNY TEE CLARK HR. LARRY'VOODS RENCH 
HR . JESSE E. CLA-YTON HR. CHARLES PUL1:Z 
HR. HICHAEL JAMBS CLAYTON HR . JOHN PURGASON 
HR. HICHAEL HURRY CLEM HR . CARL MICHAEL GALLOV.u: 
HRS . JOSEl'HIN& CLE~ HR . JAMES VINDELL GANUS 
MR . THOHAS 'L. CLQNINGBR HR. ROBERT VADE (;ANUS 
HR . DARRELL COBB HR. KBNNE-TH VAYNE GARmR 
HR. VINCENT HARl-ON COBURN DR. V. LOY GARNER 
HR . CHARLES FRANKLIN COCRR,AN HS. PHYLLIS JANE GARNET-T-
MISS ROBERTA JEAN ~OBEA HR . A\JGUST .. J GARvER 
HR. CHARLES P~STO~ COILE MR. LARRY L. GAUTHBY 
MR. JAHES H. COLEY HISS DEBORAH RAH.ELLE GIBBS 
HRS. MELI SSA COLLINS HR. JAMES FONTAINE, GIBSON 
HR . ' GERALD S. COLPAS HR. JOHN D,AVID GI ,BSON 
MR . JO~H COOK HR. ROBERT LEON GIBSON 
MRS . LOUELLA COOK HR. JOSEPH HANLY GILPIN 
HRS. LOUISE C.OOK HR . ROGER K. GLASS 
HR . THOHAS EARL COOK HR. DAVI D KILTON GLENN 
MR.&HRS. CLYDE COPELAND HR. ROBERT T GLENN 
HR. JOHN V. COPELAND MR. GLENN A. G.LOVER 
HR. JUD 8 . CQPELAND HR. JoaN ROSERT GLOVER 
MR. RONALD R COPELANJ) HR. CARL EUGENE GOAD 
HR . RANDOLPH C. CORNELL DR. PHILLIP TAFT GOAD 
HR. II. E. COUCH HR. JERRY GOEN 
MR . LUTHER D. OOV,ARD HISS MAZZIE GOIN 
HR-. JAMIE HORRISON COVLBY MR. J. V. GOSNELL 
MR. EVERETT HALL COX MR . ALLEN DALE. GOULD 
HISS KATHY COYLE HR. J. R. GRAHAM 
DJ!.. IlILLIAH L. CRABTREE MR. STAN EARL GRANBERG 
HRS . HARY LINt>A CRAIG HR. Sfl'EVEN ALLEN GRAY 
HR . &MRS. 0 H CRANFORD DR. DEE MpnON GREEN 
HR . SCOTCRENSHAV HR . JACOB H. GREGBRSEN 
HR. ROBERT B • .cRQHPTON HISS ANDREA L. GRIMES 
HR. LARRY J CRONE. HR . &MRS . REID B. GROOHES 
HR . CLIFFORD CRONIN HR . L. T . GURGANUS 
HR . lWIDALL ALVIN CROW HR. JAMES EDIlARD GURLEY 
MR. DAVID C. CUNNING~ HR.&MRS . AVERY S . GUTHERY 
MR. MICHAEL R. CUNNlNGBAM 'HR . PAUL EUGENE GUTBltIB 
MRS . ELVERA M. CURLESS MR . MARK RANDALL GUY 
HR .&HRS . GIL CURREN HR. RICHARD ARNOLD HACIQ(AN 
MR . PRANX B. CURTIS HR. TIMOTHY BLA;tNE SADDOCK 
HR . JOHN ALBAN CURT·I S HR.6IMIlS. AL HAGAN 
HR. J OSBPS VILLIAM IWIRAB HR. mHON HAGLER 
HR . LAQY ALLEN DAUGIIBTY HR. THOMAS DANIEL HAINLEY 
HR. BRUCE ALLIN DAVENPORT HRS. LAVERNE HALE 
DR . DAVID LYNN DAVIDSON MR. DON RUSSELL BALL 
DR . JEFFREY WILLIAM DAVIES HR . J ACK V~ BALL 
DR. CBARLBS M DAVIS BA.LLItAJU( CARDS INC 
' MR . PHILLIP LEB DAVIS DR. VESLEY C HAMILTON 
HR • .R.ICBARD WAYNE DAVIS HI SS JBRAKY ANN BAMHER 
HR. VlLLIAM V. DAVIS MISS JULIE E. BAJOO:TT 
MRS. C~LB.S B. DAWSON HR. KENNETH ~OCK 
HRS. AQlBS R. DBClt MR.&HRS. PBARSON BANEY 
MRS. FREDA E. DBEN HR. JAMES R. HANNAH 
MR. &MRS. ROBERT J. DEMUTH HR. ROBERT LANE HARDING 
HR. DON RICHARD DENTON HR. B. ~. BARRIS 
MISS SHEILA GAYE DESLAURIERS HR. JOHN RICHARD BARRIS 
HR. GEORGE DILLARD HR. KENNY VAYNE BARRIS 
HR. RAY CLAYTON DILLER HR. ROBERT RAY BARRIS 
HR. GEORGE RUSSELL DILLIN MR. LEON CALVIN HART 
MRS. LOTTIE DINVIDDIE MRS. VIDA HAVENER 
HR. CHARLES KENT DISHUKE MISS GLENDA HAVIUNS 
HR. HENRY CULLEN DIXON HR. DON HUGH HAYES 
HR. RALPH TALHADGE DIXON HR. FRANKLIN D. HAYES 
HR. RODNEY M DOLLINS HR.&HRS. C. T. HEADRICK 
HR. DAVID'DORPHUBLLBR HR. ROBERT BRYAN HELTON 
HR. KENNY LARUE DORSEY HR. ROBERT A. HEMINGWAY 
HR. KENNETH GRAY DUKE HR. JOHN RAY HENDERSON 
HR. JIMHY WAYNE DUNCAN MISS JULIA D HENDERSON 
MR. RODGBR V. DUNCAN HR . LARRY B. HENDERSON 
HR. JOHNNY DUNLAP HR. JAMBS BENDRIX 
HR . &MRS. BRYCE E. DURBIN MRS. FLO~ HENRY 
HR. SAM P. DURRANCE HR. PETE BROWN HENRY 
HI SS RUTH DUVALL MRS . LOUIS W. BERDLICKA 
HR. JAMES LLOYD DYES HISS CARLA PAYE HERRBN 
MR . K.EVlN HARTIN EADS HISS EDNA RUTH HERRING 
HR. JAMES WOODARD EASON HR. FRANCIS C. HERRING 
DR . VlLLIAH LOUIS ECKSTEIN HR. STEPHEN F. HERRINGTON 
MR. DON E.ICHENBERGER HR. BLAINE EDVARD HESCBT 
DR. 'PBILLIP LEE .BICHMAN HR. l(ILLIA14 HARROLD HESS 
HR . KENNETH HICHAEL BLDER MR. KERRY LANCE HESSELRODE 
HR. DAVID -TILLMAN ELLIOTT MRS. LOUISE HESTER 
HR. GENE A ELLIOTT HR . JOHN D. HEVITT 
HR. MORRIS RAY ELLIS MR. HARION L HICKINGBOTTOH 
HR. MELVIN -lAMES EMBERSON HR. GEORGE EARL HILBERT 
/fR. JAMES A E~LAND MR. MILTON HILL 
HR . VILLIAM SCOTT ENGLI SH HR.&HRS . LESLIE H. HITBMAN 
HRS. PAUL ERVIN HR. KEVIN HIXSON 
HR . HAYDEN ORVIS ESTBS HR. J . ALVIN HOBBY 
HR. DAN V. EUBANKS MR. GEOFFREY HOLHBS BODGES 
HR. MARK STANLEY EUBANJ(S HR . &MRS. MIeHABL L HOLDER 
HISS RITA BZELL HRS. MAE LOUISB HOLLOVAY 
HR. CARL R FAITH HR. BOKER A. HOLT 
HR. ROBERT DENNIS FANT HR. KREGG RUSSELL BOOD 
HR . LOVEL,L D. F~ MISS NEVA BEllNICE HOOFNAGLE 
HR . CLUfl'ON PASON HR. HARK RAY HOOPER 
MlL PRANK B. PERRELL HR . BERNARD E • HORSLEY 
HR . DAVID LEE FINCHER HISS GLENDA JEAN HORTON 
HISS MARLA L. FINLAY D~ . JAKES EDVIN HOVARD 
DR . TED J. PISH HR. WILL WALKER HOVARD 
HR . CHARLES R FITZGERALD HR. BRYANT C •. HOVELL 
HR. GAlUITH DEAN FLANARY HR . MICHAEL ALW HORLL 
HR . DANIBL LEVIS PLATT HR . ALLEN SOVTON 
HISS LORA LEE PLBENBR HR. HAROLD RrCHARD HRUSKA 
DR. HOVARD pi FLIPllN HR . ,JAKES BDllAJYL!LUGHES 
,..15 
MR, RONALD R HUGHES MISS CYNTPIA LOUISE LA~P 
HR, VINFRED_ T. HUGHES __ HR ... J,.ARRY PAUL LAVSON "' ... .,. 
HR. DONALD LEE HULL HR. ALVIN LEACH 
HR. DAVID HAYS HURD DR. VILLIAM N~ LBDBETTER 
HR. RONNIE DALE HUTCHISON LESLIE JEVELERS 
HR~&HRS. LELAND HYDE MR. FRED P. LESTER 
IDEAL OFPICE HACHINES HR. NOAH THOHAS LEVIS 
HR. DAMON COY IJAMES' HR. TIHOTHY CLAUDE LEVIS 
MR, JIM INGLE MR. DONALD EVAN LOFTIS 
MR. RANDOL C. INNESS HR. JEFF LOFTISS 
MR. HAL ISHMAEL MR. SAMUEL HAX LONG 
MR. DICKIE LYNN 150ft HISS A. LUCILE LOVELL 
HRS. T. D. ISOft HR. CHRIS A. LOVE 
DR. CIWlLES DAVID JACKSON HR. ROGER JON LOWRY 
• HR. DAVID BRUCE JACltSON HR. ROBERT LUll 
HR. DON JACKSON "'.6HRS. TBIUlY WPPLACE 
... JEPPIIY A JACItSON III. JOSEPH HADAR 
. III.MIIS. VILLIAM RAllDALL.JACItSON DR. JERALD M 1lANI0II 
1IIt.&IIU. H. J. JARVIS lilt. CIWlLIS J HARTIN 
III. JAMES R. JDIIIINGS HR. UITH HARTIHO 
HR. 'IRUCE UVIN JERALDS HR. JOIItI PRESTOM MASON 
MISS HARALEE CORA JEVETT HR. JAMBS VBRHON HASSBY 
HR. KIM C. JOHNS HR. JAMBS MICllABL HATHBHY 
MR. C. ROlERT JOHNSON HR. CECIL RICHARD HAY 
DR. 6DS. CALVIN LEONARD JoiiiISON HR. DOUGLAS MCARTHUR 
HISS DEIIIE JOHNSON HR. CLELL MCCLURE 
HR. RICHARD H. JOHIISTONE • HR. RALPH B. MCCOY 
HR. CHARLES BOVARD JONES ' ,.', DR. ROBERT G. ' MCCRORY 
HRS. HELEN S. JONBS HR. RAYMOND DEAL MCDANIBL 
HR.6HRS. J. DOUGLAS JONES HR. LOUIS EDVARD MCDONALD 
MRS. PAUL JONES HR.&HRS. GLEN MCDONIEL 
HR. RICKY DON JONES HR.6HRS, HARVEY T MCELROY 
MR.6HRS. V. NANOO JONES HR. DAVID BRUCE MCELVAIN 
HR. LARRY JOYCE MRS. BLANCHE HCKNIGHT 
MR. DONALD KAHPBNGA HR. BRUCE D MCLARTY 
MR. JEFFREY SCOTT KAPLAN HR. DONALD REX IICLAUGHLIN 
DR. F. FURMAN KEARLEY HR. MARK T. MCLEAN 
HR. JOHN EDVIN KELLER HR.&HRS: JAMES M. HCLEOD 
HR. GARY CECIL KELLEY MRS. IVA HCNIEL 
HISS SUSAN ELIZABETH KEMP DR. JAMES K. MCPHERSON 
HR. ROY H. KENT HRS. PEARL MCQUIDDY 
HR. ALFRED KERLEY HR. HAROLD FLOYD MEREDITH 
HR.&MRS. JOHN E. KERLEY HISS LOLITA ELISE HEREDITH 
HRS, CRYSTAL KILBRITH HISS HOLLY HERTZ 
HR, H DEAN KILHER HR. ANDREV V. HILLER 
HR, R L KINCAID HR. BRENT ELLIS HILLER 
HR. JOHN E. KINGDON HR.&HRS. BURT H. HILLER 
HR. VILLI AM KNAPP HISS CARRIE ANN HILLER 
HR, ROBERT DARRELL KNIGHT HR. CLYDE EDVARD HILLER 
HR. JOHN H. KNIPPEN HR.&HRS. H.H. HILLER 
HR. ORAN VIRGIL KNOX HR. NEIL HILLER 
HISS KAREN A. KOONCE HR. RALPH LEROY HILLER 
HR. DENNY LEE KRUSE HR.&HRS. SAHHY HILLIGAN 
KVCK VILLIAH P HILLS 
HR. LEE F. LAHBERT HR. RALPH J. HIRANDA 
HR. VILLARD LANCE HR. JAHES G. HOFFETT 
HR.&HRS. ,LEONARD J. LANDRY HR. MINTER HICHAEL MOLELLO 
HRS. SANDRA LANG HR.&MRS. G. H. HOORE 
MR. KEITH ,MORELAND 
..lfR. JAMES .,l. •. _MORGa\li. ~ 
MR. CHARLES ELIHU HORRIS 
HR. BOVARD L. MORRIS 
MR. J HOVARD HORRIS 
MRS. MAXINE MORTON 
HR. E. HARLAN MOSS 
MR. ROlIN LEE MOSS 
MR. JACKI.E V MULLINS 
HR. JAMES R. HYERS 
HR. TAICAHARU NAICANO 
MR.6HRS. lILLY J. NANCE 
MR.6MRS. VBSTEI NANCB 
DR. JOlIN V. NEBLETT 
HISS NANCY SUE NEELY 
DR. VILLIAM B. NEVINS 
HR. &.IlKS. C. S. MIMIAN 
HR.6HRS. LIB NBVIWI 
HR. JAMBS IIICHOLS 
HR. DDIIIIS HOBLE 
MRS. MAllY RUTH NOPFSINGER 
HR.&IIU. IOBIY J. HOLES 
lilt. JEROME DAVID O'COIIIIILL 
HR.6HRS. TIHOTHY O'UBFE 
HR. FOY THOMPSON 0' NEAL 
HR. DELMER DOUGLAS ODELL 
DR.6DS~ PRANK OLDllAlt 
D. Gr.ENN CLYDE ' OLNEY 
HR. BRETT DAVID ORGAN ' 
HR. FRED ORGAN 
HR. ROY ORR 
HR. SOLOMON MORGAN OUTLAV 
HR. CLYDE VALTER OVEN 
HR. DOUGLAS EOVARD OVEN 
MR. RANDALL H. OVEN 
MR. VILLIAM H. PAGE 
MR. HAROLD J. PAINTER 
HS. SHARON R. PARKER 
MR. MARK AUSTIN PARKEY 
HRS. VIRGINIA PARNELL 
MR. PAUL DAVIS PARTEN 
MR. DONALD PAT PATE 
MR. HICHAEL D. PATTERSON 
IlIR. CURT PATTON 
HR. 6MRS. BORDEN PEARSON 
MR. EDWARD L. PEBPLES 
HISS SUSAN DENISE PERKINS 
~. JEFFREY PERRY 
MR. JEFFREY ALAN PERRY 
HR. L.C. PERRY 
HR. JAY LESLIE PETTEY 
",. DO~ALD PHEGLEY 
HR. JERRY RAY PHILLIPS 
HR. VILLIAH V. PHILLIPS 
HiSS JANICE ELAINE PIERCE 
H~. BRUCE JOHN PILLER 
HR. HARK LELAND PILLER 
H~. HARRY PIPKIN 
MR.6HRS. GILBERT S. PLUIIIIBR 
HlS~ ~TA A. PORTD __ 
HR. CARL EUGBHE . POWER 
1m. GUY ANDRBV POVIlt 
HR. IOBERT BROIl PRINCE 
HISS SUSAN RUBCCA PRYOR 
HR. MICHABL ANGILO PULLARA 
HISS PA:rrn LOVE PURYEAR 
HR. SIDllBY QUAftLUAUIC 
HR. Joa LOUIS oUICK 
. DR. GEHB BAlD IAIDY 
lilt. &lIltS. DOYLE RAINVATBll 
1Bl. BULBSS HAIIIVArD. 
III. GLOVBIl L. RAMSEY 
IllS. GlACE IWISBT 
tatS. BLOIIDILL RASOR 
Ia. TBOIIAS I. UAII 
HR. JIM D. UDDItC 
... IlOIBRT L. IIDIOID 
III. GllIG IIIIOOBS 
HR. LAlRY JWU( ItICIIIIOID 
till. BARVEY V. UOGS 
MR."S. ULLEY ULEY 
HR. DENNIS DIAN RID 
MR. CLIFTON D 10lERTS 
HR. J. V. IOBERTS 
MR. 6MRS; BERBERT ROBERTSON 
HR. 'BARVY A. ROrSIMs . .' : 
MR. GBORGE MCKINSEY ROBINSON 
MR. LLANO ROBINSON 
HR. JERRY L. ROB 
HR. D. DALE ROBllltMAN 
MR. EMORY ALAN ROGERS 
MRS. KENNETH ROGERS 
MR. IOBERT MORRIS ROGERS 
MR. H. V. ROLLMANN 
MR. ALLEN ROSE 
MRS. NELL ROSE 
MR. LOUREN R ROSS 
MR. CLARK ALAN ROUSH 
MR. RALPH ROBERT ROVAND 
DR. THOHAS L. ROYSE 
HS, HARY JO RUNGE 
MR. DERK BYRON RUSHING 
HR. ROY A. RUSSELL ' 
MR. STEVEN BROOKS RUSSELL 
HR. JUSTIN DAVID RUTLEDGE 
MR. ROCCO ALFRED RUTLEDGE 
HR. STEVEN RONALD RUTLEDGE 
HR. COURTNEY L. RYLAND 
HR. TIHOTHY DALE SA IN 
HISS BARBARA JANE SAKELLA 
HR. DONALD PAUL SAHANIE 
HR. LEE H. SARVER 
HISS HARY LOIS SAUL 
HR. HERBERT B. SAVAGE 
HR. JAY DEE SAVAGE 
HR. THO HAS SAVYER 
HR. un's ALAN SCHRAMM 
"'- DAN SCllloat 
MR. ALVIN R. SCHUPP 
HR. JOIDI A SCOl'T 
DR. 10lJRT L SCOl'T 
MIt. TIIIO'l'IIT RA YIIOIID scon 
HR. LARRY ICBMIIBTR SCROGGS 
'SEARCT AUTO SUPPLY 
SEARCY IIISULATIOII 
MISS PAftIE SUB SEARS 
HR. BIIIL JWU( SlIM 
laS. DIAIIOIID SBVILL 
HR. ,liltS •. BlMBST SIVBLL 
lilt. JOIII S. SlAClBLFOID 
III. &IIRS. 108 SlAV 
III. CARL DAVID SBBLII 
Ia. BLDOII SlllJELL 
lilt. BILLY BOVAIO SIIIIlILL 
lilt. on p. SIIIVIIAU& 
lilt. P. DOUGLAS SBIILDS 
DR. VBIIIII ICBNlIBTII SlllA8LB ' 
. HR. BILL E V1Mf SBUPI 
MRS. PATllICIA ANII SHURLEY 
HR. DAlUtBLL LEVIS SIUCIIAN 
HR. JOD ILLIon SILLS 
MR. DONALD T. SIIIICOIIS 
MR. HATT PAUL SIIfJIONS 
' MRS. RUSSELL SIMMONS . 
' tiR. IIOOTIi OlEO' SIHPsoN 
HR.6MRS. RICHARD G. SIMS 
MR. DONALD VILLIAM DRYDEN SINCLAIR 
DR. BRIAN RANDAL SHITH 
MR. 6HRS. BWL SHITH 
MRS. CECIL D. SHITH 
MR. CHARLES DVIGBT SHITH 
MR. CL YOE L. SHITH 
MR. EUGENE F SHITH 
MR. EUGENE SIDNEY SHITH 
MR. &MRS. FRANK SHITH 
MR. HAROLD SHITH 
MR. IVON SHITH 
MR. JEFFERSON FOSTER SHITH 
HR. LOYD LEVIS SHITH 
HR.&HRS. V. HARRY SMITH 
SHITH REALTY CO 
MR. KENNETH V. SNYDER 
SOUTHERN BELL 
HR. GARY RAYMOND SPARKS 
HISS HARY STACKS 
HR. GERALD TIMOTHY STARLING 
HR. NORHAN VAYNE STARLING 
MR. RODNEY KELLY STEGER 
HR.&MRS. FRED STEPHENS 
HR.&HRS. RANDY L STEPHENS 
HRS. V. P. STEVENS 
MR. KEVIN STEWART 
HR. LEVIS HOORE STEVART 
HR. THO HAS ALLEN STOCKDELL 
Shores Knows What It Takes to Be Successful 
By David Crouch 
The men on Harding's Board of Trustees 
are busy and successful individuals, and Don 
Shores llf Cave Springs, Ark . , is no 
except ion . 
Shores directs' a family owned and"highly 
successful hardware and L·P gas business 
that serves one of the fastest growing areas 
of northwest Arkansas. Since 1930 the 
Shores' business has been a fixture in the 
Cave Springs community. 
Business activities are not the only thing 
that consume his time, Since 1971 he has 
been an elder of the Cave Springs Church 
of Christ. He has . served since 1065 on the 
board of Green Valley Bible Camp. including 
two terms as president of the board. 
In one sense Shores' involvement with 
Harding came as .naturally as watching his 
children grow up. In another sense his in· 
volvement is just carryjQg on a family ' 
tradition . 
Don and Lois Shores encouraged all fc)ur 
of their children to attend Harding. Don. Jr. 
('74) is now a teacher at PepjJerdine Univer-
sity. Brenda (Mrs, David Sain, '76) is a 
humemaker in Germantown, Tenn ~ 
Cherry I (Mrs. Tim Bassing. '78) is a 
minister's wife and ,homemaker in 
Leachville, Ark. Youngest son Gary (,79) is 
now back in Cave Springs working with his 
parents in the family's business. 
Like most parents; Shores' active par-
ticipation in the school began when eldest 
son Don enrolled in 1970.;"1 began to ~at~h 
our children as they grew and matured in the 
Harding environmeni.,T!ley '~ame to realize 
p.4ge 16 
\'! "'ltl><{ 
their place in society, but more importantly 
they began to see how they could express 
their Christian values to others. This is one 
ofthe greatest things they received from the 
Harding experience," he said, 
Shores' father, Carl . was a member of the 
President's Development Council prior to a 
tragic . automobile accident in 1971 that 
claimed his life as well as the life of his wife 
Mary. Later that same year Don Shores was 
asked to succeed his father on the Council. 
Shores Chapel in the Hammon Student 
Center is a memorial to the interest and com-
mitment in Christian education at Harding 
that Carl and Mary Shores had during their 
lifetime. 
".I saw my father's interest in Harding and 
it wasn't long before my own involvement 
began to grow, 
"One of my greatest desires is to see mo.re 
and more parents encourage their children 
to attend a Christian school. In today's socie-
ty it is so difficult to live amidst all the 
pressures, but the values that are taught at 
Harding help our children to cope with these 
pressures and influences, One thing I've 
come to realize is that parents just don't pro-
. 'mote Christian education enough, 
"I know what our children· found at Har-
ding and I know what ~'ve IOund as parents. 
There is no comparisOn." 
At the May 9 meeting of the board of 
trustees, Sho,re~ received a pin recognizing 
his ten years of ~erVice on the governing 
body. He serves on the board's committees ! 
on finance. devetppment •. stj1dent life and 
SHARING IDEAS - Don Shores, right, discusses a few ideas with David Burks. dean of the School 
of Business, and FlC¥l Daniel. vice president for university relations, before the boanhneeting be~ins . 
buildings and grounds. is to help provide the necessary things so that 
For the last 18 months he also served on a student at Harding University can have tfK;, 
the search committee which recommended very best possi.ble Christian education." 
Mr. David Burks to succeed Dr. Cli,fton L. Don Shores knows what it takes to be suc-
'Ganus' as 'preSident in May, 1987.. cessful in business and these same qualities 
. ;'. Though he ' is . busy with numerous ~ ac- are important in making a successful univer-
, :: tivities. Shores takes his WOrk on thC~ bOai'd sil}', He is helping to instill these qualities 
" an serious challenge. "My greatest 'dc;sire into Harding's leadership. 
. .'. : . , . 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
YT(2.sBVI~" ~1 D Y.lUll r\ C{ 
'. 
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, JIM WhatY's'c~(jn tfteA"~'1hs icf8'·~~':Qt Rusself Counts': 
By Tim Brune; ';~ '". 
It may seem trite, but to a physician of in-
ternal medicine, it's definitely What's on the 
" inside" that counts. 
And what's on tbe inside at Harding, ac-
cording to Dr. Dan Russell , a Sh~eveport , 
La. internist and a member of thel)'9iversi-
ty's Board of Trustees, is a cQIltinuing 
dedication to excellence, with a spiritual 
priority. , 
Russell, in his role as a member of the 
Board's presidential search committee, has 
spent the last 18 months operating at the very 
core of Harding's . wo'~kings, defining the 
quality of le~der~hip ~~~;~saryto direct the 
school in the next geheration . 
"This has been a busy time and our task 
time-consuming, but each of us on the com-
mittee feel as if we've benefited personally. 
perhaps morethan the school we've served," 
Russell said. "Our work brought us closer 
to each other, closer to faculty and staff and 
closer to an actual realization of the tremen-
dous responsibility required by those who 
direct the Harding administration." .' 
BOARD BREAK - Dan Russel, left, and John Baldwin share some light conversation before re-
entering the spring meeting of the Board of Trustees. 
Russell's most recent work ~ith Harding, 
which culminated in May's announcement 
that Dr. David Burks, dean of the Universi-
ty's School of Business, will succeed Dr. 
. Clifton L. Ganus, who will retire next May, 
years ago w~en Russell was first introduced 
to Harding. 
was. But it sounded interesting, so I went. 
My life hasn't been the same since.': 
is "just another example of how my getting 
closer to the inside of Harding has helped 
me spiritually." 
"I was a young Christian with a young 
family and a medical practice in Shreveport 
at the time:~ he said, "when one of the 
members in the congregation invited me to 
go with him to the Harding Lectureship. 
"Being a new convert, I didn't know much 
about Harding, much less what a Lectureship 
Lectureship and workshop programs kept 
Russell and his wife Susie coming back to 
campus for severaI years. Having two 
children, Dan Earl and Linda, attend in-
creased the frequency, and the family began 
helping the school in a number of volunteer 
capacities. Those examples first began more than 25 
MR. VILLIAM E. STOKES 
MRS. HADELINE STONE 
HR. DAVID EDWARD STOREY 
l'LRS. VESTA STOVE 
HR. JESSE REEVES STROUP 
MR. Ii Eo SUMMERS 
MR. RODNEY JAY SUKMERS 
MR. S. RUSSELL SUMMERS 
MR. JEFFREY PAUL SUTTON 
MR. JERRY F~LIN TATE 
HR. BRUCE LEONARD TAYLOR 
DR.&HRS. HEBER TAYLOR 
MR. JOHN D. TAYLOR 
HR. GRAYDON TENNYSON 
MR. L. CHARLES THACKER 
HISS BILLIE C. THOMASON 
MR.&MRS. BILLY B THOKPSON 
MR. DAVID NEIL THOKPSON 
HR. GEORGE WILLIAK THPKPSON 
HR.&HRS. J. B. THOKPSON 
HR. PHILIP WAYNE THOHPSON 
H~. ROG~~ DALE THOHPSON 
HR. TED STEVEN THOMPSON 
HISS HARY LINDA THURHOND 
HR. ENOCH B. THWEATT 
MRS. V. D. THVEATT 
HR. DAVID HERON TIDVELL 
MR. RAYHOND TOLDAN 
HR. RONNIE LEE TREAT 
KR.&HRS. JAMES B. TRIBBLE 
MR. JOHN T. TROUT 
HR. ROBERT SCOTT TROUT 
HR. RICHARD E TRULL 
KISS HARY SUSAN TUCKER 
MR. TIKOTHY DOUGLAS TUCKER 
MR. TOMKY GAYLON TUCKER 
HR. ALLEN WADE TIJRNiIR 
MRS. KARY L TURNER ' , . 
HR. NEIL ARIE VAN ARLST 
HR. DANIEL VAN HECKE 
HR. ZACHARY A. VAN TASSEL 
HR. CHARLES R. VAN VlNKJ..&: . 
HR.&HRS. EUGENE VICKREY 
V-R GLASS COHPANY 
HR. VINCENT B. VADDY 
MRS. FREDDIE VAGGLE 
MRS; WILLIAM L. VAITES 
MR. DANNY JOE VALKER 
HR. MORRIS PAXTON VALKER 
KR.&MRS. VAYNE R. WALKER 
KR.&MRS. VILLIAK T. WALKER 
DR. THOMAS EDVARD VALKUP 
MS. YVONNE VALL 
MR. DAVID THOMAS VALLACE 
HR. JOHN C. VALLACE 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAM C. VALLIS 
HR. CURTIS K. VARD 
MR.&HRS. M. D. VARD 
MISS GLORIA ANN VARE 
MS. SANDRA SUE V~TH 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
MR. CHARLES BEVERLY VATERS 
HR. BARRY JAKES WATKINS 
MR. DAVID JAMES VAT LEY 
HRS. ANNA VATSON 
MR. VIRGIL THEOPHILUS WEARE 
MR. VILLIAH KENT VEBB 
MR. DAVID LEE WELCH 
DR. DENNIS JACK VELLS 
HR. JERRY WAYNE VELLS 
HR. JOSEPH DAVID VELLS 
HR. EARLE H. WEST 
MR. STEPHEN W. WEST 
MR. RICHARD VERNON WHALEY 
HR.&HRS. BILL WHEATLEY 
MRS. JESSIE A WHITAKER 
HR. DALE E WHITE 
DR.&HRS. VILLIAM ' D. WHITE 
VBITE COUNTY PAVING 
HR. JAMES OLIVER VHITFIELD 
MR. RONALD D. WIGGINTON 
KISS CHERYL LYNN WILBURN 
MR. KENNETH D. WILES 
MR. ERNIE J. WILKERS.ON 
HR. DENNIS EUGENE VILLARD 
HRS. GLENDA VILLIAMS 
HR. TERRY VAYNE VILLIAMS 
HR. DAVID VELDON VILLIS 
HR. DANIEL H. VILLISTON 
MR. CRAIG V. VILSON 
MRS. HELEN H. VILSON 
DR. JOHN F. VILSON 
MR. LARRY LESTER VILSON 
HR. PHILIP VILSON 
MR. WOODROW L. VILSON 
HRS. GEORGE V. VIKBISH 
MR. ROBERT DALE VINGFIELD 
MR. DAVID SCOTT WOOD 
MR. STEVEN V. WOODHOUSE 
MR. DAVID BRYAN VOODROOF 
MR. EDVARD L VOODVARD 
MR. JAKES CHESTER VooLARD 
MRS. J.D. WOOTEN 
MR. JOE H. VOOTON 
HR. LUCIAN B. YORK 
MR. CHARLES EUGENE VRENN 
MR. BILL ¥RIm 
MR. CECIL N. ¥RIGHT 
MISS DEBRA ELAINE ¥RIGHT 
YARBROUGH OIL CO 
HR. JOHN LAYNE YELDELL 
KR. WILLIAM HERBERT nCK 
MISS AlA LEE YINGLING 
MISS CHARLOTTE LOUISE' YINGLING 
MR. ROBERT YOUNG 
DR. ROBERT DALE YOUNGER 
MR. ROBERT K. YOUNGER 
. ' 
MR. TIMOTHY VAYNE YOUREE 
HR. DANA LEE ZARTMAN ' 
HRS. DON ZIMPFER 
Other Donors 
HR. JOE K AARON 
KISS PAKELA KAY AARON 
MR. FRANK ELLIS ACKERS 
HR. GARY LAYNE ADAMS 
HR. GARY LYNN ADAMS 
HR. JOHN M. ADAMS 
MR. NEVILLE S. ADAMS 
KISS RENEA ADAMS 
HR. ROBERT CHARLES ADAMS 
HR. ERIC CONNER ADKINS 
HR.&HRS. J. R. ADKINS 
MS. KARJORIE TANT ADOLPHUS 
DR. &HRS. CHARLES J. ARBI 
HR. DEWAYNE CECIL AGIN 
MR. BENTLEY C. ALEXANDER 
MR. BRENT DAVID ALEXANDER 
MR. CARUTH K. ALEXANDER 
HR. CECIL B. ALEXANDER 
KISS CONNIE JEAN ALEXANDER 
MR. FRANK EVERETTE ALEXANDER 
HR. HERMAN CLEO ALEXANDER 
MR. DONALD E ALLEE 
MR. HARVEY C. ALLEN 
MR.&KRS. LESTER ALLEN 
HR. PAUL DAVID ALLEN 
MR. VINSTON N. ALLEN 
HR. B G ALLISON 
HR. CARROLL ALLISON 
DR. STEPHEN VILLIAK ALLISON 
MR.&HRS. A. P. ALTAZIN 
MR. BRUCE H. ALTIS 
MR. BRIAN EDVARD ALTMILLER 
MR. M. BRECK ALVIOLA 
AMERICAN REAL'ESTATE SERVICE 
MR. CHARLES HUGH .ANDERSON 
MR. 'HRS. DAVID L ANDERSON 
MRS. HABEL L. ANGELLY 
MR. &MRS: MARC R ANSPAUGB 
HR.&MRS. ISAIAH B. ANTHONY 
MR. ROBERT VEST ANTHONY 
MS. RUTH ARCHARD 
MISS PEARL ARDREY 
MR. HERMAN ARENDALE 
MR. a.HRS. ANTHONY D ARKENTA 
KISS DANA LOU-ARNOLD 
KS. DOROTHY Y. ARNOLD 
HR. HARVEY MCRAE ARNOLD 
HR • . SHERMAN VAYNE ARNOLD 
MR.&MRS. PRENTICE ARY 
~HRS·. JOY J ASBILL 
MR. a.HRS. V L ASHCRAFT 
MR. VILLIAM ASKEY ~ 
KR; EUGENE A. ' ArHA 
Hit. BRUCEE. AUGSBURGER 
MR. JAMES TRENT AUSTIN 
HR; RANDALL AUSTIN 
Mi.' STEVEN MAX AvTREY 
MR.&MRS. GLENN BABER 
HRS. ANNE M" BACH 
HR. BEDFORD RAY BAILEY 
MRT FRED JAKES BAILEY 
KISS LORI LYNN BAILEY 
HR. PAUL BAILEY 
HR.&HRS •. VILLIAM E. BAILEY 
MR. JAMES O. BAIRD 
MR. TIKOTHY BYRON BAIRD 
DR. BILLY JOE BAKER 
·KS. BLANCHE BAKER 
MR. JOHN BAKER 
MRS. RANDY BAKER 
KR. SAKUEL T. BAKER 
HR. VILLIAM ORVILLE BAKER 
KR.&HRS. THOMAS E BALDVIN 
DR. JAMES DAVID BALES 
HR. HARK STUART BALES 
HR. &MRS . EVERETT C BALL 
HR. RUFUS BANKS 
MRS. ALENE BARBER 
HR. &MRS._ DEVAYNE BARBER 
MISS GLADYS MAURINE BARBER 
KS. KARY LOU BARBER 
HR. LAVRENCE E. BARCLAY 
MRS. RA THOND BARDEN 
MR. &HRS. THOMAS BARFOOT 
KR' CALVIN BARGAR 
HR'&MRS, ERNEST M BARKER 
HR. JIKMIE DEAN BARKER 
HR. VIRGIL GENE BARNARD 
MR. BARRY VADE BARNES 
HR. RICKY JOE BARNES 
HR. &HRS. DANNY E. BARNETT 
HR. DONALD C. BARNETT 
KISS LESA RENEE BARNETT 
MR. SCOTT V BARRON 
HR. NEIL BARVICK 
MR. MARk ROSS BATEMAN 
HR. &HRS. VILLIAM A BAUGHN 
HR. JIM BAXTER 
HR. CRAIG VYETH BEARD 
MRS. DOROTHY BEARD 
MR. ELDON H. BEARDEN 
HR. GUY A. BEARDEN 
HRS. RUTH BEARDEN 
KS. ANN BEASLEY 
HR. RAY JOSEPH BEAUDRY 
HR.&MRS. J. V. BEAZLEY 
MR. JAKES BECKER 
HR. JAKES FRANKLIN BECKLOFP 
HR. KENNETH E BECKLOFF 
HR. JOHNNY L. BECKVITH 
HR _ GUY M. BEEMAN 
MR. &HRS. JAMES C BEREL 
MR. DONALD EDVARD BELCHER 
till'. STEPHEN A. BELIECR ' 
HRS. ALICE BELL 
MS. ELSIE BELL 
HRS. INNETA B. BELL 
MR.&MRS. JAMES LEVIS BELL 
Since then, the RusseJls,.hilVe introduc~d ~ • 
several new families to Harli,ing - "We want. . 
to share with others the excitement that we'Ve: 
found in our association . ~hh Harding: ' " 
. After demonstrating exc.ellen.ce j~ ' 
volunteer · leadership on the President's ' 
Development Couri6il, 'RlisseJI was asked j~" 
1973 to serve at the Trustee level. Currently : : ~.~ 
the chairperson of the development co11Tfuit~ · 
tee, he also serves on ac,ademic advisor~ --': 
committees f.or medi<!inea!1,<f the sciences 
and for student life. ;: 
Another by-product of getting .. inside ... • 
Harding, according to Rpssell. is the way he 
has been personally affected spiritually ·as' .' " 
a result of his association' with the Univer-
sity through the year,s. 
"From the first time I set foo.t on th~s cam-
pus, t began to be challenged to grow 
spiritually." he said. "And it continues with 
each visit and contact. It encourages me t.o-
serve more through Harding, through my 
family and through personal work in my 
home congregation. You just can't work 
closely with spiritually minded people, such 
as Jim Bill McInteer and my other fellow 
Trustees, and it not rub off on you." 
As a phy~ician knows his patient, Russell 
has come to know the inner \\.orkings of Har-
ding. And with his interest in growing 
spiritu.~ly. Harding has the inside track on 
a man who, possesses- biblical qualities Qf 
leadership. ' 
Trite or not, it's what's on the inside . ... 
HR. SAMUEL ALBERT BELL 
MR. VILLIAH BELL 
MR. JIH BELU,E 
KRS. B V BENNETT 
HR.&MRS. CHURCHEL BENNETT 
HR.&HRS.·E P B~NNETT 
HR. JAHES MERVIN BENSON 
MR. DON CARLOS BENTLEY 
HR. JOSEPH GASTON· BERGERON 
HR. JIMHY D. BERRY 
HR. REGGIE DEAN BERRY 
MISS TRISH BERRY 
KR. JOHN DAVID BERRYHILL 
KR. JOHN ELVIN BERRYHILL 
KR.&HRS. PAUL S. BETHEL 
HR. MICHAEL VAYNE BETTIS 
KS. PENNY BIBLE 
KISS LUCILLE BIGGERSTAFF 
HRS. THELHA BILLINGS 
HR. BRENT ALAN BILLINGSLEY 
KR. LARRY HORRIS BILLS 
MR.&MRS. GEORGE F BINDERIM 
KR.&MRS. R. A. BIRDSONG 
HR.&MRS. JERRY PAUL BIRDWELL 
HR. KEVIN CHARLES BISHOP 
MR. U. L. BITTLE 
KISS LILA J. BJORK 
KISS VICKI ANN BLACKVOOD 
MR. GREGORY DEAN BLAKE 
KR. &HRS • LEONARD L BLAKE 
MR. TOM D. BLAKE 
HR. CARL LEE BLANCHARD 
HR. JOHN L BLAND 
MR. C. BRUCE BLANKENSHIP 
MRS. PAMELLA BLANKENSHIP 
MR. R. R. BLANSETT 
MR. R. L. BLooKINGBURG 
MR. JOHN BLOUNT 
HR. JAMES V. BLUD 
HR. CHARLIE LYNN BOAZ 
MR.&HRS. JACK T BOAZ 
HR. GERALD VAYNE BOBO 
MR. LOUIS BOCCIO 
HR. CHARLES HOVARD BODDY 
KISS MARGARET IRENE BOERSMA 
. MR. BARRY A; 'BOGGS 
HR. DAVID ALAN BOIVIE 
MR.&HRS. CLAUDE BOLDING 
MR. &MRS. DONNY BOLDING 
MR.&MRS. MARSHALL BOLDING 
MR. PAUL GENE BOLDING 
HR.&MRS. TERRY L BOKAR 
MR. CARL VAYNE'BONDS 
MR.&HRS. ROY BONE 
HR. SV!B TRANG BONG 
'HR. &MRS. DON C. BONNER 
MR. BEN BOB"BOOTBE 
DR. VIRGINIA LEE BORDEN 
HR. GUNTER P. BORROSCH 
MR.a.HRS. FRED E. BOSVORTH 
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MS. BARBARA BOVA 
MI SS LOLA E. BonN" "<.7 ~ ' : r"~~ 
MRS . SYLVIA BO~EN 
MR.&MR S. PATRICK BO~MAN 
MR . EUGENE BOYCE 
MR . &MR S. JOHNNY BOYD 
MR. &MRS. NICKY BOYD 
HR. TIMOTHY KENT BOYD 
MR. VERNON L. BOYD 
MR.&MRS. VIRGIL BOYD 
MR. TILLMAN BRADLEY· 
MRS. ~. K. BRADLEY 
MR. ANTHONY HARRELL BRADY 
MR . COLEMAN BRADY 
• MRS . MAGGIE BRAMLETT 
MR.&MRS. ~ILLIE BRANCH 
MS. PAMELA R BRANDON 
MS. GERALDINE BRANSCUM 
MR. JON MARK BRASHER 
HR:&MR S. JAMES H. BRAUER 
MR. VINCE ELLIOTT BREEDLOVE 
HR. LONNIE BRENINGER 
MR.&MRS. ALBERT BREVER 
MR.&MRS. BERYL C. BREVER 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES V BREVER 
MR . DALE VAYNE BRE~ER 
MR.&MRS. ED~ARD BREVER 
HR . RALPH E. BREVER 
MR . &HRS. KENT H BREVSTER 
HISS CONSTANCE DEE BRIGGS 
HR.&MRS . JAMES R. BRIH 
HS . HARlE BRINN 
HS. OLGA BRISTER 
MR. THOMAS DAVID BRISTER 
HR. JAMES BARRY BRISTOL 
HR.&MRS. LAVRENCE R. BRITTON 
MR.&MRS. RONNIE BRITTON 
MR. VILLIAM THOMAS BRITTON 
MR. OSCAR JEFFERSON BROADVATER 
HR. JERRY LEONARD BROCK 
MR. CARL N BROLLIER 
HR. JEFF BROLLIER 
HR. C. T. BROOKS 
HR.&HRS. J. C. BROOKS 
HR. JAMES EDVARD BROOKS 
HR. CL YOE E BROTHEliS~ " 
MISS ALICE H"EBROlIN 
DR. BILLY JOE BROWN 
MR. CHARLES CLEBURN, 'BRoIIN 
MS. DEBBY BROlIN .'"'", 
HR. &MRS . DONNY. "BROW 
HR. DOUGLAS £'BRO~ 
HR. GILES LOREN" 'BROIIN 
MR. HENRY C.: BlWlIN 
MISS KIHBERL~ ER~N BROlIN 
DR. LARRY MAX':;B~O'llN :' " : 
HISS LENEE 'BROIIN ~ 
HI SS LONI GAY'Ll: '''8R~IIN \' 
HR. &MRS. H. A. BRIWN '" 
MR. MICHAEL C," BROIfN 
HR. OATHER BROlIN ""? 
MR. PERCY NOEL BRUIIN" 
MR. PHILIP ALAN BRO~' 
MR. RI CK BROlIN ',' . ' . , 
DR. RICKY D. ' BROlIN '" 
MR. ROBERT S ' BROW, ', : 
MISS ROBIN a~o~' . 
MR. &HRS. SHERMAN' K;" BROlIN 
MR.&HRS. TROY C. BRGIIN 
HISS VANESSA LEE "BROVN . 
MRS. DELHER C BROIINING ,: 
HR. VILLIAM HICHAELBROIINING 
HR. &HRS. EDGAR 'R::' BRUCE 
MR.&HRS . GARY BRUCE·" '" 
MS . GERALDYNE C 'BRUCE '''' '. 
BRUCE COURTESY CLUB ;', 
MR . DAVID GAIL BRtmER ; 
HR. RANDALL BRUSSOIl " 
MR. BLAIR DANIEL BRYAN 
MR. CHARLES 11. 'BRYAN 
MISS SUSAN BRYAN 
MR. ORIS SIH "BRyAN! 
MR. VILLIAH HORRIS BRYANT 
MR. BRADLEY A BUCHMAN 
MRS. ETHEL BUCY' ~ 
HR. ROLAND LAHAR BUFFINGTON 
HR. JAHES LYNN ~UKOV~YZ 
HRS. BILL BULLARD 
HR. BOBBY GERALD BULLARD 
MR. CHRIS RAYHOND' BULLARD 
MISS KERRr LYNBuLLARD" ,: , •. 
MR. VILLIAM HAROLD 'BORCH 
MR. JAMES L BURKA 
MR. L CARLTON BuRKE-
MR. ALLEN HCDADE BURKETT 
MR . HARRY D. BURKETT' ,r 
HISS MARTHA HARRIETTE-'BURKETT 
MRS. DAISY B. BORMETr . 
HR.&MRS. BILL BURNEY . 
foffl. &HRS. R.OBERT A ',BURN~ 
MR. \lAYNE ,0 B~S' •. 
MRS. CLYDE' N. ~URT 
HISS HARION PRANeES BUSH 
MRS. TERRY BUSS r 
'HR. THOMAS A1.J,Jn1, ~~AUGH 
MR.&MRS. BENJAMIN" BUftBR 
HR.&HRS. DAN ..... BYNUM ' 
CABOT SPORTSIIBAR ",' 
HR.&HRS. DO\JGLAS '~> CA" ' ,' .. 
HR.&HRS. DANIEL 't' c.dN' , 
MS. JANICE D. ·cKnt:· .~. ,"'. 
"R. ROBERT LEE ~ISOH-
p. . !!~ IK 
~-
MR. 
"HR. ___ , '. 
HR. RODGER ALLe~ CALLAHAN ' 
MR. JAKES R )~lJ;AN 
MRS. AUDR.EY ClAt!P8ELI., 
HR. DAN G CAHeRthL 
HISS LINDA KAtMR~ CAMPBELL 
MISS LOIS EDN~CAMPBELL 
MISS HONA BELI.ECAMPBELL 
MR.&MRS. VERNON CAMPBELL 
HR. &HRS. JOHN F ·.CAMPONOVO 
MR. &MRS. JOHN'·F.' CAHPONOVO 
HR.&HRS. JOI:IN 1l,;" CANERDAY 
HR . LEONARD EARL CANNON 
HR. PAUL ELVERET! CANTRELL 
MR. JOHN V CANT~ELL 
CAPLENER INSURANCE 
HS. LOIS CARDEN 
HR. ROBERT T; CARDEN 
MR. JERRY CARLEY-
MR. STEVE CARMICHAEL 
MR. BENNY E. CARPENTER 
MS. SARAH L. CARPENTER 
HR. GLENN NATHAN CARR 
HR. GORDON CARRUTH 
MR.&MRS. DENNIS CARTER 
MR. JACK V. CASE 
MR. ALAN CASEY 
HR. GERALD VAYNE CASEY 
HR. PATRICK HENRY CASEY 
HS. IRENE CASH 
MR. DOUGLAS B. CASSETTY 
MR. PAUL A. CATHEY 
MISS CAROL CATO 
MRS. DELMA CATO 
HR. ANTHONY LAFE CATON 
HR. JAMES C. CAUDLE 
MR. VENDELL EUGENE CAVE 
CENTRAL ARK AMUSEMENT CO 
HRS. DONNA CHADICK 
HR. CLARENCE VILLIS CHAFFIN 
HR. JOHN CHAFFIN 
HRS. RALPH CHALENBURG 
MISS BETTY HARVOLENE CHAHBERS 
MR. &HRS·. DAVID A CHAHBERS 
HR. VILLARD R. CHAMBERS 
PlR. &MRS. JERRY ' L CHAHBU:SS:· 
HRS. HARGUERITE CHANDl.ER . • ' ,to 
HR. &HRS . STAFFORD CHANDLER " '- , 
MS. JAN CHAPHAN "; . .-:, :, 
MR. LARRY LYNN CHAPMAliI ': ,',,,, , 
MR. VILLIS V. CHEATHAH "" ,, "< 
. ELVl cirBILL 
:--:liiJ ~ 
HR . &MRS . CARROL CLkY HR . &HR~. RICHARD CRANE 
MR . ' JOHN HOVARD CLAYPOOL HR.. CHARLES:CRANFORD 
MR. NATHAN HENRY CLEEK HR.&MRS. OLIVER CRANFORD 
MRS~ CAROLYN S CLEMENTS MR.&MRS. THOMAS CRANFORD 
MRS. IlANDA CLEHENTS MR.&MRS. BOBBY CRAVFORD 
MR. DARREN H. CLEPPER HRS. HAZEL CRAVFORD 
MR.&MRS. ELTON CLEVELAND MR. DIRK VAYNE CREASON 
MR. EARL A CLEVENGER MR. HAROLD JONATHAN CREGOR 
MRS. AVO CLICK HR.&HRS. VICTOR CRELIA 
MR.&HRS. DAVID R. CLINARD HR. JIM CRISVELL 
MR. GARY RAY CLINE HR. CHARLES T. CROFFORD 
HR. TIHOTHY JAHES CLONINGER HR. HERBERT CROSTHWAITE 
HR. ROBERT L. COBB HR. T.E. CROTHERS 
HRS. SHARON COBB HR. LEON CROUCH 
HRS. GEORGE V. COBILL MR. STEVE CROV 
HRS. B.P. COCHRAN HR.&HRS. JOHN S. CRUMPLER 
HR. HURRAY ROSS COCHRAN HS. PAT CRUMPLER 
MR. PERKINS COCHRAN HR. ROBERT E. CULLINS 
HR. ALLEN VADE COGGINS MR. C. R. CULLUM 
HRS. MAZEL COGGINS MS. FAIRY CUNNINGHAH 
DR. JEFFREY O. COHEN MRS. VILLIAM CURRY 
HR. ROGER COKER MR. VILLIAH B CURRY 
MR. COLBY MR. J. RICK CURTIS 
MR. HARLIE DAVID COLE MR. LARRY WELDON CURTIS 
HR. PAUL RUSSELL COLE MR.&MRS. PHILLIP CURTIS 
MRS. ROGER COLE MR. RANDALL DEAN CURTIS 
HR. CHARLES HERBERT COLEMAN MR. SCOTT R. CUSHMAN 
HR. CLIFTON COLEMAN HR. DAVID SCOTT CUTLER 
HR. ORVILLE M. COLEHAN MR. DON CYPERT 
MR. TERRENCE H. COLEMAN MR. SHAVN ZEAL DAGGETT 
HR. ALLAN BURL COLEY MR. JAHES C. DAHLBERG 
MR.&HRS. LAUDIS COLEY MR. LYNDAL VAYNE DALE 
MR~ LINDSEY COLEY HISS KIHBERLY RACHEL DAHPIER 
MRS. HELEN COLGLAZIER DR. JERRY LEROY DANIEL 
HR. C. KEVIN COLLIER HR. JOHN SULLIVAN DANIEL 
DR. DAVID LOYD COLLIER MR. LEE AVERY DANIEL 
HR. JAHES KARL COLLIER MR. HARRY D. DANIELS 
MR.&MRS. GARY M. COLLINS HR. JOE DANNER 
HR. JERRY EARL COLLINS MISS PAULA KAY DANNER 
HR. ROGER LEE COLLINS HR. VILLIE LEE DARDEN 
HR. VALLACE VAYNE COLSON HR. KENNETH DARNELL 
HR. ROGER' THOMAS COLVIN MR. KENNETH LANDON DART 
·HR. THOMAS LESLIE CONDOS " ', ' HR. DON DASHER , 
HR. CHARLES CONLE), ,. MISS MARTHA ;K~ DAJlGHET-Y 
HR. DONALD R OONNELL _",.; : / .,HS. HARY; VA.&S ,DA.tJ<;HTRY .' 
·" MRS. HERMA F CONRAD . • ,hi .' ,MR. LANNY OJ. DAUKSCH , 
HR.&MRS. CARL R COOl.{ ' . . :" " , .,.', ·HR. DAVID V,. DA~fORT " 
;·MR. &HRS. J. KEL:LY. 'COOK, ' ". :"., MR. IVY B. DA.VJ!N.P.ORT. ";, 
!,·MR. IlEAVER BRUCE-~ ;. ,; ' ,. " .x,'MR.&HRS. SHANNQN' DAV,ID50N. 
.. -MR. DAVID CHARLES: COO~.· - .. ··HR. STEVEN VAYNE DAVIDSO~ 
DEAF. DEAF WORLD - Billy Leavel, minister for the. deaf i1.t a church in Memphis, Tenn., teaches -a few sign 
language term~ to participants who would visit a restaurant. liospital, airport and hotel asade~ipers~n in !t.'s 
a Deaf. Deaf World. sponsored by Harding's Speech and He~ting' deR~itm~nt. '. , ' .... 
BESSIE O. CHENAULT 
HR.&MRS. ROMMEE CHESHIER 
MR. J. D. CHESSHIR 
,00 HR. JAMES A~ CHESTER ' -
MR. KENT LEE CHILDRESS 
HR. JAHES C. CHRISTIAN 
MISS TERI CHRISTIAN 
HR. CHARLES EDVARD ,COOMBS 
·HR.&HRS. ,J~ES'R , COOPiR 
HR. ROBERT H . . J;O~B : .. ' , " 
. ' MR.&MRS. DAVID C.COPELAND 
HRS. DELPHA H. COPBLAND 
MR. JAY COPELAND . 
MR. JOHN ~. COPBLAND . , 
MR.&HRS. ARLIE ·DAVIS 
, MR.&HRS. C_H DAVIS , 
. r MRS. FELIX 'DAVIS: 
. . MR. FERRELL DAVIS' 
', ,' HR.&HRS. GART I .. DAVIS·; 
MR.&MRS. HOVARD H: DAVIS 
., HRS. JOHN B --DAV1S 
MR. ROBERT V. DEESE 
HISS JAn1E~LElGH' DEETER'! __ ,n .,., 
MS. DIANE DELK 
MR.&HRS. VINSTON DELL 
HR. VILLIAM E DELOACH 
MR.&MRS. R. A. DEHPSE1 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES DENNIS 
MRS. GLADYS DENTON 
MR.&MRS. J G DEVOODY 
MR. LEON DEXTER 
DIAMOND SHAMROCK CORP. 
'MR. GEORGE DICKERSON 
MR.&MRS. RICKY DICKINSON 
MR. JOHN DICKSON 
DR. &MRS·. DON P. DIFFINE 
HR. DAVID S. DILLARD 
MR. MARK LESLIE DILLARD 
MRS. SARAH A DILLEHAY 
HR. ROGER A DILLION 
MR. TERRY LEE DINTERMAN 
MR. ALGA LEE DITMORE 
HR. JOHN ALAN DIXON 
HR. DONALD L DOANE 
MR. LOIlELL DONLEY 
MR.&MRS. CLAUDE DORSETT 
DR. L. GERVIS DOSS 
MR. LINDELL RAY DOTY 
MR. DOUGLAS W. DOUGHERTY 
HR. M. GLENN DOUGHERTY 
MR. MICHAEL E. DOUGHTY 
HR.&MRS . SAH DOUGLAS 
HRS. B. S. DOWNING 
HRS. BEULAH DRAKE 
DR. DERYL V. DRUM 
HRS. MAUDE DUDLEY 
HR. RUSSELL PAUL DUDREY 
HRS. MAX E. DUER 
MR.&HRS. NEAL DUKE 
DR. HAROLD DUNCAN 
MR. KEN DUNLAP 
DR. JOSEPH R. DUNN 
MS. MARY LOU DUNN 
MR. RICKY R. DUNN 
MR. HERSHEL L. DYER 
MR. JOHN C. C. DYER 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD EADS 
MR. RICHIE EADS 
MR. STEPHEN BRYAN EADS 
HR. GARY EAKER 
EARL SVENSSON ASSO' INO. 
. HISS 'KIMBERLY KAY . EARLE 
MR. ED EARSOM 
MR. DOYLE F. EARVOOD 
DR. JOHN HENRY EASON ':. 
MISS MARY ALICE EASTERLING . ii); 
MISS ANN LEONE ECKERBERG 
'. >~R. &MR&. JA.l4ES T , EDDINS . 
. .... ~R. EARL J. EDDY ;. ,c. ' , ';" '! . r,'ff 
" fMR. GARLAND EDDY ' ,f, . ; , , ' ; 
MRS. GRACE EDDY '9 
DR. JOHN CHARLES EDLIN ' fl l-i 
MRS. ANITA EDMONDSON 
~.&MRS. B. JOE EDMONDSON 
MR. ARTHUR DAVID EDVARDS 
MR. DONALD EDVARDS 
MR.&HRS. EARL EDVARDS 
MR. EARL 0 EDVARDS 
HR. GARY LEE EDVARDS 
MR. JAHES H. EDVARDS 
MR.&MRS. JOHN EDVARDS 
HR.&MRS. R. D. EDVARDS 
MR. ROBERT C. EDWARDS 
MISS ROBYN LEIGH EDVARDS ~ 
MR. THOMAS ~DIlARDS ' 
MR. TOM J. EDIlARDS 
" HR. C. PHILIP ELA", 
:MS. THERESA M ELLERS 
MISS LINDA K ELLIOTT 
MR. KENNETH ELLIS 
MR. MATTHEV G. ELLIS 
HRS. PATRICIA GELLIS 
HR. VILBUR ELLIS 
MR. DALE ALAN ELY 
MR. VADE CURTIS ELY 
HR. CARLIS P. EHMONS 
MR. VILLIAM ENGLAND 
HR. BILLY JAKE ENGLES 
HR. ELTON L. ENGLISH 
HISS TANYA SUE ENLOE 
MR. LYLE EUGENE /ENSMINGER 
MS. EUNICE M ENZOR '--
MR. JACK EPPERSON 
HR. ARTIE ERVIN 
HR.&HRS. JAMES C. ERVIN 
to 
MR.&HRS. -JOHN E CHRIST<IANSEK 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES V CHRISTMAS 
HR.&HRS. F. A. CHRONISTER 
BROWSVILLE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HR. CHARLES D. CHURCHHAN 
HR. , JAMES ANTHONY CLARDY 
HR.'HRS. A~ M, CLARK 
" MISS SARAH oU.,'l'HRDt <:OrBLAND " 
HR.&HRS. VARREN COPBLAND 
,.< HRS. JUANlitA"HELBA;.o,DAVIS.,,' 
MISS KAY DAVIS 
/ " "HR.&MRS. RAND~'4i ERVI<N: ,;, 
HR. BEN CLARK 
MR. &HRS. CHARLES ' P. CLARK 
HR. DAVID LEVIS CLARK 
MR. FLOYD cLAlUt ' 
GAYLAND CLARK 
MIl. JOSBPH B',: CLARK 
M5. IlADBLINE C. 'CLARK 
DR. PAUL A'tUltK 
int. ROBDT :iJ!M CLARK • 
... IOINIB" Ji)E CLARK 
MIlS. SALLY CLARK 
, HR • FRANK CORNELL " 
HRS. DONA CORNt1l'T 
HR. RICHARD L CORVIN 
MR. TIHOTHY L:COST$LLo 
HRS. OTIS COUCH 
HR. KEN P COURTRIGHT 
HR • .-S. PRESToN '1i COWAN 
·HR. W5LEY ,. ,COVAN .. 
. MIl. VILLIAM COVAN 
-; 'MR.&MIlS. JERRY' CoVlLt' 
D. IOB~~. ~ 
OIl. BILLY ItA!· COl[ " 
~1Ul. ClWU.BS ' W 'O iJ' 
_ ~MJ.. DllHNIS v~~.~ - ~,~~~ 
,-, .... GIRAI.D ~COI- :-1i 
"' . . .. JANIS PIAIC.Ih ~ 
~ ...... 
. MRS. NANCY DAVIS 
HRS; NOBLE B :DAVIS 
MRS. PEARL DAVIS 
HR.&MRS. RICKY A DAVIS 
. HS. RU'i'B DAVIS . ' ,'" ' . . ~ ' . 
HISS SHIRRY LAIWUl DAVIS 
, MR •. TIM L. DAVIS 
~. " IUl.VIC'l'Oll DAVIS "' " '' . -
MR.&llRS. IlBNDILL DAVIS 
',' HR.&.S. VILLIAM SDAVIS 
' ( 1IR.1oIOtS. V B DAVSON 
.,' MISS LOll S. DEACON 
. D. DIAN 
~" D.' GU'l'IIllII· DAVIS 'DIAN , .... -
,,' lOt. J C DUll " 0 " 
.. . Ill. CAlL SCOTt 'DlCASPIltS ' . 
• 
HR. JERRY BRUMHm ESCUE 
MS. LEOTA .K. EuBANK 
KR.&MRS. BILL EVANS 
HR. BRUCE VAYNE EVANS 
MRS.. MAXINE EVANS 
HR. ROBERT LEE EVANS 
HARDING GRADUATE FACULTY & STAFF 
HR. BILL FAGALA 
MR. ARTHUR DOUGLAS FAIllLEY 
MR.&MIlS. PAUL PARLEY 
MR.&HRS. LARRY FARHBR 
MR. EDWARD PAUL FARRAR 
DR. BBNRY CBBAIIS FARRAR 
MIt. PAUL DBNTON FARRAR 
MltS. HARY BLIZABBTHFARRIS ' 
MIlS. MAE FAULUIll 
HR.&HRS. JBRIlY FBAGIN 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
YTWI3VIMU OIl!IOAAH 
,1 ,:;:~. ~(l ~ \' 'f :~ ; .. ?~ 
HR.&MRS. HONTY~ RAY-FEAGIN' 
HR. &MRS. LEONARD, FEAGINS 
DR.&HRS. 'NOEL FERGUSON 
HRS. HARGARET', L FERRILL 
MR. BOYD V. FIELD 
HR. JAHES FIELDER 
HR. RICHARD T. FIELDER 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES A FlGLEY 
MR. LESLIE FINCH 
HR. DAVID VANCE FINDLEY 
HR.&MRS. ROBERT FISCUS 
HR. CLAUDE C. FISHER 
HR. ED FISHER 
MR.&HRS. EDVIN I FISHER 
MR. KEVIN JOHN FISHER 
HRS. LEONA FISHER 
DR. DOVELL EDVARD FLATT 
MR. TERRY VAYNE FLEMING 
MR. JOHN CHARLES FLINT 
HR. J.D. FLIPPO 
HISS BETTY ANN FLOYD 
MR. FRED VILLIAM FOGG 
HR. VILLIAM HENRY FOLHER 
HR. CLIFTON FONDREN 
HR. JAHES DOUGLAS FONVILLE 
HR. LINDELL G. FORBES 
MISS LAMONDA A FORD 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY FUND 
MR. LLOYD DAVID FORE 
MRS. RUBY O. FOREMAN 
DR.&MRS. JAMES L. FORGASON 
MR. DONALD FOSTER 
MR. FRANK FOSTER 
MR.&MRS. DON E FOUTS 
MRS. FLORENCE FOUTS 
MR.&MRS. R. L. FOUTS 
MR. KENNETH H. FOVLER 
MISS MARY ANN FOWLER 
MR. RICHARD TILDEN FOVLER 
MISS ROSEMARIE ULEETA FOVLER 
MR. DAVID SEVELL FOVLKES 
DIRECIORS - Paul Gardner, special representative of the development office, accepts the gavel for AWH ex-
ecutive director from Jimmy Carr, assistant to the president who is resigning from the position. 
MR. VHITMAN.FOWLKES 
MR.&MRS. WILLIAM L. FOVLKES 
MRS. ALICE FOX 
HRS. CLARA L. FRANK 
HR. H. B. FRANK 
HR. ALLEN VAYNE FRAZIER 
HR. EDVIN P FRAZIER 
·HR. DANIEL L. FREDMAN 
HRS. HORACE FRENCH 
MR. GEORGE V FRlEDRICH 
MRS. JEANNE lROEHLICH 
MR. ROBERT D FRY 
MR. JAMES L. FRYER 
MR. TAllO FUJISAVA 
tom •• tomS. LOVELL C. FULU.IGBT 
1fR. HUGH PULLER 
MRS. tlARKITA FULLER 
MRS. VILLIAM II. FULLER 
HR. DANNY L. FUOUA 
MR. HARC GALLENBBClt" 
MR. JEIUlY, DEVAYRE ·GALLIIAN 
MR. JOE B GALLOWAI 
MR. ROBERT GAHMILL 
MR. HENRY R,. GANN 
MR. KENNETH LINEAR GANN 
MRS. JUANITA L GANNON 
MR. DAVID GANTT 
MR. FRANK L GARCIA 
MR.&HRS. DAVID GARDNER 
MR. GRADY B. GARDNER 
MR. tlARDEN 0 GARDNER 
MR. RANDALL MARK GARDNER 
MR. JIMMY RAY GARNER 
MISS LINDA MEBANE GARNER 
MR. MARVIN GARNER 
MR. PHILLIP V. GARNETT 
MR. JOE GAULT 
DR.&MRS. Z. N. GAIJ'l' 
MR. FRANCIS HAROLD GAY 
MR. &MRS. VERNON GEE 
MR. A. RONALD GOEMMER 
MR. DON GOIN 
MR. RANDALL GLENN GOIN 
HR. GEORGE GOLDMAN 
MR. JAMES A. GOLLEBER 
HR. ALBERT ANDERSON GONCE 
HR. CLARENCE E. GOOCH 
MR. &MRS. SHERMAN GOODS 
MR.&MRS. DUVAL GOODIN 
MR.&MRS. JOHN C GOODIN 
MRS. GRANT GOODRICH , 
MR. VILLIAM KlITH GOBEl 
MR. JAY GORENFLO 
MRS. CRAllLES GOIUIAN 
MRS. AUDAGJW)DY 
tom. DAVID i.OGAN GlADY 
MR. ARTHUR F GRAHAM 
DR •• tomS. CRAaLES I. GRAHAM 
MI. DORALDJ.GIAIWi 
MR. RALPH GLIIIIN GllAIWf, 
GRANDIfITUSAlRC 
D. -WDLEY lAY GRA'3 
MR. &MRS. BUGB GRAVES 
HR.&MRS. DAMAN GRAY 
DR. DON GREEN 
MISS JULIE GREEN 
MISS MARY KATBllDl GREEN 
MISS MYRNA JOYCE GREEN 
MR. RICBARD PALE GREEN 
MR. RICRAaD P. GREEN 
. MR., D. MACK GREENVAY 
MR. FEJUtBLL RAY GRIFFIN 
HR. JOBN BENRY GRIFFIN 
HR. GERALD LEE GRIFFITH 
MR.&MRS. GRAHAM GRIFFITH 
MR. LARRY DAN GRIFFITH 
MR. MARK GRIFFITH 
MR ~ &MRS. JAMES V GROGAN 
MR. CHARLES ROGERS GRUBBS 
MR. &MRS. THOMAS C GiJETBLB 
MR. ROBERT E GUILLO 
... DAVID ERNEST GENDRON 
HR. TIM GENRY " 1Pl., ~URICE GUNN ,"" -' MRS: CllARtINEGUNSELMAN 
MR. CHARLES RAYMOND GUNTER HR. JAMES HAROLD GENTRY 
HR. LARRY E. GENTRY 
MR.&MRS. MILBURN GENTRY 
MR.&MRS. STEPHEN THOMAS GENTRY 
MR.&MRS. THOMAS GENTRY 
MR. MALCOM F GEORGE 
MR. ALLEN C. GIBBONS 
MR. JOHN R. GIBBONS 
DR.&MRS. VILLIAM H GIBBS 
MR. GERALD D. GIBSON 
MR. HUGB BAL. GIBSON" , • 
MR. JOBNBY D. GIBSON 
MR. STAN GIBSON 
MR. VALTER LOUIS GILPILBH 
MR~ RANDALL LIB GILL 
lIR. J. F. GILLHAM 
DR. DAVID LlVIS GILLIAII 
MISS LINDA ANN,GlLOOLY 
MR. JOSEPH IIILTOIl GILPIN 
IIRS. A; Z. GIPSON 
MR. JAMES D. GIRDLEY 
MR. RONALD P. GLASS 
MRS. VILLIAM T. GLASS 
MISS ~ SUE GLIASON 
DR. JIIRY DON GLIASON 
MRS. ANN GLIIIII 
D. 'DS. JOHN F GLIIIII 
IIR. HAROLD LYIIN GLOSUP 
.a.tS. _~OV GLO'ID 
.. . ,""'- __ - - • __ 'of~ . ... 
IIAJU)ING UNlVEIlSITY 
... 
'- MS. EMILY GUNTER 
MR. ROBERT E. GUNTER 
DR. GEORGE P. GURGANUS 
MR. IIICHAEL B GURGANUS 
MR. JAMES RICHARD GUllLEY 
MR. CLAUDE GIJ'l'BRIE 
MR. &MRS. HUBERT GUYOT 
MR. J. HARTIII GVIN' 
MR. HUBERT N. HACKLER 
MISS OPAL JUANITA IIADDOCIt ,. 
MR. JAMES BADEN 
MR. llILO R. BADVIII 
MR. RICHARD V BAENDBL 
MR. STEPBBtr BARN 
MR, E.L. BAINES 
MR. 'MRS. JIM'BALE 
MR.&MlS. LARRY It. BALE 
MR. &MRS. EUGENE BALEY 
MR.&MRS. RICHARD, BALEY 
MR. 'MRS. DON I. BALL . ' 
MR. JIMMY BALL 
MR. JOHN RUGB BALL 
" HS. KARYN BALL 
MI. TED C. BALL 
MISS CAROL RAY HAMILTON, 
MI. 'MRS. DAVID HAMILTOII 
MR. COLBIIAIIIWIUIi "" 
MR. KlVIN NEIL IWIIIOIm 
:.;. 
, DR. ROBERT L HAMPTON 
HR. VILLIAM LARRY HAND 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE HANSON 
MR.&MRS. JAMES HANSON 
MR. DON HARDAVAY 
MR.&MRS. JIMMY HARDIN 
MR. HILLARD G.' HARDIN 
HARDING UNIVERSITY AGENCY lUND 
MISS MARY LIB HARE 
MR. ICEITH BAllNESS 
MR., ARTHUR' LIE IlABPIR 
,11Ib' LAVBI!NGI I · IIARPBR 
MR. JANIS, DAVID IIAUALS4* 
MR.UIRS; LADY IIAUIU. 
MI. SAM I. HAlRIJIGTON 
MS. CAROL L. HAlRIS 
MR. CECIL RAY BARRI,S 
MR. CLYDi C. HAlRIS 
MR.UlRS'. DOlI(; BAlRIS 
lilt. GIULD IMtTLBY IIARR1S 
MI.GLINN B ~IS 
MRS. PAUL IlAJlIS 
MR. RICHARD HARRIS 
MR: ROBERT ELBERT BARRIS 
MR. TRUEL BARRIS 
MR. 'MRS. MIICE HARRISON 
MRS. TlRlSA BARRISON 
IIR. V. ROY HARSHAV 
MR. ALLVlN G. HART 
MISS CORINNE B. BART 
MR. &MRS. DEARL BART 
MS. DRUCILLE BART 
DR. PHILLIP VARREN BART 
MIS; HELEN HARVELL 
MR. ROBERT BASELOrF 
MISS ANN ETTA BASBLVOO~ 
til. EUGENE JOSBPH BASS -
MR.&H1tS. BILLY R HASTINGS 
MR. &MRS. LLOYD BASTY 
MR. NORRIS GENE BATCHER 
MR. &MRS. ItENNETH. A HAUCK 
MR; &MRS. JAMES E HAUGHT 
DR. JAN IIILTON HAUSMANN 
MR. VEItRON LOUIS HAVIUNS 
MR. AARON HAVitS 
MR. DAVID ROGER HAVLEY 
DR.' ROGER V.' HAVLEY 
MRS. ANNA MAE HAVTBOllNE 
MRS. PAULINE HAYDEN 
MR. DOYNE HAYES 
, MR. CHARLES L. HAYRES 
• ',MR. JAMES MICHAEL HAYNES 
MR. PRESTON OAitS BADlII 
, " . MR. &MRS. DUDLEY P.· BATS 
MR. DON BEALY 
MR. BARVEY LOUIS IIBAIUI 
'lIB. 'MRS. JAMBS A BlATH 
MR. JAMES LEVIS BEATH 
MRS. IIAllGUERITE RECK 
MR. IRIC D. BEETIR 
MR. CARL O. BlFFINGTON 
MR. STEVlRBlLP ' ' 
Ifit. CLINTON G. c.1IJLII1Jr8 
, MI. ALLIN 1IINJ)q$Oll "'. 
MI. BASEL IIINDIRsoN " . 
: MR. IdIlS . C. I. BIIIDI;lSOiI 
'" MR. DAVID ~. ' 
/ , MR. DORALD IIIIIDIISOI 
"" MR. 'JACK I . ~';':..i. 
. < ..........,.". ~ i ,,'>, ' 
"" MI. JOI IIIII!PJItSOll " 
IIISS PlISCIW" 1iIiNDD_'~'~ 
MR. G. E. HENDON 
HS. NONA HENDON 
HR. RAYMOND HENDRICKS 
MR. &MRS. CLARENCE E. HENNEMAN 
HRS. LTDA HENRY 
HR. CARLOS E. HERREN 
'HR. DONALD BERRING 
JtR. FERRELL BESTER 
DR. SAMUEL EDVARD BESTER 
MI. DONALD VADE HICKS 
MR. FREEMAN HICKS 
11155 CANDACE BICKSON 
MR. VILLIAil B. BIGIEI. • . 
lilt. RORALD CURTIS IlGBtIII.D 
1iR. AUR L. BILBIJIIR " ' 
MR; 'M1S. LAVllIIICI BILBY -
MI. RICRAID B. BILEY 
MI. CAaL VAYNE BILL 
MISS LQltIDlNISE BILL 
MR. NEIL COLLIER mLL, 
MS. IIGGY LYIIN BILLER 
MR.'MRS • ..J. G. BILLIS 
MR.&MRS. KlID BILLIS 
MR. MARLIN DENSIL BILTON . 
MR. RICHARD GALEN BILTON 
MR. JEFFERY ALAN BIMELICK 
MR. &MRS. BAROLD BINDS 
MR. JAMES OGAL BINE1UWI 
MRS. V. E. HINKLE 
MR.IoMRS. JOHN 0 BITE 
MR. JEFFREY DALE BOBBS 
DR. UNNITB LESTER HOBBY 
MR. 'MRS. JOHN H. HODGE 
LILLII M. BODGES 
MR. &MRS. scon HODGES 
MR.'MRS. DEVAYRE BOGAN 
MR. 'MRS. GREG BOGAN 
MISS LAURA BOGAN 
MISS JOY DENISE HOGGE ' 
MR. RAYMOND BUlL BOGINS 
MI. FREDERICK A. BOltE 
MISS DIANNI BOLCOMB 
MS. DOROTHY J BOLDEN 
MR. RUSSELL R. BOLDIN 
MS. ANNIE SUE HOLDER 
MR. STEVEN ELDRIDGB BOLDER 
MIS. A. Z. BOLLAND 
DR. 1I.0DIIIY VEllIION BOLLAND 
MR. STEVE HOLLAND 
MRS. VIRGINIA BOLLAND 
MR.'MRS. DVAYNE BOLLBIIAN' 
DR. ROBERT V BOLLOVAY 
MR. &MRS. ALVIN BOLItAN 
'MR. DOIIAVAN EUGBNI BOLMAN 
MR.&MRS •. MICHAEL BOLT 
MR.&MRS. RAYMOND BOMER 
MR. JEFPlRY JOHN BOREY 
115. CRESSIE BOOD 
MR. STANLEY HOOD 
MR. BRIAN aITH BOOUR 
MR.IoMIS. JAMESE. ~ 
, MR. ALTON THOMAS 100TEN 
MR.'MRS. TID BOOTBM' 
MIS. MILDRED BOO~ 
MR. MAURICE B BOPlaNS 
'MIS. PAULIRlBOPlaIS · 
MI. BOnR HOPPER ,~ " 
' MS. PBYLLIS GAIL _SUY 
',MI. RUSSELL scon 1IOITOIf 
."MR.'IIIS. IlAlTIIi I. ,ioSPOID 
',' D. LAllY BOUlt " , 
" III •. !)AVID DB BOUO' ' 
l/ 
MR. OON'ALD RAY HOUS&-
DR,: &HRS\I. ~ C. BQU~B ,_ 
MIt. 'MRS. • . J. .R~ BOVARD , 
HR,; DANIEL" PA'IlRICK ROVE 
."KR" ALFRED STEVEN BOVILL 
KR. B;AI.I:EY E. ·UO'!'BLL 
MR .- BILLY· FORREST HOVELL " 
HR .&HRS. JOHN V HOVELL 
MRS. IRMA G HOVERTON 
HR. JOHNNY HUBACH 
HISS DEBRA ANN HUCKABEE 
HRS. THELHA HUCKABEE 
HR. ALLEN NANCE HUDGENS 
HR. EVERTT LEE HUFF ARD 
HR. RICHARD LEE HUFFMAN 
MR.&HRS. JOHN HUFFSTICKLER 
HR. PHIL E.'HUGHES 
HR. CLAYTON V. HUMPHREYS 
MISS CARLA JO HUNT 
HR.&MRS. DEAN HUNTER 
HR.&HRS. G. ROBIN HUNTER 
HR. GEORGE HUNTER 
MR. HUBERT HUNTER 
MR. DARRELL VAYNE HUTCHERSON 
HR. J. D. HUTSLER 
HR. ARNOLD HUYGHEBAERT 
HR.&MRS. CALVIN E INGLE 
MRS. AGNES B INGRAHH 
MR. YOSHIO INOHATA 
HR. DAVID BRYAN ISENBERG 
MR. STEVE JACKS 
HR. C V JACKSON 
HR. CHRISTOPHER CARL JACKSON 
DR. DON LEE JACKSON 
MR. HAROLD E. JACKSON 
MR. HENRY GENE JACKSON 
HR.&HRS. IRVIN JACKSON 
MRS. LOUISE JACKSON 
HR. TROY M. JACKSON 
HR. MARK JACOBS 
MR. L. F. JAMES 
HR. MICHAEL LYNN JAMES 
MR. NELSON D JAHES 
HRS. O. M. JAMIESON 
MRS. RUBY JARRARD 
MR. ALLAN T. JAVELLANA 
MR. DEVAYNE JENKINS, 
HR. DENNIS DUANE JENKS 
MS. BETTIE JEVETT , : 
MISS ELIZABETB SBARON JOHNS 
MR. BENJAMIN CARL JOHNSON 
MI. CBARLES B. JOHNSON 
. MRS. CIIAllLOTTE JOHNSQN 
MR. 'MRS. DALE '. JOHNSON 
lilt. DONALD LIB JOHNSON 
lilt. ,MIS. HAItIY T. JOHNSON 
MR. JOSBPH A. JOHNSON 
MS. NIRA JOHNSON 
DS. NOIUIA 11.. JOHNSOR 
,"5. OPAL JOHNSON ' 
MR. ROBBItT JOHNSON 
MI. ,MIS. 10BERT V JOHNSON 
MR. TIM JOHNSON • 
1IIl., CECIL V. JOHNSTON 
MRS. MILDRED JOHNSTON 
MR. &MRS. 10BERT JOHNSTON 
MI. DICK G. JONAS 
MR. ALVIS JONES 
MI. FRANCIS P JONES 
MI. GUY JONES 
MS. BELEN L. JONES 
MR.&MlS. JACK JONES 
MR. JAMES CRAIG JONES 
MR., JOI MllRELL JONES 
DR. JOHN P JONES 
MR. LARRY V. JONES 
MR. "MIS. LOUIS B. JONES 
MRS. MARGARET A. JONES 
,MRS. MILDRED M JONES 
MR. &MRS. RALPH I JONES, 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT V JONES 
MRS. R\JTR ALICE JONES \ 
HR.&HRS. VERLON D;- JONES 
MR.&MRS. VICTOR L JORDAN 
MR. PETER V. JULIAN 
MR. PRATT JUNKIN 
MISS RUTH KALLENBACK 
MR. KAMMERER 
MISS RUBY NELL KARNES 
MR. &MIS. MA¥NAJlD JCAQENBIloat, 
MR. 'MRS. ELVOOD E. KICK 
MISS DORIS MARIE XlE, 
MISS JEANETTE KIE 
VCKlE . , 
MR. JON MARK KlITH, 
MISS KARLA DODD KILL 
MR. DAVID A KILLEY . 
MR. DONALD E. KILLE'Y 
MR. DENNIS CLAYTON aLLY 
MR. ROBERT L KEMP i.. 
MR.&MRS. , J. DUDLEY U1tPD 
tIRo RODNEY, DENZIL ltBNDItICit 
; MR ~ A.' HAROLD UNNAIIEI 
MR. DEAN KBNNIDY ,;, 
MR. 'MRS. B_ KIMifON 
MR. DAVID UNSER 
MRS. CHRISTINA' UaCIIBVILLE' 
III. CLIFTON ,I •. UY 
::':~~IPPRII 
III. DAVID ~~ItIIBNL, 
... MICBAlL DEVITT IUIHNL 
' .... ),
MR.6:MRS. LARRY E KILLEBREiI 
MRS . NAOMI KILLEBREW 
MR.&MRS. CARLOS KILLINGSWORTH 
MR. LARRY RAY KILPATRICK 
JOHN H. KIM 
MR~. CUi'll B. KING 
MR. HOLLY RAY KING 
MR. MICHAEL GENE KING 
MR.&MRS. PORTER KING 
MISS SHARON KING 
MR. WALTER D. KING 
CHILD OF THINE CIRCLE KINGS 
DAUGHTERS AND SONS INC 
MR. J.C. KINGSLEY 
MR. KENNETH KEITH KINNEAR 
MR.&MRS. STANTON D. KIRK 
MRS. W. C. KIRK 
MRS. GERALDINE KISSIRE 
MR. TERRY KITCHENS 
MR. PAUL EUGENE KITZMILLER 
MR.&MRS. LARRY KLAIS 
MR.&MRS. KENNETH H. KLEIN 
MR. RICHARD T KNADLE 
MR. GEORGE D. KNEPPER 
MR. RAYBURN LEO KNIGHT 
MRS. ROY C KNIGHT 
MR.&MRS. KEITH KREH 
MR.&MRS. VAN E. KREH 
MR. RICHARD ALLEN KRUSE 
MR. ROBERT M KRUSE 
MR. TOMMY H LACKEY 
MR . KENNEITH F. LACY 
MR.&MRS. RAYMOND LACY 
MR. ROBERT ALLEN LACY 
MR. WILLIAM EDGAR LAIRD 
MR. YILLIAM HARVEY LAMB 
MR. VIRGIL RANDOLPH LAMBETH 
MR. J. B. LANCASTER 
MRS. VONDA LEE LANCASTER 
MISS CAROL LANDERFELT 
MR. DOELAS RANDY LANDES 
MRS. EDYTHE LANE 
MR. JAMES T. LANE 
MR. CARL LANGSTON 
MR. DOUG LANKFORD 
MR. JAMES CHESTER LANKFORD 
MR. CHARLES E. LANSDOYN 
MR.&MRS. DALLAS M. LARKINS 
DR. DALE R. LAR~EN 
MR.&MRS. JAMES R. LATIMORE 
DR.&MRS. H. G. LAVELLE 
~R, U, C. LAVRENCE 
\'-"?-.. b\'-"?-.':>. \w."?-.\'-~ \..AVRENCE 
"'\\.. tlA'l1.tl \..11.',1':> 
MR.&MRS. BILLY JOE LAWSON 
HR. JOHN KEITH LAWSON 
HR. KIM LAWSON 
MR. G.H. LAI/TON 
MR. DEAN L. LAI/YER 
MR. MARION DOUGLAS LAI/YER 
MR. VERNON C. LAWYER 
MR , J. F. LAYTON 
MR. JAMES W. LAYTON 
MR. YILLIAM J. LEACH 
MR. PAUL LEARNED 
MR. STEVEN ANDREV LEATH 
MR. HARRY LEHMAN 
MR.&MRS. W.W. LELAND 
MISS TANNA JO LENTZ 
MR. HOVARD L. LEONARD 
MISS INA LEONARD 
MR.&MRS. JAMES F. LERCHER 
MR. JAHES LESLIE 
MISS JANICE KAY LESTER 
MR. HICHAEL LESTER 
MR. SOLOHON LEUNG 
MR. TIT FEI LEUNG 
MR.&HRS. JAHES R. LEVINS 
MR. CLAUDE T. LEVIS 
MR. JOEL FRANCIS LEVIS 
MR. LEROY CARLISLE LEVIS 
LIBBEY-OVENS-FORD CO. 
HR. JOHN D. LIDDELL 
MR.&MRS. J T LILES 
HR. DAVID ALAN LILLY 
MR. HICHAEL CLARK LINCOLN 
MR.&HRS. HAMPTON LISLE 
MS. GAlLA 0 LITTLE 
MR. JAMES LITTLE 
MR. LOYD H. LITTLE 
MRS. OLIVE V. LITTY 
HR. HOHER A. LLOYD 
MRS. VINNIE B. LOE 
MR. JEFFREY LOREN LONG 
HR. RONNEY LOONEY 
HISS CHRISTINE HARY LOPEZ 
HR. JIHMY DVANE" LOVE 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES LOVELACE 
HR. VERNON E. LOVE 
MISS HELEN C. LOVRANCE 
MR. RICHARD O. LOVREY 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES R LUFFMAN 
DR. JOE HAC LYNN 
. HISS PAULA LYNN 
HR. DEAN LYONS 
MR. MICHAEL PETER LYONS 
MR. ROGER KENNETH MAACH 
MR. VAN MABRY 
HR. GORDON D. MACCALLA 
MS. JESSIE L. MACDOUGALL 
MR'. ROGER MACKENZIE 
MISS L. JANE MACKEY 
HR. YILLIAM V. HACKEY 
HR. DANNY DEAN HADDOX 
MR. THOMAS ALLEN MADDOX 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH MAKRAN 
MR.&MRS. JAKE HAGNESS 
MR. BARRY PAUL HAKUCH 
HR. JAHES PAUL HALLATT 
HR.&HRS. JOSEPH C MALONE 
HR. H. ANTHONY MAMMARELLI 
HRS. ALICE MANKIN 
HRS. FLOY HANNING 
HR. RALPH ERNEST HANSELL 
HR. CLINE L. HANSUR 
HRS. HAZEL HARLIN 
HR. ALAN MARTIN 
HR. ANTHONY LEE MARTIN 
HR. BILLY RAY MARTIN 
HR.&MRS. EDVIN R. MARTIN 
MR. EMMETTE LEE MARTIN 
MR.&MRS. GENE MARTIN 
HR. JAHES T. MARTIN 
MR.&MRS. LEONARD B MARTIN 
MR. MICHAEL LARRY MARTIN 
MR. STEPHEN T MARTIN 
MISS TAMMY DENISE MARTIN 
MR. THOMAS ROY HARTIN 
MR. V. E. MARTIN 
HR.&MRS. DONALD HASHBURN 
HR.&HRS. S R HASHBURN 
HRS. ALBERT S. MASON 
MR.&HRS. GRADY HASON 
MR. HICHAEL LEE HASON 
HR. CARL PAUL MATHENY 
MR. JOHNNY C. HATLOCK 
MR. JACK ARTHUR MATTERN 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT EARL HAX 
HR. EDVARD L. MAXI/ELL 
HR. JAMES DELANO MAXVELL 
'HR.&MRS. ERNIE C HAY 
HR. NOEL H. MAYFIELD 
MR. ROBERT BRIAN MAYHALL 
HR. CLEDIE VALLICE HAYS 
MRS. JUANITA MCADAMS 
MR. JAMES E HCAFFRY 
MR. ORAN DALE MCANULTY 
MR. HICHAEL MCCAGE 
MR. EVERETT LEE MCCAIN 
HR. H. B. MCCARROL 
HR.&HRS. LUTHER MCCARTNEY 
HR. GARY NEAL MCCLANAHAN 
MR. RALPH M. MCCLUGGAGE 
MR. ROBERT CRAIG MCCLUNG 
lIlR. JERRY DALE MCCORKLE 
lIl\\.. "'lIl\\'S. CL "iDE MCCULLARS 
MR. &MRS. ROBERT MCCULLOCH 
MR. JERRY E MCCULLOUGH 
DR. HENRY A. HCDANIEL ,-I; - -
MR. KENNY HCDANIEL 
MR. D. R. MCDOUGAL 
MR. L. REESE HCDOUGALD 
HR.&HRS. OSCAR G HCDOUGALD 
HR. JAMES TIMOTHY MCELROY 
HR. RICHARD LEE HCEUEN 
MR. RICHARD W HCEUEN 
MR. MICHAEL D. HCGAHA 
HR. DAVID DANIEL MCGAUGHY 
HISS CHARLOTTE ELAINE HCGEE 
HRS. VILMA MCGLAUGHLIN 
MR. DOYLE HCGUIRE 
MR. JOHNNIE FORREST HCGUIRE 
HR. STANLEY 0 MCKEEVER 
HR. CHRIS ALAN MCKINNEY 
MR. JEFFREY ALLEN MCLAIN 
MISS KIM MCLARTY 
HRS. OLA MCLAUGHLIN 
HR.&HRS~ JAMES M. MCLEOD 
HISS HELANIE SUSAN MCMILLEN 
HR. F. D. HCNUTT 
HR. JOHN ALLEN MCPHERSON 
MR. JOHNNY DALE MCQUAIN 
MR. JOE E. MCREYNOLDS 
MR. BILL R. MCSPADDEN 
MR.&MRS. MICKEY MCSPADDEN 
MR.&HRS. DEAN MCVILLIAMS 
MR.&MRS. J. C. MEACHAM 
MR.&MRS. RAY MEADOR 
MISS DOROTHY EVELYN MEDDERS 
MR. KEITH GREGORY MEDFORD 
MR. ALBERT MEREDITH 
MR. DONALD L. MEREDITH 
MR. DENNIS R. HERR ITT 
MR. J. D. MERRITT 
METROPOLITAN LIFE FDN 
DR. ED HIEDEMA 
MR.&HRS. ROBERT H HILEY 
MR. VILLIAM A HILLARD 
HR. AUBREY EARL MILLER 
HR. CHARLES N. HILLER 
MR. CRAIG MILLER 
MRS. DENISE MILLER 
DR. DON C. MILLER 
MR. DONALD FERRELL MILLER 
MR. JAMES BERNIE MILLER 
MR. JERRY VAYNE MILLER 
HR. JIMMIE MILLER 
HISS LISA JILL MILLER 
DR. MABREY L. MILLER 
M~.&MRS. MARK MILLER 
MR. RALPH MILLER 
HR. RICHARD H MILLER 
MR. SAMUEL H. MILLER 
MR. STEAVEN E. MILLER 
MR.&MRS. STEVE HILLER 
HR. THO HAS AVON MILLER 
HRS. VERNA B MILLER 
HR. RONALD ERIC HILLIGAN 
HR. CARL MILLS 
HR. KENNETH EUGENE HI~LS 
MR. LEVIS BRYANT HILLS 
MR.&HRS. VEAVER P MILLS 
HR. ROBERT REA HILLSPAUGH 
HR. BOBBY MITCHELL 
HR.&HRS. CARL G. HITCHELL 
HR. DENNIS HITCH ELL 
MR.&MRS. HOVARD MITCHELL 
HR.&MRS. J. D. MITCHELL 
MR. JAHES S. MITCHELL 
MR. JERRY VAYNE HITCHELL 
DR. R. K. MITCHELL 
HITRE CORPORATION 
HR. GARY GLEN MIZE 
MR. VENDELL MOCK 
HR. MIKE MONROE 
MONSANTO 
ALBERTA G. HONTGOHERY 
MR.&MRS. HOHER R HONTGOMERY 
MR.&HRS. RANDALL HONTGOMERY 
MR.&MRS. SCOTT MONTGOHERY 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS M. MONTGOMERY 
HR.&MRS. VILLIAM S. HONTGOHERY 
HR. JAHES T. MOON 
MRS. BETTY MOORE 
HISS CAROLYN HOORE 
HR.&MRS. DON HOORE 
HR.&HRS. IRA E HOORE 
MR. J 0 HOORE 
HR. ROBERT L. HOORE HOORE 
HR. RONALD GENE MOORE 
HR. RONALD SCOTT HOORE 
MR.&HRS. THOHAS T. HOORE 
HOORE FOREST PRODUCTS 
HR.&MRS. DAN SHORGAN 
MRS. JUANITA MORGAN 
HR. VAYNE M. MORGAN 
MR. X. WILLIAH MORGAN 
MR. BARRY LYNN MORMAN 
MRS. BARBARA HORRIS 
MR.&MRS. BOBBY J. MORRIS 
MR.&MRS. CARL H. MORRIS 
DAVID HORRIS 
HR. DAVID VAYNE HORRIS 
HR. JAHES KELLY MORRIS 
HR. RUBEN I. HORRIS 
MR.&MRS. DARRELL MORRISON 
MR. CURTIS WAYNE MORROV 
MR.&MRS. JAMES M. MORROW 
HR. JAHES T. MORROV 
HISS LINDA GAIL HORROW 
MR • • E:DilARDJOE "o$B1' - , ''If 
MR. EDVARD L. MOSBY 
HR. CARL LOVERY MOSS 
HR. CARL MICHAEL MOSS 
MR.&MRS. PAUL H MOTHERAL 
MRS. NEILLY V MOTT 
HR.&HRS. R. T. MOUDY 
HR. VILLIAM H. MOULTON 
HISS LU ANN HOXLEY 
MR. MICHAEL HULLEN 
HISS BILLYE CORINNE HURPHY 
MRS. CAROLYN D. MURPHY 
MR. JAMES OAKLEY MURPHY 
DR. V. MITCHELL HURPHY 
HR. VILLIAH HURPHY 
MR. MATTHEV THOHAS MURRAY 
MR. MICHAEL HOVARD MURRIE 
MR. ANDY MUSGRAVE 
HR. H. L. MYERS 
HISS JOENE M. HYERS 
HR. LARRY STEVE MYERS 
MR. M. 'L. HYERS 
HR.&MRS. THOMAS R. NANCE 
MR. BARRY ALAN NAPIER 
MR.&HRS. GARTH NASH 
HR. JAHES JAY NASH 
MISS BARBARA GAIL NAYLOR 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT G NEAL 
HR. JACK NEBLETT 
HR. ROBERT GREEN NEELY 
DR. KENNETH VERN NELLER 
HR. DONALD ROBERT NELSON 
MR. PETER ALLAN NELSON 
DR. RUSH E. NETTERVILLE 
MISS MARY CATHERINE NEVBERRY 
HR. PAUL NEWBERRY 
HISS SHIRLEY SUE NEVBERRY 
DR. DAVID ROBERT NEVELL 
MISS SHARON A. NEWELL 
MR. JOE D~ NEWHAN . 
MR. VILBERT JACKSON NEIlTON 
MRS. HAZEL NICHOLAS 
MR.&MRS. "ROOKS O. NICHOLS 
MS. JESSIE NICHOLS 
MS. ROSE B NICHOLS 
MR. DOUGLAS E NICKERSON 
MR. J. L. NISBETT 
MR.&MRS. C. D. NISSEN 
MISS CECILE NIX 
MS. TERESA NIXON 
MR. D. H. NO/(ES 
MR. VILLIAM NONNENMACHER 
MR. BRUCE ROBERT NORMAN 
MR.&MRS. DAN NORMAN 
HR.&MRS. ROBERT NORMAN 
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORP. 
MR. JAHES S. NUGENT 
DR. KENNETH WILKEY O'NEAL 
MRS. SUE O'NEAL 
HR. JOHNNY OAKES 
MR. THOMAS V. OBRECHT 
MR. RICHARD OCKENHOUSE 
MR. MARK J. OGDEN 
HR. HICHAEL JOHN OKEEFE 
MR. GLENN C. OLBRICHT 
HR. LARRY REEDER OLDHAH 
HR.&HRS. ORVIS K. OLIVER 
HR. JACK L. ORR 
MR.&MRS. VILSON C. ORR 
MR. ELBERT ORSBORN 
HR.&HRS. GARY OSBORNE 
MR. ART OSTRANDER 
MR.&MRS. PAUL OVERSTREET 
MRS. JOANN OVEN 
MRS. GLADYS OVENS 
MR. HARION 0 OVENS 
MR.&MRS. ALEX OZ 
HR. DALE HARTEL PACE 
MISS NANCY GAY PACE 
HR. ROLLAND PACK 
DR. RICHARD EARL PAINE 
HISS SALLY COBB PAINE 
HR.&MRS. EDVARD L PALMER 
HR. JERRY ODELL PALHER 
HR.&HRS. Q. D. PARISH 
MR. CURTIS LYNN PARKER 
MR. HAROLD 8 PARKER 
HR. RUSSELL E. PARKER 
HR. STEPHEN P. PARKER 
HR. VI LEY POST PARKER 
DR. MICHAEL CRAIG PARKEY 
MR.&HRS. ROY R PARKS 
DR. MALCOLM ELDON PARSLEY 
MR. DARCE A. PASCHALL 
HR.&HRS. DOYLE PASLEY 
HR. RUSSELL V. PASSAFIUME 
HR. JIM PATCHELL 
MISS JANICE LEANNE PATE 
MR.&MRS. DONALD R PATTERSON 
HR. F. EUGENE PATTERSON 
MR. ROBERT EARL PATTERSON 
MR.&HRS. J .. ARTHUR PAYNE 
MR. JEFFREY FORD PAYNE 
MR. RONNIE DIXON PEACOCK 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES L PEARSON 
MRS. LENA RUTH PEARSON 
MR.&MRS. RICHARD PECTOL 
MISS BETTY LEA PEEBLES 
DR. DAVID MCQUIDDY PEEBLES 
HR.&MRS. JIM PENIX. 
J. C. PENNEY FOUNDATION INC. 
MR. ROY PENNINGTON 
~- "'"'~. ,1,EECY;fI. -V,EN\\OD • 
MRS. BRENDA LEE PERCIFUL 
MR.&MRS. O. 1/. PERDUE 
MS. PARRIE P. PERDUE 
MISS RACHEL RENE PERDUE 
HR. JERRY PERKINS 
HISS RITA PERKINS 
MRS. SUE PERRI EN 
MR. EMERY PERRY 
HR. JON LAVRENCE PERRY 
MISS DOROT8Y JANE PETERS 
MR. ALAN RICHARD PETERSON 
MISS GAIL HARlE PETERSON 
MR. JOHN R. PETREE 
MR. FRANKLiN DEVAYNE PETTIE 
MR. GEORGE PETTIGREW 
MRS. LOUDINE PETVAY 
MISS LISA LEIGH PHELPS 
HR. ERNEST A. PHILLIPS 
DR. THOMAS J. PHILLIPS 
MR. TIMOTHY VAYNE PHILLIPS 
HR.&MRS. VILLIAM B PHILLIPS 
HR. VEBB PICKARD 
MRS. KEITH PICKENS 
HR. FRED PICKER 
MR. HENRY E. PIERCE 
MR.&MRS. ALBERT V. PILKINGTON 
DR. HEINDRICK R. PINCZUK 
MR. HAROLD V. PINKSTON 
HR. CHARLES GARY PITTMAN 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD S PLANT 
MR. ROBERT PLATT 
MR. GERALD DVIGHT PLEMONS 
~ HR. VILLIAM PLUMMER 
MR. VAYNE PLYLAR 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD W. POE 
MR.&HRS. GLENN E POLLARD 
HR.&MRS. RUSSELL POMTREE 
HR. &MRS. AMOS PONDER 
HR. ~MRS .Ei\Rk PONDER 
HR. KEVIN LYNN POPE 
HR.&MRS. LEALON PORTER 
MR.&MRS. RICHARD L PORTER 
DR. T. COY PORTER 
HR.&MRS. V B PORTER 
MR. ALAN L. POTEET 
MISS MARY ELLEN POTEETE 
MR. PHILIP ROGER POTTER 
~HR. AUBREY DVAINE POVELL 
MR. CHARLES LANE POVELL 
HR. RICHARD O'BRiAN POVELL 
HR. LEO H. POVERS 
MR. RICK LYNN PRATT 
HR. JAMES L. PRESLEY 
MR. DARRELL ROBERT PRICE 
HR. JEFFREY CARL PRICE 
HRS. ETHEL PRIEST 
MS. DONNA D PRINCE 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT V PRINCE 
HRS. BERTHA PRITCHARD 
DR. VILLIAM H PROCTOR 
PATTIE L PRUITT 
HR.&HRS. T. L. PRUITT 
HISS BEVERLY JO PRYOR 
HR. HENRY G. PRYOR 
.MISS LORI LOU PRYOR 
MR. MARK STEPHEN PUGH 
MRS. R. J. PULLEY 
MR.&MRS. JOHN T. PURCELLI 
MR. A.F. PUSKA 
MR. JOHN D. PUTNAM 
MS. JOYCE QUATTLEBAUM 
HR. BOB RADEHAKER 
HR. SCOTT S. RAGSDALE 
HR. TIMOTHY J. RAIBLEY 
MR. VILLIAM JAMES RAMPTON 
MR. JOHN ~OYD RAHSEY 
DR. RICHARD DAVID RAHSEY 
HR. ROY D. RAMSEY 
HR.&HRS. STEVE RANDALL 
HR. KENNETH L. RANDOLPH 
HR. FRANK E. RANKIN 
HRS. ELIZABETH RANSOM 
MIS~ROBYN K. RANSOH 
HR. KEVIN DEAN RAYNER 
MR. LARRY JOE REAGAN 
HR. DAVID B. RECTOR 
MR. CARSON REED 
HR. GEORGE A. REED 
HISS TERESA A REEH 
HR. ROBERT H REELY 
MR. JOHN DOUGLAS REESE 
DR. RONALD EDVARD REEVE 
MR. CRAIG R. REEVES 
HISS BRENDA SUE REICHENEKER 
HR. GEORGE GARLAND REID 
HR. LARRY NEVELL RENFROE 
MR. DAVID ERNEST REVES 
GLORIA REYNOLDS 
HR.&MRS. JIMMY R REYNOLDS 
MR. KEVIN R. REYNOLDS 
DR. LESLIE GENE REYNOLDS 
MR.&HRS. T. G. REYNOLDS 
MR. THOMAS MICHAEL REYNOLDS 
MR.&MRS. A. J. RHODES 
MR. HUGH HARVLEY RHODES 
HRS. JESS L. RHODES 
MR. KEITH GREGSON RHODES 
MRS. ADELL RICE 
HR. CHARLES RICHARD RICE 
MR. J GUILFORD RICE 
~"i lI.ICi. 
11S. MACIE LEE RICE 
HR. ROGER LEE RICE 
MR. '1100011.0'11 RIC'\!. 
MS. EDNA RICHARDSON 
DR. MORGAN A. RICHARDSON 
MR. PAUL VAYNE RICHARDSON 
MR. MONTY LESTER RICHESIN 
MISS PATRICIA ANN RICHEY 
MR. RANDALL LAVERN RICHEY 
HR. VAN ALLEN RICKARD 
HR. HARVIN CHARLES RICKETT 
HR. DERREL RIDINGS 
HR. FLOYD VALLACE RIFFLE 
HRS. ALICE RIGGLE 
MISS ROY RILEY 
HR.&HRS. FLOYD 0 RINE 
MR.&MRS. TIMOTHY RINE 
HRS. KATHRYN RITCHIE 
HR. KEITH VELDON ROACH 
MR.&HRS. CHARLES H ROBERSON 
MR.&MRS. LARRY ROBERSON 
HS. ORA HAE ROBERSON 
HR.&HRS. ROBBIE ROBERSON 
MR.&HRS. ROLAND ROBERSON 
HR.&HRS. STEVE ROBERSON 
MR. CLYDE LARRY ROBERTS 
HR. J DALLAS ROBERTS 
HR. THOMAS KEITH ROBERTS 
HR. CARROL ROBERTSON 
HRS. DONNA L. ROBERTSON 
HR.&HRS. V. L. ROBERTSON 
MR.&MRS. BOBBY ROBINSON 
MR. DANNY RAY ROBINSON 
HR. GROVER C ROBINSON 
MISS PATRICIA ROBINSON 
HRS. VILNA ROBINSON 
HR. JOHN VESLEY ROCKHOLD 
MR. EDVARD V . . ROCKVELL 
HR. &MRS. CARL A RODGERS 
MR.&HRS. ALAN E. ROGERS 
HR. BRENT V. ROGERS 
HISS CAROLYN SUE ROGERS 
HR. GEORGE H. ROGERS 
HRS. MAXINE E ROGERS 
HR. RONALD KEITH ROGERS 
HR. TOM R. ROGERS 
MR. JACKIE SHANNON ROLAND 
MR.&MRS. STEPHEN ROLL 
MISS SHEILA ANITA ROf.INB 
KR.&KRS. LEE K. RORIE 
MR. JOHN ROSE 
HR., MALCOLM F ROSE 
MS. MARY ROSE 
MR. RON G. ROSE 
MR. BARRY JAMES ROSIE 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
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MR. BOBBY DEAN ROTHFUS 
MR. EDMUND J. ROTHWELL 
MR. ROBERT GENE ROUSE 
MR. GEORGE BARNES ROWLETT 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES B. RUGGLES 
MR. JAMES RUMFIELD 
MR. JOE RUMPH 
MRS. EVELYN RUNSICK 
MR. CHESTER GAIL RUSSELL 
MR. CLARENCE RICHARD RUSSELL 
MR. NATHAN RUSSELL 
MRS. REBA RUSSELL 
MR.&MRS. NAOROOZ RUSTAM 
MR. CLINTON HOMER RUTHERFORD 
MR.&MRS. WILLIAM W. RYAN 
MS. ALBERTINE SAFLEY 
MR. DAVID EARL SAIN 
MR. M. RICKY SAMMONS 
MR. JAMES MALCOLM SAMPSON 
MR. KEN SAMUEL 
MR.&MRS. HOWARD ~,SANDERS 
HR. WILLIAM RICHARD SANDERS 
MR.&MRS. JOHN SANDERSON 
MR. LEON B. SANDERSON 
MR. W. L. SANDLIN 
MR. JOHN M. SANSOM 
HR. ALAN 0 SANSTRA 
MR.&MRS. NICHOLAS R SAPIO 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT SAUBER 
HR. LARRY E. SAVYER 
HR. STANLEY EDGAR SAYERS 
JAHES H SCATES 
HR. FRED H SCHAFFER 
MR.&HRS. JOHNNY SCHALES 
HR. RUDY SCHELLEKENS 
HISS PAH SCHENKEL 
SCHERING-PLOUGH 
HR. ALAN L. SCHLAAK 
HR.&HRS. DAVID SCHHIDT 
HR. STEVEN RUSSELL SCHHITZ 
HR. ELDON R. SCHNAKENBERG 
MR. CHESTER SCHNEIDER 
MS. CARHEN SCHWANHOLT 
HR. HERNDON S. SCOBEY 
MR.&HRS. JAMES R SCOGGIN 
HS. BETH C SCOTT 
MR. DONALD ESCOTT 
HISS SHARON ROSE SCOTT 
HR. RONALD M SEAL 
MR. FRANK 0 SEALY 
MRS. AUDREY SEIBERT 
MR. GARY STEVEN SELBY 
HR. GARY SELF 
HR. JOSEPH SELF 
M~. LESLIE O. SELF 
HR. LEROY SELLERS 
DR. DONALD RAY SELVIDGE 
HR.&MRS. H. HERBERT SENNETT 
HR. JAMES SETLIFF 
MR.&HRS. JOHN SEWELL 
MR. ROBERT E SHACKELFORD 
HR. DARYL THOMAS SHANER 
MR.&HRS. GEORGE W. SHANKLE 
MRS. NEIL SHANNON 
HR.&MRS. C. E. SHARP 
MR. DOUGLAS E. SHAY 
HR. LARRY ARNOLD SHAY 
HR.&HRS. BURTON SHEARIN 
MR.&MRS. HICHAEL T SHEARIN 
MR. PATRICK T. SHELBOURNE 
MR. SKYLER SHELDON 
MR. TODD L. SHELDON 
MR. JAMES GLENN SHELTON 
HR.&HRS. UPTON L SHELTON 
HR. ROGER ALLEN SHENFELD 
MR. FRANK 0 SHEPHERD 
MR.&HRS. BARTON W SHERWOOD 
MR. RONALD J. SHIELDS 
MRS. RAYMOND SHILLCUTT 
MRS. LAVON SHIPP 
MR. RICHARD JAHES SHIRK 
MR.&HRS. W R SHOPE 
MR. LAVAN SHOPTAW 
MR.&HRS. JOHN SHORES 
MR.&HRS. SAMMY L SHORT 
HR. VERNON SHUFFETT 
HR. ROGER DALE SHUFFIELD 
MR. &HRS. ALLEN R ~ S,IDDAI.J,., 
HR. HARION PATRICK SIDES 
HR. KENT D SIEBOLD 
MRS. COY SILER 
HR. JAMES HARROLD SIMHONS 
HR. SCOTT BRADLEY SIHONQS, 
DR. T. EHERSON SIHPKINS . , 
MR. DALE VILSON SIHPSON 
HR. DAVID LYNN SIMPSON, 
HR. HICHAEL S. SIHPSON 
MR. B VANCE SIMS 
HR. LAWRENCE V. SIVIA 
HR.&MRS. EVERETT SIX 
HR. VOODY LEON SIZEMORE 
HRS. JOY SLAYTON 
MR. ALVIN SLITER 
MR. STANTON J. SMALL 
MR. 0' NEAL SMELSER 
MR. &MRS • ALFORD E SHITH 
HISS CAROLYN JOY SHITH 
HR.&MRS. CECIL L SHITH 
MR. CHARLES DVIGHT SHITa 
MR. DON RICHARD SMITH . 
MRS. DOROTHY SMITH 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
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MR. EDVIN SMITH 
DR. EMMETT FLOYD SMITH 
HR. FLOYD L. SMITH 
MR. GRANT SMITH 
MR.&MRS. HAROLD A SHITH 
MR. HUBERT SMITH 
MR.&MRS. HUBIE SMITH 
HR.&MRS. J PHILLIP SHITH 
HR. JACKIE G. SMITH 
MR.&MRS. LYNN SMITH 
MRS. MARGARET O. SHITH 
MISS NANCY ELAINE SMITH 
MS. PATSY C. SMITH 
MR.&MRS. PAUL D. SMITH 
MRS. PAUL GENTRY SMITH 
MR. PAUL LYNN SMITH 
MRS. ROBERT C. SMITH 
MR .. ROBERT HARTIN SMITH 
HRS. RUBY LEE SHITH 
HR. STANLEY J SMITH 
MR. STEPHEN PAUL SHITH 
HR. STEVEN LEE SMITH 
HR. STEVEN HICHAEL SMITH 
MR. TERRY S SMITH 
MR. THOHAS DOUGLAS SHITH 
HRS. CARRIE SNELLING 
HR. DENNIS CRAIG SNIDER 
HR.&HRS. ALLAN R SNOOK 
HF.. DONALD SOHH 
HR.&HRS. BOBBY V SOLES 
HRS. O. G. SORY 
MR. HARTY SPEARS 
MRS. 'JANE SPEERSCHNEIDER 
MR.&HRS. JOHNNY SPENCE 
HR. DANIEL CONRAD SPENCER 
HRS. ROSALYN SPENCER 
MR. FRANCISCUS C SPETTER 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT A. SPIKER 
MR. DAVID V .. SPILLMAN 
HRS. NOVA HAY SPRINGER 
5:\~·I i ~ 3V:i·!:~ . . ?l!M" . ~ 
MR.&HRS. ~ARIt'S-ct'E\)t.Y'·'''('''" ~., 
HR.&HRS. HARRY E STEELE 
MR.&MRS. STEVEN R. STEHLER 
MR . BENNY L. STEPHENS 
MR. JOE S. STEPHENS 
MR . ELDRED NICKLIS STEVENS 
HR . DANNY DAVID STEVART 
HRS. FRANCES STEWART 
MR. RICKEY STEWART 
HR.&HRS. GARY STIEK 
DR.&MRS. J. L. STINNETT 
MR. JOHN HARK STINNETT 
HR. THOHAS D. STISHER 
HR.&MRS. DENNIS W STONEHAN 
MR. LEONARD W. STONEMAN 
MR. RICHARD VINCENT STOREY 
MR. MARK STORY 
MR.&MRS. PHILLIP STOVALL 
MS. CARMEN STOVER 
MRS. W. R. STOWERS 
HR. RICHARD SCOTT STRAKER 
MR. DALE C. STRAUGHN 
MR. BENARD STREET 
MR. JEFFREY LEE STRICKLAND 
MR.&MRS. ANDY STROUD 
MRS. EVELYN STROUD 
MR.&MRS. H. A. STROUD 
MR. TIH STROUD 
MR. ROBERT C. STROUP 
MRS. SHIRLEY E. STUART 
MR. GLENN N. STUDEBAKER 
HR.&MRS. PHILLIP SUDANO 
HR. MICHAEL D. SUITER 
MILLER TRUCKING COMPANY 
SUPERIOR FORWARDING 
MR.&MRS. HAROLD SUTHERLAND 
MR. GORDON R. SUTHERLIN 
MR.&MRS. JOHN E SUTTON 
MR.&MRS. PAUL SUTTON 
MISS FUJINO SUZUKI 
IRIS COLLECI'ION --.:. Anl'l Dixon, 'chairman of the AWH iris committee; 
holds a picture of the most recent addition to the flower coJJection named 
"The Harding BeJJe." 
HR.&MRS. BILL SPURLOCK 
MR.&HRS. HICHAEL E SPURLOCK 
MR. &MRS. CHAR~S T. STAGGS 
MRS. F. L. STAGGS " : 
HR. JOHN STALLCUP, 
MR. LARRY HEl.oV;rN STAL~Y 
MR. HAROLD RUSSELL STANDEFER 
HR.&MRS. KENNETH A. STANLEY 
HR. MARK,R. STANLEY 
MR. HICHEAL DEAN STANLEY, 
HR. VELBER "LEEsw;'ANLEY 
HR. CARr. DONALD STARK 
MR. &MRS. 'DAVIDSTAIw:Y 
MR. LESTER L., STARl-ING 
MRS. MYRA STARLING ' 
MISS SHARON ALICIA STARLiNG 
HR. BARRY GENE STARNES ' 
MR.&MRS. KENNETH STARNES 
MR. &MRS. IRA STEED 
ON HR. HARK S.SW~ 
MR.&HRS. WEBB SWEET 
HR.&MRS. HARLEY E. SVENSON 
MR. GARY TACKETT 
MR. ROYCE TALLANT 
MR. HELMUT F. TALTON 
HR. LOUIS E.. TANDY 
MR. ONEAL TANKERSLEY 
DR. RADFORD DOUGLAS TANKSLEY 
MR. DON TASSIN 
HISS SUSAN MELODY TATE 
MR.&MRS. AL TAYLOR . 
MR. DONNlE TAY,LOR 
MRS. FRED L. TAYLOR 
MR. &HRS. IRA T 'l'A'Tl.OR 
MR. RICHARD NEALE TAYLOR 
MR.&MRS. C: L: TEAGUi ' 
MR. &MRS. WIl.LIAM " J; 'TEAGUE 
MR. BOBBY G TEFERTIl.LER 
l'~J~(l;" H : Ii ~1~\"I}·t.'L; t t~ . ~ 
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MR. R. L. TELFORD 
MR.&MRS. C. H. TEMPLE 
MR. JAMES A. TENERY 
HR. ALFRED A. TENNISON 
MR.&MRS. RICK THARP 
HR. LACONIA O. THERRIO 
MR. F.L. THO HAS 
HR.&HRS. J R THOMAS 
DR.&MRS. J. D. THOMAS 
MR. KENNETH C. THOMAS 
MR. LARRY THOHAS 
MR.&HRS. STEPHEN E THOMAS 
MR. FRANK THOMASON 
DR. BOB J. THOMPSON 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES W. THOHPSON 
MS. DORA THOMPSON 
MR.&MRS. EDWARD C THOMPSON 
MR. HOVELL H. THOMPSON 
MISS JANET SUE THOMPSON 
MR. JERRY WAYNE THOHPSON 
MR. MARK THOMPSON 
MISS MITZI GAYLE THOMPSON 
MR.&MRS. TOMHY THOHPSON 
MRS. VELMA THOMPSON 
THOMPSON'S POOL AND SPA 
MR. JOHN P. THORNTON 
HR. TIHOTHY ALAN THRASHER 
MR. DONALD THRELKEl.D 
MS. MARY THRELKELD 
MRS. DARREl.L THROCKMORTON 
MR. CECIL RAY TILLEY 
MR. TONY TIHHS 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES B. TIPPINS 
HR. GEORGE D. TIPPS 
MR. STANLEY BUDHI TJAHJONO 
MR. JESSE RAY TOLAND 
DR. JAMES VILLIAH TOl.LERSON 
l.UTHER TOVERS 
MR. J. C. TOVNSEND 
EVELYN TRAnER 
MR.&MRS. VILLIAH TREADVAY 
MISS CARLA JO TREAT 
MR. JAMES A. TREECE 
MRS. AHY TRENT 
MR. RANDY Ol.IN TRIBBLE 
MR. STEPHEN R. TRIPLETT 
MR. R E TRUSTY 
MR. DAVID SONGER TUCKER 
MR. EVERETT TUCKER 
MR. &MRS. JOHN L TUCKER 
MR. &MRS. VILLARD TUCKER 
HR.&HRS. FREDDIE TURNIOV 
MR. HOVARD DEAN TURNER 
MR. LARRY GEORGE TURNER 
HISS LYNN TURNER 
MR.&HRS. ROBERT C TURNER 
MR. JOHN TURPIN 
MR. GRANVILLE W. TYLER 
MR.&HRS. HENRY UHLEHEYER 
MR. STEVEN A. ULRICH 
HR. ERNEST C UMBERGER 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES R. UNDERHILL 
UNITED TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC. 
MR.&HRS. JAHES E. UPTON 
MR. ROBERT USREY 
MR. MARCUS LANE VADEN 
HR. JONATHAN F. VAN CUREN 
MR. HOWARD VAN EATON 
MR.&MRS. CHALKER VAN RHEENEN 
DR. DWAYNE DALE VAN RHEENEN 
HR. HICHAEL DAVID VANAMAN 
HR. GENE VANCE 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT H VANCE 
MR. MARK VAYLAND VANCIL 
MR. VM DAVID VAUGHAN 
HISS LINDA LEE VAUGHN 
MR. KEVIN S. VAUGHT 
MR. DAVID A VERRET 
MR. VETERANS ADHINISTRATION 
HR. TIHOTHY LEE VICK 
DR. l.ELAND PAUL VICKERS 
MR. GERALD EUGENE VINEYARD 
MISS KIMBERLY JO VINSON 
MR. VILLIAM H. VISALLI 
MR. DUC THANH VO 
MR. CARROLL WAYNE VOIGTS 
MR.&MRS. RANDALl. VONDRAN 
MR.&HRS. ROBERT WADDIl.L 
DR. LARRY ALLEN WADE 
MR.&MRS. HENRY VAGNER 
MR. DONALD EDWARD VALKER 
DR. HAROLD Al.LEN VALKER 
MISS HARY KATHERINE WALKER 
MR. VIMON B. VALKER 
MR. BRATTON VALLACE 
HS. MARTHA C. VALLACE 
MR. TERRY CUNTON VALLIS 
MISS EDNA SUE WALSTON 
MR. BILl.Y G. VALTERS 
MR. DAVID H VAl.TDS -
MRS. MILDRED VALTERS 
MR. VAYNE WALTON 
MR. JAMES H. vAkAcK 
MR.&MRS. LYNN VARD 
MR.&MRS. BAILEY VATSON 
MRS. JOHN R. VATSON 
MRS. LOLA VATSON " 
MR. RICHARD IlAROLD VATSON 
MISS CATBY ANN VATTS 
MR. TIM 1.. VAUGH 
MR. E. A. VElB 
MI.'MRS. IIBRIIAN C. VElD 
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MR. BOB VEBSTER - , 
D D VEEKS 
HR. MARK STEVEN VEEKS 
HR.&MRS. ROYCE VEISENBERGER 
MR. &MRS. LUTHER VELCH 
MR. W. C. VELCH 
MR. JACK VELDON 
MS. LOUISE VELLS 
HR. DAl.E VELSH 
KISS DOROTHY NELL WEST 
MRS. LOU WEST 
HI'SS LOUELLEN WEST 
HR. DAVID SCOTT WESTJOHN 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM L. WHAR~QN 
MRS. SUE WHEAT 
MR. LYLE WHEATCROFT 
MISS BRENDA MAE WHEATON 
MR. DONALD A WHtEl.ER 
MR.&HRS. FLOYD WHEELER 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES VHEELUS 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES R VHEEl.US 
MR.&MRS. J. W. WHISTLE 
MR. AUGUSTINE MORGAN WHITE 
MR. JOHN LEE WHItt 
HR.&MRS. ROY VHITE 
MR, WILLIAH MARK VHITE 
MR. DOYLE GENE WHITEHEAD 
MR. KENNETH WARREN WHITELAW 
MR. CLARENCE L WHITEMAN 
MRS. ROY WHITFIELD 
MR.&MRS. DAN WHITSETT 
MR. NELSON E WHITTINGTON 
MR. KEVIN WHITWORTH 
MRS. CAROLYN VIl.EY 
MISS MYRNA WILHITE 
MR. PHIl.IP LAYTON VILKERSON 
MR. BOB E. VILLE 
MR. JOE VILLHITE 
HR. DAVID LAWRENCE WILLIAMS 
MR. DON GLYNN WILLIAMS 
MR.&HRS. DONAl.D G WILLIAMS 
MR. JAMES DOUGLAS WILLIAMS 
MR. JOEl. STEPHEN VILLIAHS 
MR.&MRS. KIRK WILLIAMS 
MS. LEONA B WILLIAMS 
MR. LYNN VILLIAMS 
MR. MARK ALLAN WILLIAHS 
MR. NELl.IS J. VILLIAMS 
MR. ROBERT KIETH VILLIAHS 
MR.&MRS. RONALD WILLIAMS 
MISS RUTH ELIZABETH WILLIAHS 
MISS SHIRLEY ANN WILl.IAMS 
HRS. SIBYL VILLIAMS 
MR. STANLEY J. WILLIAMS 
HR. TERRY Gl.ENN VILLIAMS 
MR. THOMAS LEE VIl.LIAMS 
MR.&MRS. TROY J. wILLIAMS 
MR.&MRS. JAMES D. WILl.IS 
MR.&MRS. JAMES H VIl.LIS 
DR. MARK ALLAN WILLIS 
MS. SUZANNE VIl.LIS 
HR. ALAN BYRON VILSON 
HISS DEBl SUE WILSON 
MRS. FAY A. VILSON 
MR. GARRICK O. wnSON 
MR. HAROLD LEON VILSON 
MR. JOHN HALDANE VILSON 
MR. JOHN R VILSON 
MRS. MARGIE VILSON 
MR. STEVEN l.YNN VILSON 
MR. TONY VILSON 
MR. VELDIN l.YNN WIHBERLEY 
MR. LOUIS RAY VINDSOR 
MR. RAYMOND F. VINTERS 
MISS JON! LEE WISENBAKER 
MR.&HRS. W.J WITHERSPOON 
MR. PERCY CLARK WITTY 
MR.&HRS. BILLY WOOD 
MR. EDDIE GAIL WOOD 
MR. JAMES TONY WOOD 
MR. RICK L WOOD 
MR.&MRS. RONALD VOOD 
MRS. RONNALEE WOOD 
MR. WILLIAM WOOD 
MR.&MRS. ED WOODRING 
HR. ROBERT WOODROW 
HR.&HRS. JOHN WOODRUFF 
MR. CLYDE MORRIS WOODS 
MR. CHARLES STANFORD WOOLS 
MISS MELISSA JANE WORD 
MR. J. W. WORLEY 
MR. DONALD'VRAY 
MR.&MRS. ALAN WRIGHT 
MR. ANDY ,WRIGH':C ' i" 
MR. BILLY STEVEN WRIGHT 
MR. DAVID LYNN WRIGHT 
HR. DONALD E VRlGHT 
MR. HOVARD T. WRIGHT 
MISS LORI l.YNNE WRIGHT 
HR.&MRS., SHERMAN ,VYNN 
MRS. LAURA YANDELL 
MR. HAL GENE YATES 
HISS TRELLA MARIE yATES 
MR. TYRRE.NKENNY YATES 
MR.&MRS.GLENN R;.YENAVlNE 
MRS. EDNA YINGLING 
MR. THOMAS GARNER YOAKUM 
MR. DALE EOOENIYODER 
MR. V H YORK :',: ... 
MR. CLAY A.YQUltG 
MR. H. B. YOUNG 
MR.&MRS. GLENN ZIGLER 
\ 
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Kenny Cdllins 
Outstan~ ing -Seni'ors Recognized, 
Mason".Collins Receive Awards 
Harding University athletes Kenny Collins 
and Dawn Mason have been named the outstand~ 
ing senior athletes for '1985-86. 
The announcement was made by President 
Clifton Ganus during gradUlltion ceremonies 
May 11. 
Collins, an NAIA All-America, GTE 
Academic All-America and co-captain of the 
Bisons basketball team, was' selected to receive 
the M.E. Berryhill Award. A two-time All-
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference and NAIA 
District 17 honoree, he is a native of Valley 
Springs, Ark. 
He compiled a 3.53 grade point average while 
pursuing a premedical m~or. 
An All-AIC honoree in two sports, Mason is 
the conference 1986 ch~pion in the 400 meter 
intermediate hurdl~s] with a r~"ord time of 
1:05.93. She was also the AlC champ in the 100 
meter hurdles in 15:53. . 
A native of Vincentown, N.J., Mason was a , 
two-time all-conference selection in· softball and 
track .. She also was a starter on the Lady Bisons 
volleyball team. She was elected to Who's Who 
Among Students in American Colleges and 
Universities while compiling a-3.73 GPA as a 
physical education major."" , 
Mason transferred to Harding from North-
eastern Christian College (Pa.) where she was 
an all-star in volleyball, basketball and ttack. 
BISON BITS ... Spring Sports Highlights 
Bison pole vaulter Ed van der Kaaij 
competed in a track meet in Lisbon, Portugal 
May 31 and will jump in 14 other European 
meets this summer. He's a native of 
Badhoevedorp, Netheriands ... For the second 
season in a row, Harding second baseman Greg 
Thompson of Decatur, lll., has been named Co-
Player of the Year in NAIA District 17 ... Four 
members of the Harding staff, track coaches Ted 
Lloyd (men), and Cliff Sharp (women), ten-
nis coach David Elliott and pU,blic relations 
director Stan Green served as officials at the 
NAlA National Track and Field Championships 
May 22-24 in Russellville, Ark. Alumnus 
Harold Valentine, a teacher at Searcy High 
School, also served as the official clerk for the 
national event. 
Lady Bison athletes took first place in four 
events at the AIC track championships. Dawn 
Mason of Vincentown, N.J. set a record of 
1:05.93 to win the 400 meter intermediate 
hurdles along with a first place in the 110 meter 
hurdles. Beverly Gardner of Fort Worth, Texas 
ran an 11: 15.44 to win the 3000 meter run and 
Linda Pryor of Barnesville, Ohio won the 800 
meter run in a record time of 2:24.17. 
- --- ---
Sophomore lefthander Marty Spears pitched 
three'straight shutouts during the '86 baseball 
season to set a school record of 26 consecutive 
scoreless innings pitched ... sophomore outfielder 
Lyndel Price of Judsonia, Ark., was the leading 
hitter with a ,369 average and lefthander James 
Mayes of Searey was the leading pitcher with 
a 7-2 record. 
For the third time, senior Donnie Wallis of 
Searey earned All-AIC and AIl-NAlA District 
17 honors in tennis. 
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1986 ALL-Ale HONOREES 
Baseball - Scott Finley, James Mayes, Steve 
Pilkington, Greg Thompson 
Golf - John Beavers, Kevin Wise 
Tennis - Boontham Jittimaporn, Donnie 
Wallis, Jon Wood 
Track (Men) T~ Howard, Doug 
Ogburn, Ed van der Kaaij 
(Women) Beverly Gardner, Dawn 
Mason, Linda Pryor 
Junior, Senior High 
Basketball Camps 
Scheduled for July 
Harding will host a summer basketball camp 
for junior and senior high boy athletes, accor-
ding to Bison head coach Jess Buey. 
The senior high camp will be held July 13-18 
and the junior high camp is set for July 20-25. 
Bucy will serve as director of the camp which 
will be held in the Harding Athletic Complex. 
Camp tuition for resident campers is $140 
with a $50 deposit. Campers who commute can 
attend for a $75 fee. If five or more campers 
from one school attend a $10 discount is given 
for each resident camper. For commuting 
campers a $5 discount is given. 
All resident campers will be housed in an air-
conditioned dormitory and will eat in the 
American Heritage Cafeteria. 
For more information, contact Jess Buey at 
Harding University, Station A, Box 765, Sear-
cy, AR 72143 or call (501) 268-6161, ext. TI5. 
J.Van der"'f(a-aij PlaCes in ~ationals;"~'~ 
Wins Fourth AII~America Award 
Harding senior Ed van der Kaaij earned his 
fourth All-America award in the NAlA national 
Track and Field Championships, but had to set-
tle for fourth place in the pole vault competition. 
Going into the national meet at Arkansas, Tech 
May 24, van der Kaaij had a 16-6 vault to his 
credit but his best vault of the competition was 
15-5. He won the Arkansas Intercollegiate Con-
ference meet May 3, with a 16-0 vault. 
"I know Ed was disappointed," said Bison 
coach Ted Lloyd. "On his last jllmp he cleared 
the pole by a foot and a half but flicked the bar 
with his hand as he came down. He could just 
as easily have won the meet but thing~s -didn't 
break his way. . 
"Ed has had a tremendous collegiate career," 
Lloyd said, "and he's going to continue to im-
prove. He's a genuine competitor.", 
A May graduate, van der Kaaij recorded a 
3.89 grade point average while majoring in com-
puter science. In addition to his three NAIA AIl-
America awards, he was also a 1985 NAIA 
Academic All-American. 
Six other Harding athletes competed in the 
NAlA national meet but did not place. 
Junior Darryl Halbert of Lakewood, Colo .. , 
ran 3:53.46 in the prelims of the 15oo-meter run 
to qualify for the finals but he did n()t place. 
Also competing, were Al Bates' or,~asqviU~, 
Tenn., in the 1500) Doug Ogburn of-Cousino, 
Mich., in the ·sh~p.!ltimd ~scus :and EddfeNeal 
Ed van der Kaaij 
of Griffithville, Ark., in the 10,000 meter run. 
For the first time coach Cliff sharp had en-
tries from his Lady Bisons' team. Beverly Gard-
ner of Fort Worth, Texas, ran in the 3,000 meter 
run, Dawn Mason of Vincentown, N.J., com-
peted in the 100 and 4oo-meter hurdles and 
Mindi Williams of Salado, Texas, participated, 
in the triple jump. 
ALL-CONFERENCE TECHNIQUE - Displaying the concentration and smooth swing that 
earned him All-Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference recognition is John Beavers of Searcy, Ark. 
In the photo inset is Ke~in Wise of Pensacola, Fla., who also earned All-AIC recognition. 
HA~61~b; iiNl~iSi*' , 
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Bisons-Wins Secon'd Straight~ NAIADistrict 1'7 Baseb'all-T'itle 
Harding University successfully defended its 
NAIA District 17 baseball title and qualified for 
the Area V tournam"'ent at Georgia College in 
Milledgeville, Ga ., May 14~17. 
Parlaying a combination of heady pitching and 
opportunistic hitting, the Bisons defeated 
Henderson State University 10-6 in the finals 
of the district tournament . ' 
Finishing 20~18-1, coach Dick Johnson's 
team was runner-up in Arkansas Intercollegiate 
Conference play with a 13~7 record to qualify 
for the district playoff. 
Sophomore left~hander Marty Spears of Sear-
cy pitched his third consecutive shutout to defeat 
Central Arkansas 3-0 in the playoff opener. In 
the semifinals Searcy junior James Mayes and 
senior right-hander Randy Allman combined to 
pitch the Bisons to an 11-5 win over Henderson 
State. 
Coming back through the loser's bracket 
Henderson claimed a 9-5 decision from Har-
ding when Bison pitcher Steve Pilkington had 
to leave the game with a wrist injury. In the 
finals the Allman-Mayes combo. again proved 
formidable and they led the Bisons to a berth 
in the region playoff. 
A year ago Harding battled its way to within 
one game of a trip to the NAIA World Series 
before falling to a powerful, nationally ranked 
Georgia College team. 
With six seniors on this year's squad having 
played a major role, Harding can boast of an 
AIC championship in 1984, and now back-to-
back titles in the district. 
"This has been a remarkable bunch of 
athletes," Johnson said. "We're not the most 
talented but we'Ve got some kids who have a lot 
of heart and refus"( to q~it. They've \\Oded haJrl 
~ i.(s great to ~ them have the success we've 
haer." , 
Oh the'mOuDd Mayes led the team and the 
Atg' f!iJ.h {l 7-2 n:cord. Spears was 505 widl a 
~~rd.slring of 26 scoreless innings and Allman 
had" a 4-3 mark, Pilkington, (2-3), was the 
fireman for the Bisons and recorded eigt4 saves. 
Leading the Bisons at the plate was 
Harding Second in Ale, 
District 17 GoH Play 
After six closely contested rounds of play, 
coach Phil Watkins golf team finished as run-
nersup in the Arkansas Intercollegiate Con-
ference race as well as in the NAIA District 17 
playoff May 3-4. 
Playing at the Cortez Country Club in Hot 
Springs, the Bisons were within a single point 
of Henderson State going into the final two 
rounds but were unable to overcome the hot-
shooting Reddies. HSU finished league play 
with 45 points, followed by the Bisons with 41, 
Arkansas Tech with 38 and Central Arkansas 
Senior Didier Villard of Rayon , France, 
carded a 78 to pace the Bisons in round five. 
In the final round, sophomore John Beavers of 
Searcy and Kevin Wise of Pensacola, Fla., were 
low with 81's. 
On their play through the six AIC rounds, 
Beavers and Wise earned All-AIC recognition. 
Beavers averaged 78.8 and Wise averaged an 
even 79. 
In the two rounds of play, which counted as 
the NAIA District 17 playoff, Harding was run-
nerup with a 651 team score to Henderson 
State's 629. 
Five seniors completed their eligibility. They 
are Kevin Kowalski of Orchard Lake, Mich.; 
Bob Pittenger of Shawnee Mission, Kans.; Mike 
Saegert of Siloam Springs, Ark.; Villard and 
Wise. 
By team vote, Villard was named the most 
valuable player, and Beavers was selected as the 
winner of the inspiration award. 
NAJA DISTRICT CHAMPIONS - Savoring the come-from-behind spirit which brought Harding University its second straight NAJA District 17 
baseball championship, the players and coaches gathered for a "victory" photograph after the finals of the tournament in Magnolia May 3. 
sophomore outfielder Lyndel Price of Judsonia, 
Ark., with a .369 average, including six home 
runs. He also led the team with n runs batted 
in. Senior second baseman Greg Thompson, 
Co-District 17 Player of the Year for the second 
time, overcame a late season bout with a virus 
to bat .319 and provide leadership in a youth-
filled infield. 
. BarrY :jones, junior' fi.rst baseman from 
Jonesboro, Ark., was a standout performer 
defensively while hitting a solid .345. Pilk-
ington, the designated hitter in addition to his 
pitching, had a .308 average with 28 RBI's. 
Two seniors, Bruce Brantley of Newport, 
Ark., and Jim Cooper of Melbourne, -Ark., 
teamed with Prjce to make one of the finest out-
field corps in Bison history. Cooper was a . 282 
Dick Johnson 
NAJA District 17 Coach of the Year 
hitter with 24 RBI's. Brantley, a fleet balIhawk 
in center field, batted .2'61 and led the team widl 
24 stolen bases. -~ _____ . 
Providing the field generalship behind the 
plate was Scott Finley, a senior from Searcy. Hit-
ting .260, Finley was a defensive leader and a 
rifle..-armed deterrent to opposing base runners. 
Two freshmen, shortstop Larry Dickinson of 
Con~, Texas, and third baseman Perry Parr 
of North Little Rock, stepped into the starting 
lineup and responded with journeymen 
performances~ 
Dickinson has a .299 batting average with 
some timely base hits and Parr made rapid late 
season development at third base while hitting 
.233. Teamwise, the Bisons hit for a solid .285 
average. 
Greg Thompson 
NAIA District 17 Co-Player of the lear 
Harding Second in AIC All-Sports Competition 
~ , 
With a fast finish in the spring sports Har-
ding University placed second in the 1985-86 
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference All-Sports 
Competition. 
Bison teams placed second in golf, men's ten-
nis and women's track and tied for seCond in 
baseball to push Harding's point total to 96.5. 
The University of Central Arkansas captured 
this year's title with 123 points. 
Ouachita Baptist University was third with 92 
points, followed by Henderson State with 85 and 
Arkansas Tech with 83.5,and next was UA-
Monticello with 70 points. / 
Other team finishes inCluded a first place 
championship in men's cross country, fourth 
place finishes in swimming and men's tntck, a 
tie for fourth in men's basketball, a fifth place 
in women's cross country, a tie for fifth in 
volleyball, sixth place in football and tenth in 
women's basketball. 
"We've played in spots," Johnson said, "but 
the team put it all together at tournament time 
and that's when it counted. Different players 
have come through when We needed them and 
our reserves have stepped in and done a fine job 
for us." 
The three year record of the Bison team might 
not qualify as a dynasty by any means but it 
would be safe to say they've definitely been"oo 
a roll." 
EDIlOR'S NOfE - Harding was eliminated 
in die second round of the Region V Tourna-
ment in Milledgeville, Ga. Coach Dick Johnson 
was voted NAIA District 17 Coach of the Year 
and Finley, Mayes, Thompson and Pilkington 
were selected All-Ale 
Bisons NeHers Runnersup 
In AIC, District 17 Tennis 
Led by seniors Donnie Wallis and Jon Wood, 
Harding earned a second place finish in the , 
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference as well as 
the NAJA District 17 tournament in Conway, 
April 30-May 1. 
Wallis, a native of Searcy, and Wood of lit-
tle Rock, teamed with junior Bonntham Jit-
timaporn of Bangkok, Thailand, to lead coach 
David Elliott's squad to a 15-7-1 season mark. 
All three athletes were named to the AII-AIC 
tennis team. 
In the NAIA District 17 tournament Wallis 
defeated John Balderee of Southern Arkansas, 
6-4, 6~, to win the number three singles finale. 
Wood teamed with sophomore Jorge Woog to 
down Arkansas Tech's Colin Davis and Marc 
Harsdorf 7-5, 7-5 in the number two doubles. 
"I'd say we did pretty well in the tournament," 
Elliott stated. "Our kids really gave everything 
they had to their matches." 
Jittimaporn battled his way to the finals of 
number one singles but fell to John Smith of 
Arkansas Tech 4-6, 0-6. Woog was runnerup in 
number four singles. 
In doubles play Harding had teams in all three 
finals but only Wood lUId Woog emerged as win-
ner. Wallis and Jittimaporn fell to Arkansas 
Tech's Smith and Steve Beckley, 6-4, 6-7, 3-6 
at number one. Sophomore Scott Ward of Mem-
phis, Tenn., and freshman Ruy Martinez of Don 
Bosco, Mexico, placed second in position three. 
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